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ABSTRACT

The objective of this report is to summarize the current state-
of-the-art of HTR technology as part of follow-up studies of
the development of advanced fission reactor systems. These
studies have been performed at AB Atomenergi since fiscal year
1975/76 and are financed by governmental funds for energy RiD.

In this report emphasis is given to the following main aspects
of the HTR development:

- a survey of the major HTR - R&D programmes;

- the description of HTR technology including renaining
development problems and uncertainties;

the analysis of the safety and environmental char-
acteristics of the HTR systems;

- the analysis of the incentives for the introduction
of various HTR types.

The report contains also information kindly provided ditectly
by experts from several organisations developing the HTR-systems.

Approved by
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L'lf Runfors

1. SUMMARY

The basic ideas behind the HTR are high coolant temperature

(high efficiency) and good neutron economy. The ideas were

moulded into concepts in the mid 195O's and materialized as

prototype reactors in the mid-1960's. The coolant is chemi-

cally inert nelium, the moderator and structural material

graphite, the fuel uranium and thorium oxide or carbide

in small (< 1 mm) coated particles.

Economically speaking the HTR has led an orphan's life in

the sense that the bulk of government development money has

been given to the water and the sodium cooled reactors.

Nevertheless it can without indulgence in superlatives be

said that the HTR-work through the 1960's was outstandingly

successful, to a significant extent because of international

cooperation in the OECD-project DRAGON. The impressive

strides taken were concentrated to the core of the reactor

and particularly to the particle fuel which most likely

is the most tested and most endurable fuel of all categories.

In the mid-1970's the HTR suffered severe set-backs parti-

cularly in the U.S. in the wake of the recession following

the oil crisis. Orders on eight full scale steam-cycle HTRs

were cancelled by customers or were withdrawn by General

Atomic (GA), the vendor. The repercussions were felt even

outside USA. Further the DRACON-project was terminated.

Although it is quite obvious that the economic recession

in 1974 hit the HTR harder than the already established

LWR it would be unfair to put all the blame on the oil crisis,

The HTR-development had mainly been centered on the novel

aspects of the system, the core and the coolant. The develop-

ment required for the balance of the primary circuit was pro-

bably underrated as was the case with LWRs. The tvo 300 MWe-

demonstration plants in USA and in FRG have been markedly

delayed. The American Fort St Vrain - HTR, thich vas built

in record time (3,5 years), has been under commis.jioning for

six years. The German Schmehausen - HTR has been modified

during erection to fit tighter safety requirements.
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General Atomic's commercial 1160 MW -design has in France

undergone substantial revision. GA has taken advantage of

the present recess period and has modified its present

lead plant design (1328 MW ) to accomodate more stringent

safety features.

After the American set-back FRG (West-Germany) have concentra-

ted on their own pebble bed construction and are in the pro-

cess of eliminating design options which are unusually abun-

dant in the very flexible HTR-system. Massive efforts are

devoted to the most advanced HTR-concept, the VHTR or the

process heat reactor, that will produce chemical energy

carriers.

In the last four years the HTR has got its reins and heart

searched intensely in investigations and assessment studies

primarily in the leading countries., FRG, the US and the UK.

This active wait-and-see situation will probably continue

until the demo-plants have given sufficient operational

experience to support decisions to go into the commercial

market or not. The state-of-the art of the HTR at present

(March 1978) can be summarized as follows.

Technical status:

The strong side of the HTR is the core in combination with

the inert coolant. The fuel particles and the ball fuel

elements have been very thoroughly tested. The all ceramic

core leaves very wide time and temperature margins to

malfunction.

The conventional part of the HTR, in particular the balance

of the primary system which depends on metallic materials

with fairly modest temperature margins to malfunction seems

to be the Achilles heel of the HTR particularly since the

primary system due to the expensive coolant has to remain

highly leak tight. The greatest uncertainty rests with the

steel liner and hot ducts including insulation on the

inside of the prestressed concrete vessel. It has to be

accessible for inspection and repair if failure occurs.
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The operational experience from the demo-plants will be

particularly valuable for evaluation of these parts of

the primary circuit.

The HTR can both use the thorium-uranium 233 and the uranium

plutonium fuel cycle. The fuel has been well developed for

both cycles. The former hol'is the long term potential of

good uranium utilization and superior economy. Thermal

breeding is possible but the economic feasibility is uncer-

tain. The latter leaves less uncertainties as to the back

end of the fuel cycle because it can reap benefits from L W -

and FBR-work.

The safety of the HTR can on general principles be expected

to be at least as good as that of water-cooled reactors or

FBRs. The general reasons are on one hand

the very high integrity of the coated particles

- the low particle temperature

- the wide temperature margin to core malfunction and

the great heat capacity of the core

and on the other

fewer other mechanism by which active material can

reach the surroundings.

The risks associated with core overheating accidents have

been shown to be very small by several investigations. This

low .isk - defined as consequence x probability - is, com-

pared to the risks in other nuclear systems characterized by

being low in consequences rather than in probabilities.

However, the same studies also indicate that some designs

leave room for improvments that could lower the probability

of loss of sufficient core cooling and primary circuit inte-

grity. It should be noted that calculations r.how that the

HTR - at a cost penalty - can be designed to eliminate fuel

failure in core overheating accidents and consequently also

activity release.
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The safety aspects vary, of course, for the three versions

of the KIR. The HTR with steam cycle as well as most ver-

sions of the VHTR contain steam of about 15 MPa adjacent

to the 5 MPa primary circuit helium which in principle

makes steam or water ingress into the core possible. This

ingress possibility does not exist in the direct cycle HTR

or is strongly reduced in the process heat exchangers of

the VHTR. The direct cycle HTR on the other hand faces

the possibility of plate out of radioactive material pri-

marily on the rotary parts of the turbine, which could be-

come an embarrassment during repair and inspection. The

VHTR plant contains inflammable gases, which require addi-

tional precautions.

If the LWR is used as a yardstick with respect to safety

and environmental impact one expects an approximately one order

of magnitude lower dose burden from HTR reactor operations.

The doses expected in the pre-reactor part of the fuel

cycle operations are, due to the smaller uranium consump-

tion reduced to 75-60 Z in near term HTRs compared with

LWRs. In zero growth systems the uranium consumption could

be eliminated altogether. The post-reactor fuel cycle ope-

rations are not yet sufficiently defined to warrant any

definite statement as to an overall difference.

The thorium-uranium cycle operates with highly enriched

(93 % U235) uranium which is less attractive from prolifera-

tion or safeguard viewpoints than the low (6-10 % U235)

enrichment in the uraniutn-plutonium cycle and a medium

enrichment (20 7, U235) hybrid cycle recently put in the focus

of interest by the Carter administration.

Economics:

The economic assessments for electricity producing HTRs

rather unanimously concur, within the margins of error,

that a break-even situation is expected relative to the

LWR (i'WR) on inland sites requiring cooling towers.

Constal location favors the LWR.
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The VHTR faces a complex competitive situation depending

on what market is addressed. The nuclear route is generally

speaking superior to conventional manufacture of the same

chemical energy carrier. This is particularly true, if ex-

pensive carbonaceous raw materials such as hard coal are

used. Chemical energy carriers such as hydrogen are highly

competitive as raw materials in industrial processes but

can most likely only compete with direct burning of coal

for heating purposes if penalties are put on coal for en-

vironmental reasons. Caution, however, has to be exercised

as the prices and hence the competitive situation particu-

larly regarding chemical heat carriers are regulated by

taxes and subventions in most countries. Predictions re-

garded competitiveness in the future consequently have to

take these and other less calculable factors into conside-

ration such as environmental effects and conservation of

natural resources.

Natural resources:

It seems obvious that those future energy production means,

provided they are environmentally, economically and poli-

tically acceptable, which depend on durable natural re-

serves should show most promise. Nuclear energy making use

of breeders is the most durable technologically demonstra-

ted resource. The HTR has good neutron economy. The uranium

consumption is markedly reduced as compared to the LWR. In

the future the HTR can be ised as a near breeder or eventu-

ally as a breeder, which improves uranium utilization nearly

as much as with the FRR.

However, it has to be- underlined that the full benefit of

the HTR as a thermal breeder is only achieved in an nuclear

energy market with zero growth. That situation will most

likely not appear until oil and gas have been replaced by

other energy carriers, probably half a century into the

future.
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During this oil and gas replacement period the use of

nuclear energy will most certainly increase. The fast

breeder in combination with thermal reactors of good

neutron economy in the uranium - plutonium fuel cycle

will be superior from the uranium conservation view point

during this transitional period which, of course, can be

of varying duration in individual countries.

The problem of uranium conservation in various nuclear

systems generally overshadows similar problems with

other elements. Although elements like ctuomum and

nickel might become in short supply they are not typical

for the HTR as is helium which is extracted from certain

deposits of natural gas. Helium ;s presently not as before

subject to conservation. Extraction from the air is possible

but at a cost penalty.

Market and time scale:

The long term global energy problem is to supply a growing

population with energy without causing undesired environ-

mental effects and without exhausting natural resources.

The dominating near ana medium term task is to replace oil

and natural gas. Oil production is expected to decrease in

about teii years time, gas ;.'>duction about a decade later.

Nuclear energy is sufficiently developed to be utilized

immediately and contains options for long term energy

supply as well. It is consequently one of the most viable

alternatives. Nuclear energy is presently virtually syno-

nymous with electricity and it supplements or replaces oil

for the purpose of electricity production. The bulk of all

energy including oil nnJ gas is used for other purposes,

heating in households and industries, for transportation. The

chemical energy carrier oil can be replaced by electricity

or by chemical heat carriers, either natural ones such as

coal, peat, wood or synthetic ones such as SNG (Substitute

Natural Gas), hydrogen, methanol etc. If electricity is to

be used, changes or additions have to be made along the

entire chain from production ovet transport to consumption.
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If chemical heat carriers are to be used the changes are

primarily restricted to energy production. Nevertheless,

increased usage of electricity has definite advantages in

certain applications in industry and household (e g heating

of homes). Synthetic chemical energy carriers are preferable

for transport purposes, certain other industrial applications

or in urban areas already based on natural gas.

The HTR has to penetrate the electricity market in competi-

tion with other nuclear systems, LWR, HWR, FBR. Locations

in the inland or near urban areas will favor the HTR. The

VHTR, however, is the sole nuclear option in the chemical

energy carrier market. The major advantage of VHTR-derived

chemical energy carriers, apart from economic ones, is that

the raw material can either be a combination of carbonaceous

and fissile ones or be solely fissile. Either way the least

abundant material, lignite, peat, hard coal is used up at

a slower rate compared to conventional technique or is

reserved.

Should carbon dioxide emission to the atmosphere make usage

of fossile fuels environmentally prohibitive the nuclear

option becomes even more viable, either by means of electro-

lytic hydrogen or by various VHTR-alternatives EVA-ADAM,

hydrogen from thermal water splitting or by using biomass

(wood) as raw material which is in equilibrium with the photo

synthesis. The potential future market for the VHTR is gi-

gantic even if electricity would substantially increase its

share of the market. The long term prospects certainly seem

promising.

In the near term perspective the prospects are not equally

obvious for several reasons.

The VHTR, being of novel variety of the HTR-system,

is not yet sufficiently known outside the FRG.

Although known to many experts its potential is

far from realised by politicians and consequently

even less known by the man in the street. Until

the information barriers are overcome the VHTR-

development will suffer from restricted funds;
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The economics of VHTR-derived chemical energy

carriers in the largest of the potential VHTR-

markets, heat generation, is uncertain tor two

reasons:

penalties on direct burning coal and
other fossile fuel can be expected for
environmental reasons. Whether such
penalties will make burning of VHTR-
derived energy carriers competitive is
quite uncertain.

the increase in real price of oil and
natural gas on one hand and on hard
coal on the other have to fulfil cer-
tain conditions. These conditions are
easier to fulfil in the long term when
oil prices have increased more than

twice. If the mentioned price increases
are smaller, the price on hard coal
cannot increase or only marginally so.

The VHTR will probably only exist as a demoplant

by the time (̂  1990) oil production starts to

dwindle. Replacement of oil, at least in the

early stages will have to follow other routes.

On the other hand the VHTR seems to come in time

to phase in SNG when natural gas phases out;

Fuel reprocessing and uranium 233-utilization

which is a requirement for long term and optimum

use of the HTR-system will not be effective be-

fore the year 2000;

Price regulations on natural gas has in countries

like USA made the gas market unprofitable for

private enterprise. The reactor vendors that work

with the HTR (GA) or have shown definite interest

in the VHTR (GE) have consequently no immediate

incentive to go beyond the profitable electricity

market.
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The international agreements recently made between FRG, USA

and Switzerland and under negotiation with other countries

can be seen both as a result of the recess situation since

four years,and as a constructive effort to make efficient

use of present day efforts and funds to overcome near term

problems. Rational reasons indicate the long term necessity

of the HTR and particularly of the VHTR-system.
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U Runfors

2. INTRODUCTION

The conceptual ideas that lead to the development of the

HTR were created in the mid-1950's in Great Britain (UK)

by Peter Fortesque and Leslie Shepherd and in Germany

(FRG) by Rudolf Schulten independently of one another. The

following HTR-developraent continued in three countries,

U.K., USA and FRG. The British effort continued to a great

extent within the OECD-project Dragon, founded 1959 and

placed at Winfrith in southern England. Peter Fortesque

sparked the HTR-work in the U.S. at General Atomics, San

Diego, California. German HTR-development went on at

Kernforschungsanlage Jiilich and in industries, NUKEM.Hanou;

Hochtemperaturreaktorbau, Mannheim.

The basic idea was to reach high uranium utilization by

good neutron economy and high efficiency. The latter

requirement meant high coolant temperature. Graphite was

selected as a both moderator and structural material, the

chemically inert helium gas as coolant and uranium and thorium

carbide (later oxide) in small spherical particles as fuel.

The core was, in other words, all ceramic with melting points

well in excess of 2000 C. The thorium-uranium 233-fuel

cycle was adopted to achieve high uranium utilization.

The early concept differed in one principal aspect from the

present. The fuel was intended to release fission products,

which were to be continously removed. The advantage of elimina-

ting neutron absorbing fission products from the core in

order to improve neutron economy was, however, more than

counteracted by the disadvantageous economy of the

purification plant. The advent of the coated particle, 1960,

(R Huddle, Dragon) gave the HTR a fuel with high fission

product retention and improved economy. The HTR was developed

for electricity production but also for space propulsion

(Los Alamos, New Mexico).

Steam cycle as well as direct cycle (gas turbine) applications

were contemplated for electricity production. The idea of

using the high temperature heat in the coolant for chemical
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process applications was born by R Schulten in 1966.

The development of this particular HTR-concept, VHTR

(Very High Temperature Reactor) has primarily been

pursued in FRG.

Three prototype plants in the 20-100 MW . range were put

into operation in the mid-1960"s, DRE (Dragon Reactor

Experiment), Peach Bottom in Pennsylvania, USA, and AVR

(Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchsreaktor, Julich, FRG). The

latter two were electricity producers. AVR used spherical

fuel elements continuously flowing through the core. The

HTR-design is called the pebble bed reactor sometimes

"der Kartoffelreaktor". The other two used prismatic pin

fuel elements, forerunners to the present prismatic block

fuel element. All prototype reactors have operated with

remarkable success.

Two demonstration units in the 300 MW range, Fort St Vrain

(FSV), Colorado, USA and THTR-300, Schmehausen, FRG are

presently under commissioning or construction. Both demo-

plants and prototypes are illustrated on the cover. The

first is a block type, the second a pebble bed reactor

both contained in prestressed concrete pressure vessels

developed in the preceeding (14 MW ) gas cooled reactor

programs in France and UK. Both plants have been delayed.

FSV, although erected in record time, 3 1/2 years, has since

then met numerous problems during six years of commissioning.

THTR-300 has had to accomodate design modifications during

construction in order to satisfy changing German safety

requirements. In the early 1970's General Atomics signed,

i e in parallel with the construction of FSV, contracts on

eight commercial HTRF (770 and 1160 MW ) .

During the development of the HTR the list of major

incentives has increased to include potential safety and

environmental advantages as well as direct production of

chemical energy carriers. The original incentive high

uranium utilization can be achieved in other advanced

thermal systems making use of the thorium fuel cycle. Some

can reach high efficiencies in electricity production but
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the HTR is unique in covering the entire range of

incentives. At present some 250 million dollar.» per year

are globally spent on the HTR-development.

Sweden has, as one of the signatories of the Dragon Project,

followed the HTR-development mainly through the project.

When General Atraiic entered the commercial market Swedish

utilities took increased interest in the HTR.

During the 1970's it was gradually realized that oil

is in limited supply. The oil crisis dramatically heightened

the attention on energy matters. It was also in Sweden

realized that the VHTR constitutes one option for decreasing

the dependancy on oil. Work in ENSEC (European Nuclear Steel

Making Club) ̂ rhich is linked to the VHTR, was, for example,

followed by Swedish participants.

However, in the wake of the recession following the oil

crises came cancellations of or withdrawals from all the

US orders on commercial HTRs. The Dragon Project was

further terminated in 1975. This set-back for the HTR lead

to an active wait-and-see situation. Many investigations

have been initiated in various countries in order to

make assessments of the HTR and its prospects. So also

in Sweden.

In 1975 the Swedish government allocated funds to AB

Atomenergi for a three year investigational program on

advanced fission reactors with emphasis on the HTR and the

FBR. The aim of tue investigations was to supply information

in support of national policy decisions to be taken on

future energy programs. The HTR-study comprised two steps:

a compilation of a state-of-the-art report

an evaluation of the possible role of the HTR

in the future Swedish energy system.

The former report is presented in this volume. It has been

written in English to facilitate discussions of our assessments
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with foreign organisation developing the HTR. The work has

at intervals been reported to a reference group containing

the following members:

Ingenjörsvetenskapsakademien Prof G Hambraeus (chairman)

AB Asea-Atom Messrs K Hannerz, L Leine

Chalmers Tekniska Högskola Prof B McHugh

Kungl Tekniska Högskolan Prof T Uestermark

Nämnden för Energiproduk-
tionsforskning Messrs H Haegermark, L Rey

Sandvik AB Mr L Egne11

Statens Kärnkraftinspektion Mr E Jansson

Atomkraftkonsortiet Messrs B Almgren, G Beliaev

AB Atomenergi Messrs R Nilson, B Pershagen,
G Vieider

Valuable citicism given by members of the group is thankfully

acknowledged.

Our most sincere appreciation is directed to numerous

colleagues in foreign organisations working on the HTR,

who have shown profound interest in our work, not only by

giving penetrating criticism but also in supplying valuable

information both in discussions and in the form of written

documents.

These experts are members of the following organisations.

The generous and cooperative attitude of these companies

has been a great help to our study:

Kernforschungranlage Julich, FRG

OECD Dragon Project, Winfrith, Dorset, UK

Hochtemperaturreaktorbau, Mannheim, FRG

General Atomic, La Jolla, California, USA

General Atomic Europe, Zurich, Switzerland

Central Electricity Generating Board, Barnwood,
Gloucestershire, UK

Rheinische Braunkohlenwerke, Köln, FRG

Ramco, La Jolla, California, USA

Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires, Grenoble, France

Österreichische Studiengesellschaft fiir Atomenergie,
Siebersdorf, Austria.
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3. MAJOR HTR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES

3.1 USA

The following list of built reactors illustrates the background

to todays status of the helium cooled reactor technology in the

US.

1963 Experimental Gas Cooled Reactor EGCR of 22 MWe

(85 MW) with oxide fuel and refuelling from below.

The almost completed plant was decommissioned

before ever operated.

1967 Peach Bottom High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor

HTGR of 40 MWe was operated successfully for 7

years until October 1974. See cover.

19/6 Fort St Vrain HTGR of 330 MWe is now in its com-

missioning phase, producing electricity 60% of full

power. See cover.

To this one can add the Ultra High Temp Reactor Exp. that gene-

rated up to 1300 C He temp, and the High Temp Lattice Test

Reactor (Battelle-NW) work on He-cooled reactors for maritime,

aircraft or space-craft use. If other gases than He are con-

sidered then the list of activities would grow further consid-

ering the extensive rocket programmes ROVER and NERVA.

The US international cooperation is extensive, as explained in

the following sections, with the FRG, the Dragon Project,

Switzerland, France and Japan.

In the early 70ies the Generdl Atomic Company (GA) had secured

sales contracts for 10 full size steam cycle HTGRs, but the

oil crisis and the general recession of reactor sales that

followed caused delays and costs which forced utilities and

also GA to withdraw from all these contracts. The losses due

to this situation hit in the first place the reactor vendors.

In 1974 one had hoped to sell 40 water reactors in the US but

only 5 were sold actually. (The problems with closing the fuel

cycle and the delays with full power operation of Fort St Vrain

contributed probably also to cancelling the signed contracts.)
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Despite this failure of a first market penetration the interest

in the HTGR has survived. Work on standard and lead plant de-

signs continued and the US Energy Research and Development

Administration, ERDA (the follower to the USAEC) trusted the

Arthur D Little Inc. for an unbiassed gas cooled reactor assess-

ment which was completed in August of 1976 and which like GA

recommended ERDA to formulate a national program that by 1987

could provide alternative power sources (HTGRs and GCFRs) with

potential of economic, environmental and conservation benefits

relative to alternative nuclear and coal fueled power plants.

Commercialization of the steam cycle HTGR was regarded as a

logical orecursor to the GCFR, (1), (5). ERDA consulted RAHCO

Inc. regarding the national interest of the HTR. Their Gas-

Cooled Reactor Commercialization Report (2) concluded that

There is a sound HTGR steam cycle technology for a

lead plant operating in the late 1980's, but that

the fuel cycle which is consistent with the national

non-proliferation objectives needs further develop-

ment.

There are sufficient market prospects to warrant

continued support considering even a modest share

of the domestic new generating capacity of 100—270

GWe by 2000 since the utilities who are considered

candidates for the HTGR are expected to order half

of this new capacity.

There exists sufficient national benefits and util-

ity incentives because of the HTGRs efficient fuel

utilization, flexibility of fuel cycle policy,

safety and environmental advantages, costs compar-

able to the I.WR and because of the future potential

of this reactor line (cheaper power with the direct

cycle, etc.).

Commercialization requires access to all gas-cooled

reactor technology, utility leadership, a series of

standardized plants (considering required suppliers)
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but a single lead plant program is unnecessary pro-

vided Fort St Vrain will verify the design basis.

The NTGR and the GCFR should have separate funding.

The utilities shoulu form a Gas-Cooled Reactor Assoc.

GCRA to execute the commercialisation programme.

The utilities formed indeed the GCRA on Feb. 2, 197t. The

Associated Nuclear Services (ANS) and the Nuclear Utility

Services have both performed NTR design reviews and arrived at

similarly favourable conclusions. DOE (Department of Energy)

has budgeted |31H in Ft'7t. To this should be added $17* for

the Th-fuel cycle etc., |2H from EPRI and the industry contri-

butions. (The DOE GCFR budget is $3».) DOE has expressed the

conditions of utility interest, strengthening of the industrial

structure and success with the Fort St Vrain reactor for con-

tinued support. The recent emphasis on better resource utilisa-

tion and nonproliferation has made the government more inter-

ested in the helium cooled reactors, i.e. the NTGR-Steam Cycle,

the Direct Cycle, the Nigh Temp Process Neat HTCR, and the GCFR.

A cold experimental prototype processing facility was completed

ir April of 1976 at GA in San Diego. In cooperation with the

Julich hot processing facility JUPITER one plans then to de-

velop the various processing steps separately under hot condi-

tions and build by the end of the century a semiscale facility

in cooperation with the FRG to serve 5-30 GUt of KIR fuel. Ex-

perimental fuel cycle work is also proceeding at the National

Laboratory at Oak Ridge.

1 ARTHUR D LITTLE Inc.
Gas Cooled Reactor Assessment for ERDA.
1976-08

2 RAHCO Inc.
Gas-Cooled Reactor Commercialisation Study.
DOE 1977-12-31.

3 High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor Steam Cycle
Lead Plant Design Description.
GA-A14667, October 1977.
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3.2 ntC (MB>)

The F K record includes

19*7 The 13.6 MUK Arbeitsgemeinscbaft Versuch Reaktor

AVR pebble bed NTR experiment that since has run

with a 78Z availability Cor over a decade and which

since 1974 has generated 9$0°C helium. See cover.

19*1 The 300 Mie pebble bed Kit deaonstration plant, the

Thorium Hoch Temperatur Beaktor TMTR-300, is expec-

ted to be put into operation with a new first off a

kind dry cooling tower. See cover.

To this one swst add the basic facilities at which gas turbine*

for direct cycle plants and heat exchangers and other process

equipment for VRTls are being studied as well as the fuel cycle

facilities such as the JUPITER plant now under inactive test

in Julich which after 197S will be able to process 200 pebbles

per day of AVR and THTR fuel. Used pebble fuel is being stored

as a test in a salt mine, large test facilities regarding hydro-

gasification, methane-steam-reforming and steam gasification

have been built and a very large helium test facility for major

direct cycle component testing us under construction as is a

large scale methane-stcam-reformer tube test facility (Super-EVA)

So far FRC has spent 1.8 COH on the HTR development and the

national HTR budget for 1978 is 280 M M .

In FRC serious efforts are devoted to the production of synthe-

tic natural gas (SRC) from coal, since only coal is available

as a domestic energy source and a low polluting end product of

it is needed. Nuclear SBC is given favourable economic prospects

(5). Introduction of nuclear energy into the heat market, low

waste heat discharges and good uranium resource utilisation

arc other positive aspects connected with the KTR (4). Because

both the VHTR and gasification technologies need further devel-

opment a 500 MWt prototype plant construction is not scheduled

before 1985. The coal industry and the KMJ-group will take the

lead for the process heat plant while MRB and Gcscllschaft fOr
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Rochteaperatur-Techaik amH (GUT) will establish a consortium

for the nuclear heat supply s/stem. Kernforscbungsaulage Julich

(KFA) will play the lead RAD rol*. The plant in ekis Projekt

Mukleare ProzesswSrae (POT) will haw» two loops, on* for steam

gasification of hard coal and another for hydregasification of

lignite. Start of construction is expected in IMS. An electric-

ity prodweting 600 MUe direct cycle pebble bed fuel 1TI bas

been proposed as the next step after the TMTR-100. A stwdy com-

pleted in 1977 clearly indicated preference from the aemufac-

turing industry as well m% utilities for the direct cycle RIB

although the stean cycle reactor was dressed the easier approach.

Start of construct ion is foreseen in 19S3.

Since the cost for the introduction of a RTR-system including

the fuel cycle is estimated to fall in the range of 5-10 COM,

FRC is trying to widen international cooperation as are the

other interested countries. Bundcsniinisteriun fur Forschung

und Technologic (MPT) and US-EBM signed an umbrella agreement

on gas-cooled reactor cooperation in February 1977. France and

Switzerland joined in September. Austria is expected to follow.

One is hoping to be able to start construction of commercial

plants in 1990 and to have tens of them just after year 2000.

The timing of the whole RTR program is stepped in a fashion

that permits bcth continuous employment of the specialist work

force and even distribution of investments. Two advisory bodies

have recommended the government to pursue their efforts on the

even on a solely national basis.

1 ENCEUMMI P (KFA)
The German MTU Program.
imt Seminar, Stockholm 1978-01-11.

2 ERCr. ..;J* P (KFA)
The HTR Fuel Cycle Activities in the FRC.
HTR Seminar, Stockholm 1978-01-11.

3 KCKUKTS K H, ENCELMHH P, ERS D E
The Gas Cooled High Temperature Reactor: Perspec-
tives, Problems and Programmes.
International Conference on Nuclear Power and Its
Fuel Cycle, Salzburg, 2-13 Hay, 1977. Report IAEA-
CH-36/94.
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BALTHESES E
HTR-Introduction Strategy in FRG.
HTR-Seainar, Stockholm 1978-01-U.

ENSEC Meeting in London 1977-03-07.
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3.3 The OECD Dragon Project (DP) and the Commission of

European Communities (CEC)

The 1959 established DP to design and operate a 20 MW HTR reac-

tor experiment with associated R&D was terminated in March of

1976 after having been very successful. The particular situa-

tion in the UK with a decision (later revoked) for a heavy

water reactor programme based on a successful 100 MWe SGHWR

experiment reduced the HTR involvement to the point that the

country could not further support the DP, a move that killed

the project. The DP has been instrumental in the development

of HTR fuel and technology including the head-end step for

fuel processing and in the development of out of core materials

(in cooperation with Norwegian Central Institute for Industrial

Research in Oslo) and in advancing the general designs in gen-

eral (from reactor physics and fuel cycle strategies to the

pod type prestressed concrete vessel concept). The experimental

reactor operated successfully between 1965 and 1975. The high

temperature metals program is continuing in cooperation with

KFA, FRG.

The CEC has been supporting the HTR development and formed in

1976 a working group composed of experts from UNIPEDE, UN1CE

and EEC to study the case for a common policy supporting the

further development of gas cooled reactors in the European

Community. Their report was issued 1976-05-31 and it endorsed

the steam cycle HTR as a matter of priority programme for a

start of construction of a 1.2 GWe plant on the Th fuel cycle

in the 1980-1982 period, (1). It would require public funding

of up to $400M over a period of 9 years.

Regarding the GCFR the assessment endorsed the GBRA programme

which visualizes a commitment to the construction of a 600 MWe

demonstration plant after 1981. That would require public

funding of $140M + $335M. CEC proposes that guarantees and risks

for cost overruns and non-availability would be provided by

public authorities. This study itself was not as extensive as

e.g. the IS Arthur D Little Inc. assessment (2), but it was

based on practically all available R&D results in the field.
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UNIPEDE, UNICE, EEC
A Case for a Common Policy Supporting the Further
Development of Gas Cooled Reactors in the European
Community.
1976-05-31.

ARTHUR D LITTLE Inc.
Gas Cooled Reactor Assessment for ERDA.
1976-08
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3.4 UK

It may seem surprising that the UK with the largest gas cooled

reactor programme behind it (some 5.3 GWe of the first series

of magnox reactors and now 2.4 GWe of AGRs on line with another

4 GWe under construction) has withdrawn its support for the

Dragon Project. The termination of the DP has been viewed as

rather surprising outcome of the complex decision making pro-

cess in international politics where none of the signatories

intended to kill the project. The British have now virtually no

HTR programme.

The main reason for this is that there has been a 40% over-

capacity of electricity generation in the country and therefore

no pressing need exists for new plants. The HTR has been regard-

ed as the potential success to future helium-cooled AGRs. This

places the British HTR well into the future and makes it a weak

competitor for R4D funds. The LMFBR program has consumed the

bulk of the available R&D money and is still in need of more

than a billion dollars. Further a decision was made in 1974 to

launch a 4 GWe heavy water reactor programme partly in the hope

to be able to secure export reactor orders. Now that decision

has been revoked but rather in favour of the PWR than the HTR.

Some active interest is however still being shown in the UK

regarding high temperature process heat reactors for nuclear

steel making and coal gasification. For those purposes the HTR

has no competitor. While the UK was engaged in the HTR develop-

ment the reference design was based on prismatic low enriched

fuel.

The Secretary for Energy, Mr T 3enn, made the following

statement in the House of Commons on Jan 25 1978, on nuclear

reactors for the British power programme: ..."the House

should be aware that the gas-cooled technology has conside-

rable potential and possibilities. Por Example, HTRs may

turn out to be the choice of the world. Other countries

may decide to double bank on their reactor systems, as we

shall be doing. It is important that we do not snuff out

our experience of gas-cooled technology."...
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3.5 France

Like in the UK the first series of reactors» a total of about

2.4 GWe, are gas-cooled in France. They could however not com-

pete with the PWRs which today dominate the French scene.

France, that participated in the DP, did however build up both

gas reactor know-how and industrial capability regarding com-

ponents from steam generators to prestressed concrete pressure

vessels and is conducting a sizeable HTR R4D effort including

work on the liner/insulator of the prestressed concrete pressure

vessel, on nuclear steelmaking and methane reforming and on

modifications of the General Atomic HTGR concept. This is being

done by Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique (CEA) and Creusot-

Loire. In 1975 the budget for this was 80 MF ($20M) and one

did in effect, based on a cooperation agreement with Gulf

General Atomic Co., offer a 1.16 GWe steam cycle HTR of modified

GA design (1). Electricité de France (EDF) wants a French HTR

as a back-up to the fast sodium cooled breeder (LMFBR).

In 1976 France signed cooperation with the FRG as a package deal

involving both the LMFBR and the HTR and joined in 1977 the

BMFT-ERDA umbrella agreement for cooperation in the field of

gas-cooled reactors.

PENCE J
Programme des activites en tnatiere de reacteurs a
haute temperature en France.
Symposium on Gas-Cooled Reactors with Emphasis on
Advanced Systems.
IAEA Julich 1975-10-13/7 Vol. I p 3-9.
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3.6 Japan

Japan has many year of experience with a gas-cooled 160 MWe

magnox reactor at Tokai-Mura. Regarding helium cooling one may

recall the early Japanese efforts to develop the homogeneous

core reactor. Today one is however mainly interested in nuclear

steel making considering the difficulties of aquiring coaking

coal, the need to reduce the pollution from coal plants and the

rapid growth of the steel industry (by a factor of 4 in a de-

cade). The steel industry is concentrated to two huge companies

which are able to use large scale VHTRs while the chemical

industry is scattered on rather small units which would require

a gas pipe distribution net work. Pipe lines are viewed with

caution in an earth quake-prone country like Japan. One is

hopeful to soon be able to start construction of a 50 MWt very

high temperature reactor experiment VHTR as a major step along

this development route (1)(2_)(3).

JAERI (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute) is recommending

helium-cooled reactors especially for process heat ami fast

breeder applications and one is hopeful to get the required

financing. This is more probable if the heavy water reactors

will not get a good foothold in Japan (2). The JAERI HTR budget

for fiscal 1977 was $3.9M.

MURATA, ISHIKAWA, TAKETANI
Status and Outlook of the HTR Programme in Japan
IAEA Jiilich 1975-10-13/7 Vol. I, p 27-47.

EKHOLM R
Nuclear Process Heat in the Light of the BNES Conf
1974-11-26/8. AE-AR-RV-378, 1975-02-17.

Present Status of R&D on Multi-Purpose VHTR.
JAERI 1976-03
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3.7 Switzerland

Switzerland has showed active interest in He-cooled reactors

with the emphasis on thr> direct cycles both for the HTR and the

GCFR.

General Atomic and eight German and Swiss firms have signed an

agreement to cooperate in the design of high-efficiency, Multi-

purpose nuclear power plants that would use hot helium to drive

turbine-generators (GT-HTGR). This gas-turbine HTGR-programme

at GA was started in 1971 and has been sponsored by the company,

ERDA and a number of US utilities (1)

Switzerland has signed the umbrella agreement mentioned above.

GA International has its main offices in Zurich.

Direct Cycle He Turbine.
Nucl. Engl. Intnl 1976-12 p. 7.
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4. THE FUEL CYCLE

4.1 Types of fuel cycles

Fuel cycles could be described in terms of physical, chemical

and technological properties. The basic physical characteristics

of a fuel cycle is the heavy isotope compositions of the

charged and discharged fuel for equilibrium operation. There

are also different fuelling schemes to reach the equilibrium

cycle. The fuel cycle of a converter reactor always requires

external input of fissile material - fissile isotope makeup.

With respect to the main heavy isotopes in the fuel there are

two classes of fuel cycles - uranium and thorium cycles. The

uraruum cycle in HTR is physically similar to that in LWR but

requires 2 or 3 times higher enrichment and only the once

through version seems to be attractive to HTR.

The thorium cycles are normally considered to be very

interesting to HTRs but less suitable to LWRs. The reasons

are the low neutron absorption in the HTR core, the simple

possibility to keep the initial fissile material separated

from the fertile material and the rather low fuel ratings,

which are economic for HTR cores. However, HWRs for thorium

cycles have the additional advantage of a well-thermalized

spectrum, which improves the conversion ratio slightly.

Comparing the economy of uranium and thorium cycles' for

HTRs there is a current preference for thorium cycles,but

the processing cost of thorium fuel are still more

uncertain than they are for uranium fuel.

It seems reasonable to state that the HTR offers a great

flexibility in the use of different fuel cycles. However,

from the aspect of selling the HTR concept to politicians

and utility executives this might be a disadvantage as it

makes the fuel cycle costs difficult to define and complicated

to assess.
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4.1.1 Some neutronic principles of core design

The main physical features of HTR core designs will be

discussed in some detail in chapter 5 but in order to give

a general understanding of the nuclear performance of dif-

ferent fuel cycles we should briefly mention important

nuclear design principles of typical HTR cores.

The HTR uses graphite, which is a very weak neutron absorber,

both as moderator and as structural material. The helium

coolant, which has a very low neutron capture cross section,

has a negligible effect on the neutron parasitic absorption

in the reactor in contrast to the light water in LWRs. As the

slowing down power for graphite is much smaller than for

water or even heavy water, the relative amount of graphite

has to be large to provide a well-thermalized neutron spect-

rum and hence allow of a good neutron economy. As a conse-

quence the HTR cores are larger with an order cf magnitude

lower power densities as compared to LWR's.The fuel

is either oxide or carbide more or less homogeneously distri-

buted over the graphite matrix in the form of the well-known

coated particle. Thus the HTR has an all ceramic core composed

of carbon, helium and oxygen atoms together with the heavy

fuel atoms. The very low parasitic neutron absorption in the

core provides the basis for the good neutron economy of HTRs.

4.1.2 General asgects of the fuel cycles

The main feature of a fuel cycle is the transformation of a

fertile isotope to a fissile isotope. From this point of view

there are mainly two types of fuel cycles, the uranium-pluto-

nium cycle and the thorium-uranium cycle. All fuel cycles are

essentially variations of these two types depending on the choice

of initial fissile isotope or the necessary external feed

(makeup) of fissile material for non-breeding reactors. The

2 38
first cycle type has U as the fertile isotope and is

often called the uranium cycle (only) and the second type
232

has Th as fertile isotope and is analogously called the
232

Thorium cycle. As natural thorium contains only Th and
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no fissile isotope the thorium cycles has to be started with

the natural fissile isotope U or plutonium from the

uranium cycle.

•s »•

c
93

In addition to the basic and simplified isotopic transfor-
238 239 2

mations U • n
239 232 233

Pu and Th • n -» U there are

several other connected transformations, which all make up

the rather complex isotopic chains now normally called the

U-Pu cycle and Th-U cycle, respectively. The detailed struc-

ture of these cycles, including (n, y) and (n, 2n) reactions

as well as a and p disintegrations, are shown in Fig 4.1.2.1

and 4.1.2.2 [1].
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Fig 4.1.2.2
The Thorium-
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4.1.3 HTR conversion ratio and its dependence on fuel cycle

The fuel management of a reactor has the potential to reach

low fuel costs and reduced environmental impact if high

utilization of the natural uranium and thorium used in the

fuel cycle is achieved. The fuel utilization for a certain

fuel cycle of a particular reactor type, i. e. the fraction

of the uranium and thorium used in the cycle which is fis-

sioned, is determined by the conversion ratio CR (i. e. the

production rate divided by the comsimpcion rate of fissile

atoms). Very roughly the utilization is proportional to

'1 - CR) , which, however, gives too strong a dependence on CR.

For reactors used for electricity generation only a more rele-

vant fuel utilization concept is the total electric energy

produced out of one unit mass of uranium and thorium.

With this definition the thermal efficiency as well as the

conversion ratio are of decisive importance for the fuel

utilization. Thus the high thermal efficiency of HTR (~ 40 Z)

means an improvement in fuel utilization of about 25 % relative

to light water reactors.

The conversion ratio may be expressed as

CR = c n - 1 - Am - A F p - ̂  (1)

where n is the neutron yield of the fissile material averaged

over neutron spectrum and fissile isotopes, E the fast fission

factor (contribution from fast fission in fertile isotopes)

and A , A p and Af are neutron losses (normalized to neutron

absorptions in fissile atoms) in materials other than fuel, in

fission products and losses due to neutron leakage from tne

core, respectively.

As pointed out earlier it is the low absorption in non-fuel

materials, A , which is the basic nuclear advantage of the
m

HTR concept. In a typical light water reactor A is about

0.10, so the inherent advantage relative to LWR is not very

large. However, the coated particle concept and the versati-
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lity in the distribution of the particles over the fuel block

introduces a high degree of freedom in the choice of heavy

metal loading, enrichment level etc, which can be used to

obtain much larger advantage in conversion ratio relative to

LWR. Thus e. g. the choice of lower burnup or of reduction

in the moderation ratio N_/N (which implies a higher enrich-

ment) reduces the fission product loss A .

The most important step to raise the conversion ratio in an

HTR is to adopt the thorium cycle as the average n~value

for U is about 0.25 higher than ~, for U but there is

a slight compensation due to the smaller fast fission effect

in Th. Hence the effective improvement with U instead of
235

U is roughly 0.2 in conversion ratio. The variation of n

with energy for V, U and Pu is shown in Fig 4.1.3.1

and the average values for neutron spectra typical for an

uranium cycle HTR (moderation ratio 246) and a thorium cycle

HTR (moderation ratio 110) are given in Table 4.1.3.1 [3].

Table 4.1.3.1: Nuclear Properties of Fissile Isotopes

(Average 0 - 1 0 eV)

U-2JJ

U-1V,

Pi»-239

IV-24I

2.24

1.98

1.81

2.1o

llo

2.22

1.93

246

1.12

1.23

l.to

l.«2

I In

1.13

I 26

2M

•01 -1 1 10 100 IK 10K 10OK I M 1OM

Neutron Energy eV

Figure 4.1.3.1 Variation of n with neutron energy
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Even if the comparison of ^-values for U and U gives

the order of magnitude of the difference in conversion ratio,

the actual fuel utilization in HTR using the thorium cycle

instead of the uranium cycle clearly depends on the details

of the fuel cycles involving e. g. the extent of recycling

residual U or of the bred fissile isotopes U and Pu

as well as the optimization of the relevant core design para-

meters e. g. average burnup, power density, moderation ratio

etc. These parameters will be different if conversion ratios

or fuel costs are optimized and in the latter case they will,

of course, depend on the actual cost parameters.

4.1.4

It seems clear that the most feasible version of the uranium

cycle for HTR is the once through uranium cycle i. e. the

bred plutonium is not recycled but is sold to the outside

market. This cycle, which mainly has been studied and developed

in Europe, is usually called the low enriched uranium

(LEU) in contrast to use of high enriched uranium in the

thorium cycle. The reasons for not using Pu recycling are the

large reactivity change with burnup and the concomminent age

peaking in fresh fuel [2]. The physical basis for the non-

desirebility of Pu recycling in HTR is the low n-value in the

relatively hard neutron spectrum in HTR cores, which is shown

in Table 4.1.3.1

Regarding the thorium cycle two versions of this cycle are

considered to be attractive for HTR at least over the next

few decades: the thorium with uranium feed (93 7.
235

U), which is often called the high enriched cycle or Th/U

cycle, and the thorium cycle with plutonium feed (Th/Pu cycle).

There are also special versions of these cycles e. g. once
233

through versions and alternatives using recycling of U only
(and thus discarding residual U or Pu).
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The Th/U cycle has been adopted as the reference cycle for

the HTR development in United States and Germany, whereas

the low enriched cycle was the alternative favored in Jreat

Britain and given the Dragon work. As is shown later on, auch

attention in the Th/t' cycle has significantly better fuel

utilization than the LEU cycle and under current econoaic

conditions the fuel costs are generally considered to be

slightly lover for the Th/U cycle. These are the main

reasons for the preference for the Th/U cycle in United

States and Germany. In UK, however, the expert opinion is

in favor of the low enriched cycle because of expectations

of a higher particle failure rate in the high burn-up par-

ticles of the Th/U cycle and the need to develop a new

technology for reprocessing as well as for refabrication of

the gamma active recycle fuel.

The Th/Pu cycle has not yet been studied in any groat detail

but there are general arguments for this cycle:

Plutonium replaces cxpetisive fully enriched uranium.

Pu does not need to be kept apart from Th in sepa-

rate fissile particles.

Fabrication of Pu particles does not involve cost

penalties relative to the fabrication of particles
233

containing recycled U.

There are special attractive applications of the Th/Pu cycle

e.g.a Pu burning core with heavy fissile loading and associ-
240

ated strongly shielded Pu reasonances causing a flat re-

activity-time curve and making a one-batch fuelling possible.

Pu is also interesting as initial fissile feed to shorten the

running in.

In both the low enriched cycle and the Th/U cycle the esti-

mated fuel fabrication costs relative to fissile material

cost are so high that the optimum burnups presently are in

the range 90 - 100 MWd per kg heavy metal. The associated

problems with high fast neutron doses (neutrons per cm

(> 0.1 MeV)*6 ' 1021 - 10 ' 1021) and high fission gas re-

lease are discussed in section 5.1.1. In the Th/U cycle of

the US HTR near-commercial design (e.g. GA 1160) the external

feed of high enriched uranium is kept apart from Th and re-

cycled 233y in separate TRISO-coatecl "^U-part ides, whereas
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•»33
fiesh thorium and recycled Th • I' are contained in »ISO-

coated particles. At an average burnup of 100 M M per kg
->35

IBt the burnup of the ~ L" in the TRISO particles is about

75 Z which implies a high fission gas pressure within these

particles. However, the physical separation of U and

the bred U Makes it posssible to discard most of the neutron

absorbing ~ I' produced at the cost of 1 € 2 3 5.r

loss of V.

The different energy dependence of the n-values (discussed

above) and the fission and capture cross sections of the

fissile and fertile isotopes in the tho^iua and uraniua

cycles lead to quite different optima Moderation ratios -

about 200 - 250 for the Th/'J cycle and 350 - 400 for the

low enriched cycle. In Table 4.1.4.1 important fuel cycle para-

Meters are collected for representative HTR designs and a

typical PWR for comparison.

Table 4.1.4.1

Typical core and fuel cycle parameters for PUR, two well established HTR

designs and a conceptual HTR high converter.

Fuel Cycle

Core power density
MW/m3

Fuel power density
kW/kg HM

Average burnup
MWci/kg

Fuel residence
tine years

Reload interval
years, 80% LF

Moderation ratio

N C / SHM
Av. conversion ratio

Reload fissile
enrichment 1

Core fissile inventor;
kg/MWe

PUR
once
through

105

39

33

3

1

-

- 0.5

3.2

r
1.8

BNDC 1320
once
through
LEU

7.3

112

91

3

1

350

0.53

9.0

1.7

CA 1160
Th/l

235,. r ,
t feed

8.4

77

95

4

1

240

0.63

7.5

(23V233u

1.5

HTR High Conv.
Th/U

235,. , .
t feed

5.0

23

30

4

1

110

0.88

(»V33b

4

233,. t .
I feed

5.0

23

30

4

1

no
0.95

- 3.5

(233u)

3
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It should be noticed that the difference in conversion

ratio between a PWR and an HTR both using the once through

U-cycle is rather small - the reason is that the lower

parasitic absorption in HTR is partly compensated by the

much higher burnup, which is necessary for good fuel econ-

omy with the coated particle fuel type. The difference in

conversion ratio between the LEU cycle BNDC 1320 and the

Th/U cycle GA 1160 is 0.10, which is much smaller than the

abo\
233,

235
above mentioned difference in p-values between U and

U, and this is due to the fact that only about 1/3 of the
233

annual fissile feed is U. The data for the near-commercial

designs GA 1160 and BNDC 1320 are mainly taken from the

UNIPEDE report [4].

The incentive to study and develop suitable HTR designs with

high conversion ratios has increased during recent years as

a natural consequence of the greater emphasis on resource

conservation and the rapidly increasing uranium prices. Thus

studies on high conversion HTRs has been performed by the Dragon

Project [5] and by KFA, Jiilich [6]. The parameters for an

high conversion HTR using GA block type fuel with external
235 233

U and U feed, respectively, given in Table 4.1.4.1 are

taken from the Dragon study [5]. The fuel costs are about equal

for the GA 1160 and the high conversion HTR in the uranium

price range 50 - 80 $ per lb 110. but it should be noted

that the high conversion ratio is reached with the -penalty

of a large fissile inventory.
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4.2 Uranium demand and reactor strategies

At least for several decades or as long as the tast breeder

has not reached a major part of the nuclear market it is

clear that uranium will be the scarce raw material for nuclear

energy in general. It is important to distinguish between

two cspects of uranium demand, one is the uraniuvn consumption

of a single reactor or a static system (constant in time)

of reactors and the other is the uranium requirement of an

expanding system of reactors i. e. a reactor strategy. The

first problem is more simple but is less relevant for the

general resource conservation problem. We shall deal with

the static case first and then comment shortly on the second

problem of reactor strategies involving high conversion HTRs.

In Table A.2.1 uranium and separative work demands for 1 GWe HTRs

of current designs are compared with corresponding data for

a typical PWR and for a more futuristic high converter HTR
235

run in three different fuelling modes, once through, U
233

feed and U feed. The figures, which assume 0.25 % enrich-

ment tail and 1 % reprocessing loss, are mostly taken from

Reference 1. The near-commercial design BNDC 1320 (U-cycle)

is only marginally better than PWR and it is less effective

than PWR as partner to FBR in an expanding converter-breeder

system (due to the low Pu production rate). Comparing the

thorium cycle GA 1160 with a Pu recycle PWR we note that the

HTR comsumes only about 60 % of the natural U the PWR requires

but the separative work demand is roughly the same. With a

high conversion HTR (HCHTR) the uranium demand is reduced
235

by a factor of 2 using U external feed and by a factor 3
233 233

using U feed (provided that 1 kg U is counted as 1.25 kg
235

U enriched to 93 % ) . HTR with high conversion also implies
a heavy reduction in the necessary amount of separative work.
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Table 4.2.1

Average requirements per full power year over 30 years lifetime (80 1 LF)

of natural uranium and separative work for 1 GWe nuclear plants.

Reactor and fuel cycle

PWR once through

PWR Pu recycle

BNDC 1320 once through

GA 1160 Th/U recycle

High conv. HTR Th/U
once through

High conv. HTR Th/U
235u feed

High conv. HTR Th/U
2 3 3 U feed*

Natural I
kg/MWe-y

187

159

150

99

156

82

58

Enrichment
SWU/MWe-y

145

117

130

107

169

88

62

Fissile material (kg)
surplus at end-of-life

5300 (Pu 2 3 9 + P u 2 4 1 )

7.>0

2350 (Pu 2 3 9 + P u 2 A 1 )
233

1000 (U )

11700 (U 2 3 3)

233
4250 (U )

4630

Actual requirement of U translated into natural uranium
using the equivalence of 1 g 2 3 3 U to 1.25 g 2 3 5 U in 93 %
enriched uranium.

In analogy wich the high uranium conservation performance

system of once-through LWRs and Pu fuelled FBRs it is also

advantageous to combine once-through HCHTR (optimized for
?T> 7T1 233

L) with U fuelled HCHTR (optimized for U) as is
indicated by the data in Table 4.2.1. It is evidently possible

233
to choose an optimum mix of once-through and U burning

HCHTRs changing from the first kind only to an equilibrium
235 233

ratio 1:8 - 1:10 i. e. one U fuelled HTR supplies U to

8 - 1 0 HCHTRs. The time scale for the approach to equilibrium

is around 30 years and over a long period of 60 - 100 years

the averaged uranium requirement comes down to about

20 kg U/MWe • y or about 1/8 of the PWR demand using Pu re-

cycling.
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These very low uranium consumption figures apply to a constant

number of reactors i.e. a non-expanding nuclear programme. Thus

they are only relevant as indicating the potential of the reac-

tors to conserve uranium in nuclear power systems, which have

reached a near-saturated state.

The uranium supply problem is however most critical in the tran-

sition phase between the present situation and the long range

situation with a large nuclear fraction of the total energy

system. This leads us to consider the well-known strategy stud-

ies of combined reactor systems. It is of particular importance

to compare the uranium conservation performance of the system:

2 3 5U fed HTR + 2 3 3U fed HTR and the well-established system:

2 3 5U fed LWR + Pu fed FBR. In Figure 4.2.1 such a comparison

is shown for a slowly expanding nuclear power programme, which

reaches saturation in year 2050 [2J . In this case the combined

HTR-system requires less uranium than the breeder system as

far as about year 2070. However, this comparison assumes for

simplicity that the LWR»on line or under construction at pres-

ent do not exist in the HTR scenario and hence this comparison

is not realistic.

A more relevant comparison is shown in Figure 4.2.2, which

assumes that LWRs are installed up to 1985 [3\ . The same nuclear

power demand curve is, however, adopted. In this case the bree-

der system is slightly better than the combined HTR system.

It is well known that the growth pattern of the power demand

has a large influence on the performance of different reactor

strategies. Thus the recent report by the OECD-NEA committee

Working Party of Uranium Demand \jij show less promising per-

formance of high conversion HTR strategies than is indicated

by Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. The primary reason for this diff-

erence is the higher growth rates, which also persist over

long time periods, adopted in the NEA forecasts.

The comments up to now have compared the cumulative uranium

consumption. It is clear that also the annual consumption may

be constrained by the future uranium supply situation. In fact,
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Power supply and uranium consumption of the combined HTR system
Figure 4.2.1

present forecasts of possible, realistic uranium production

capability indicate severe gaps to actual demands and probably

the annual uranium demand is more critical than the long range

cumulative consumption.

Analytical formulas couhi be derived for the annual and cumu-

lative uranium demand of a converter-breeder system as function

of the converter fissile material production rate (C) and the

breeder (or near-breeder) inventory (S) and fissile material
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Fig. 4.2.2. Cumulative uranium demand for different reactor
systems at the same nuclear capacity prognosis
(up to 1985 installation of LWR only).

net production (P) [5j. As already mentioned the uranium demand

is also a sensitive function of the form of the nuclear capacity

forecast. A linear growth of the nuclear installation is more

realistic than exponential growth for the industrialized coun-

tries and thus for the OECD area at least for the next few de-

cades. In the linear case the maximum annual uranium demand is

proportional to the growth rate and to -, p . Comparing the

LWR-FBR system with the HTR prebreeder-breeder system we find

that the inventory of the FBR and HTR near-breeder is about

the same [j>] . The fissile material net production P is essen-

tially zero for the HTR breeder (or near-breeder) bur P for

typical FBR is in the range 0.15 ... 0.20 kg/MWyear. C is

larger for LWR than for HTR prebreeder - 0.20 is typical for LWR
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and 0.15 ä 0.17 seems to be reasonable values for HTR [6J. Hence

one may argue that for linear growth the combined HTR systems

leads to maximum annual uranium demands which are a factor of

2 larger than the annual demands, which are reached

using the LWR-FBR system/^)-

In the long term perspective of a nuclear system with a

large fraction of fast breeder capacity the possibility to
233

produce U in the FBR radial blankets and then using the
233

bred U as feed fo- high conversion HTRs is very interes-

ting. This so called symbiotic strategy is especially

attractive when the FBR doubling time is much shorter

than the doubling time of the nuclear power demand. The

number of HTRs which could be supported by one breeder in-

creases with breeding gain and HTR conversion ratio. In

Fig 4.2.2 the dependence of the FBR - HTR plant mix on

these parameters are shown [~j.

F i g 4 . 2 . 2 Crc-;:: ,.<..?•.-.::«! it S!"!f-suo--.in:;i;, :>o >•: systems

It is clear that the FBR - HTR symbiosis is an important alterna-

tive after a few decades when the nuclear power growth rate has

decreased and the fast breeder performance has improved or in

other words when there is a considerable decrease in the annual

demand for uranium or alternatively a surplus production of

fissile material within the nuclear power system.
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4.3 Thorium. Resources and recovery processes.

Information available on thorium resources is scarce and

far less reliable than that on uranium deposits. It has

been estimated that the average thorium concentration in

the earths crust is 5 - 10 ppm [1]. Somewhat higher figu-

res, about 15 ppm, are, however, also given [i]. It means

that the thorium concentration in the earths crust on the

average is about 2 - 5 times higher than for uranium.

The reasonably assured thorium resources amounted to about

500 000 tonnes of Th in 1973 and the estimated additional

resources to roughly the same figure. As information from

the USSR, Eastern Europe and China is not available, re-

sources from these countries are not included. The figures

refer to deposits from which it was assessed that thorium

could be recovered at costs less than US $ 10/lb of ThO at

that time [3]. Most of the thorium resources are situated

in India, Canada, USA and Brazil. There are, however, also

deposits of rather high concentrations known in e.g. Austra-

lia. South Africa, Indonesia, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Thailand,

Eevot and Greenland. As thorium is a potential fertile mate-

rial the estimated resources are quite adequate to ascertain

that thorium will not constitute a limiting resource.

In igneous rocks thorium is often associated with uranium.

The primary thorium minerals are resistant tc oxidation in

contrast to most uranium minerals. Weathering processes

therefore produces placer deposits of thorium while the

uranium is dissolved rather easily, transported, precipi-
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tated and forms a variety of different minerals. Monazite

beach sand, where thorium is associated with rare earths,

is the most important thorium ore. Monazite concentrate

is a by-product from the recovery of iimenite, a titanium

mineral, and at present it is the rare earth content of the

monazite which is of primrry interest. The thorium oxide

content of monazite concentrate is normally 4 - 8 1 , while

the rare earths content (oxides) often is 5 - 7 times higher

[4, 5]. The most important producer countries for monazite

concentrate are Australia, India, Malaysia, Thailand, Brazil

and USA.

Beside the monazite sand, waste solutions from the uranium

mills at some deposits in southern Canada are promising

potential thorium sources. It is mainly deposits of the

Blind River area, which contain thorium. In some mines the

thorium content of the ore amounts to 1/5 - 1/3 of the

uranium, in others it exceeds the uranium content. In the

1960s thorium-sulfate was produced as a by-product at the

Rio Algom mill. Production ceased in 1968 due to the market

situation.

There are presently no known deposits of thorium in Sweden.

Recent discovery of thorium has been made in Norway. Data from

prospecting in Sweden has until now not been evaluated with

respect to thorium.

4^3,. 2 J?e.c.2Y£iy._EI2ce5ses

As examples of how thorium may be recovered and purified two

flow-sheets from the Canadian uranium industry are given

(Fig 4.3.2.1, 4.3.2.2) [4]. An organic phosphoric acis is used

to recover a thorium product from the dilute uranium mill

solution. The thorium product (thorium sulfate) is converted

to thorium hydroxide, which is dissolved in nitric acid. The

thorium nitrate is purified using solvent extraction with

TBP (tributyl phosphate). From the pure aqueous solution

thorium oxalate is precipitated and finally calcined to

thorium dioxide.
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4.3.3 Production and demand

The annual production of pure thorium compounds is only

a few houtuired tons at present, and the consumption is prob~

ably less than 100 tonnes of Th/year. The price of pure

oxide was in the range $ 6 - 13 per lb ThO in 1975 [5].

The annual demand of thorium is very insignificant in rela-

tion to reasonably assured thoriua resources and the price

of pure products is low. In this situation there is very

little incentive to spend money to get more reliable assess-

ments of the known thorium resources or to prospect for new

ones.

RelVroncos to section_4.3
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4.4 Enrichment

Although the HTR-core contains materials with very low

parasitic neutron absorption this reactor can not be

operated with natural uranium. The reason is that the

resonance integral for neutrons in U238 is too high with

the particular geometry set by the small fuel particles.

Expressed differently, the distance between the particles

is far too short to slow the neutrons down in the graphite

moderator to the energy ievel that is optimal for thermal

fission. The large surface of the particles further reduces

self-shielding and as a consequence too large a fraction is

absorbed in U238 without fissioning. On the other hand the

latter phenomen increases the conversion ratio.

Until recently there have been two principal routes to

follow with respect to fuel cycles, both of which use en-

riched uranium although of different concentrations. The

most favoured fuel cycle for the HTR, the Th-U233-cycle,

has to be started with highly enriched U235. Even when

U-233 becomes available by conversion of thorium and sub-

sequent reprocessing and even if very high conversion

ratios like 0.95 become economical some back-up of highly

enriched U-235 (or Pu) will always be required. In all

designs presented until now the enrichment contemplated is

93.4%, i.e. the same enrichment as is used for military

purposes. The other cycle for the HTR, the low enriched

U-Pu-cycle (LEU) uses U235 of 5-10% enrichment (9% in the

British 1320 MWe design).

As a consequence of the intensified efforts during the past

year intensive studies have been devoted to the denatural

Th-U-cycle where the enrichment is about 20% U235.

The presently existing isotope separation plants are either

optimized for full enrichment and for enrichment to about

4% U235. Manufacture of U235 for the low enriched U-Pu or

the denatured cycle is technically quite possible but due

to the existing plant optimization combined with some eco-

nomic penalty.
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Enriched U235, even of high enrichment, is available under

the Non Proliferation Treaty. However, indications have

been seen recently that procurement of fully enriched U235

has become more difficult. This is probably connected

with the increased concern shown for illicit diversion

of potentially explosive material which in turn focuses

attention on safeguard measures. See chapter 4.7.
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4.5 Fuel fabrication

Particles
The fuel in HTRs consists of small coated spheres (< I mm)

imbedded in a graphitic matrix. There is a fair number of

particle types which on the one hand offers freedom of

selection but, on the other, makes it more difficult to

judge what particles can be regarded as fully proven for

a particular application.

The fuel can

either belong to the uranium-plutonium-cycle, where
the uranium is enriched to 5-10% (low enriched cycle)
to the thorium-uranium 233-cycle where the fissile
material consist of fully enriched uranium (93.4%
U235) or, after some years, of U233 or the denatured
cycle which contains about 20% U235 or 12% U233 in
U238 as well as thorium (U:Th 1:1).

be in the form of oxide or carbide. The latter
is used in USA only;

be diluted with carbon or fission product and
oxygen getters (absorbers) or not diluted at all;

have the fissile and fertile material in different
particles (feed- and breed-particles) or in one
particle;

can be coated differently. BISO particles have two
varieties of pyrolytic carbon (PyC) coatings
(porous and high density PyC) . TRISO-particles
include an additional intermediate layer of dense
silicon carbide (SiC) , Fig 4.5.1.

The particle fabrication consists of two major steps, kernel

manufacture and coating. The kernels can be made by

powder agglomeration technique

gelation technique, of which there are four prin-
cipal varieties.

Powder granulation is achieved by letting the fuel in the

form of fine powder and a volatile organic binder tumble in
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a rotating drum, cylindrical or conical in shape. Powder

grains adhere to one another by means of the binder and

become spherodized by the rotating action. By giving the

powder suitable properties prior to granulation porosity can

be regulated in the concluding sintering operation. Powder

granulation of carbides particularly thorium carbide has to

be carried out in dry atmosphere in order to avoid reaction

with water. Carbide kernels are sometimes made by fusion.

The principle of the gelation techniques is to introduce

the fuel as a colloidal liquid, a sol, dropwise into another

liquid. The two liquids have to be immiscible. Due to surface

tension the droplets become perfect spheres. The droplets

are kept in suspension by letting the carrier liquid flow

upwards in a conical tube. While being suspended the droplets

are subjected to interaction with the surrounding liquid. This

interaction can be of four different types. They all lead to

solidification (gelation) of the droplet.

The four methods are:

external gelation, i.e. the extremely small cry-
stals in the sol are brought into interlocking
contact with one another by extraction of water
from the droplet into the surrounding fluid
(e.g. water-free alcohol). This is the original
so called sol-gel method.

internal gelation, i.e. the surrounding liquid
contains some compound, e.g. ammonia that pene-
trates the droplet and starts crystal growth of
the small crystals in the sol. Again interlocking
occurs and solid spheres can be extracted.

organic gelation, i.e. an organic high viscosity
liquid is mixed with the fuel and is subsequently
introduced dropwise into a liquid that solidifies
the organic into a gel.

thermal gelation, i.e. a method where a solution
of the fuel and a precipitant in being (e.g.
carbamide) is kept at sub-precipitation tempera-
ture. The carrier fluid is given a higher tem-
perature. After the introduction of the fuel con-
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taining solution, drop formation and heat transfer
from the carrier, the precipitant in being hydrolyses
and starts precipitation or gelation inside the
droplet.

Common to all these four methods is that they render perfect

spheres within a narrow size range. The first two methods

require uranium and thorium in the tetravalent state which

is difficult with uranium. Thermal gelation is performed in

the hexavalent state which is simpler. Organic gelaticn is

very versatile in the sense that almost anything that can

survive subsequent heat treatments can be mixed into the organic.

After the spheres have been extracted they undergo thermal

treatment. With the exception of the organic gelation method

the fuel containing compounds decompose to oxide which fi-

nally sinters to virtually theoretical density.

In the organic gelation case the organic phase is removed

in the thermal operation. The remaining fuel particles sinter

together subsequently. The spheres can by this method rather

easily be given a controlled porosity or density.

By admixture of carbon to the sol, oxide formed in the ther-

mal treatment can be transformed into carbide during sinter-

ing (reaction sintering) . Similarly one can add porosity

forming compounds that volatilize prior to sintering.

Coating of the particles is always performed by thermal

vapour deposition. The sintered kernels are kept suspended

by a gas in a conical furnace chamber. The carrier gas con-

tains a component that in the high temperature region of the

furnace decomposes to a solid (or liquid) that precipitates

on the kernels. Hydrocarbons, such as methane, propylen,

butane, acetylene decompose and give the kernels a coating

of pyrolytic carbon (PyC). Pyrolitic carbon can be structurally

described as disturbed graphite. A SiC-coating can be made

analogously from chlorosilanes. See figures 4.5.1 A to C.
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This technique is» however, quite complex. Pyrocarbon e.g.

can deposite in a variety of structures and densities. Until

recently the technique was entirely emperical which meant

that results from one furnace only by trial and error could

be translated to a larger furnace or only with difficulty

could be repeated in other laboratories.

Work at the Dragon project based on fluo-solid theory has

managed to bring results from various institutes on a conmon

denominater by taking furnace variables, temperature and gas

composition into account. One is now able to predict the

structure of the pyrocarbon as a function of process variables.

This is very essential as the radiation behaviour of pyrocar-

bon is quite structure dependent. Although improvements in

the understanding of the pyrocarbon behavior still can be

made, the instrument has been designed by which scale-up from

today's modest particle fabrication units to larger ones could

be made without severe teething problems.

The pronounced dependancy of radiation behaviour on the

pyrocarbon structure and on the density of both coating and

kernel on the one hand and the minute size and enormous num-

ber of the particles on the other puts stringent requirements

on juidicious particle quality control and assurance.

Fuel_com2acts

The fuel particles are finally embedded in graphitic material

(matrix) and shaped into sticks or compacts.

The particles are either overcoated with a resin containing

graphite powder and cautiously pressed, isostatically or

axially, into compacts, the shape of which varies between

block- and pebble-bed reactor designs or in the GA design the

matrix material in liquid form is injected between the particles

and subsequently solidified. The compacts are after pressing de-

gassed and to some extent graphitized in thermal treatments.
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In block-type designs the compacts are inserted either di-

rectly into the blocks and sealed or into graphite tubes

which in turn are put in coolant channels in the blocks.

The spherical compact of pebble-bed design is surrounded

by a graphite layer which is applied by isostatic pressing.

See Pig 5.2.7.2 «nd ?i* 5.2.7.3.

A THE SUPERFICIAL APPEARANCE B A POLISHED SECTION

-THE EXTERNAL SURFACE

-THE OUTER PYROCARBON SHELL

-THE SILICON CARBIDE LAYER

-THE INNER PYROCARBON LAYER

- THE SURFACE OF THE FUEL
KERNEL

C THE FRACTURE SECTION OF A
COATING BY "STEREOSCAN*

THE COATINGS ON A DRAGON FUEL PARTICLE
4.5.1
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4.6 Reprocessing of HTR fuel and waste management

4.6.1 Fuel_B§rticles_and_fuel_elements

In the long run some type of the thorium - uranium cycle

is considered to be the most advantageous one for the HTR

from an economic point of view. The development work is

therefore mainly focused or. a fuel cycle in which U-233,

produced during the reactor operation, is recycled with

some thorium while most of the fertile material is added

as unirradiated thorium and the necessary feed of fissile

material is high-enriched U-235.

There are two types of particles used in the HTR fuel:

BISO and TRISO. They are categorized by the coatings which

have been applied to them. BISO particles are coated with

a relatively porous buffer layer of carbon and then with a

dense coating of pyrolytic carbon. TRISO coatings, in addi-

tion, have a silicon carbide coating placed between two

layers of dense pyrolytic carbon. The silicon carbide layer

provides a means of separating these particles from the BISO

particles in the head-end reprocessing operations. It also

enhances the fission product retention in the fissile par-

ticles. BISO coatings are in the American concept used for

particles initially loaded only with ThCL while TRISO coatings

are used for particles with uranium.

During irradiation in the reactor, the fissile and fertile

materials undergo one or more processes illustrated in

Fig 4.6.1.1. In the spent fuel the fissile particles contain

mostly U-235, U-236 and fission products, and the fertile

particles contain thorium, U-233 and fission products.
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4. é. 2

4.6.2.1 Objectives

The M i n objectives of reprocessing the fuel are

to recover the bred fissile U-233 for use in

recycle fuel elements.

- to recover thorium and unused U-235 for later

possible re-use in recycle fuel.

to separate fission products for disposal and

waste.

U-236 acts as a neutron absorber during reactor operation.

It is therefore important to recover U-233 from the fertile

particles vith minimal contamination by U-236-

4.6.2.2 Flowsheet

Fig 4.6.2.1 illustrates one flowsheet which is under develop-

ment [1]. Fuel element types are classified as initial or make

up (I, H ) , recycle elements containing U-235 (25R) or recycle

elements containing U-233 (23R). Only one type of fissile

particle will be contained in a given fuel element. The fuel

element is of graphite block type with a hexagonal cross

section.

4.6.2.3 Head-end processes

Prior to reprocessing the spent fuel is stored for at least 120

days to allow for a rather complete decay of Pa-233 to U-233.

The head-end steps include size reduction, burning to elimi-

nate the graphite and classification of particles types.

The crushing of the fuel element in performed in three stages:

two jaw crushers in series and a double-roll crusher. The

material is crushed to <5 ram and then conveyed to a fluidized

bed burner. In the crushing steps it is important to get a

feed suitable for the fluidized bed but at same time to avoid
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crushing the coated fuel particles as far as possible. Crushing

of coated particles would in the subsequent steps lead to un-

desirable mixing of U-233 and the U-235 - U-236 products (cross-

over).

The purpose of the fluidized bed burners is to remove the

graphite moderator and the pyrolytic carbon coatings and to

oxidize carbide type fuel kernals in preparation fcr

dissolution . The crushed graphite and the silicon carbide

coated fissile particles serve as the fluidizing media.

Fluidizing gas fed to the burner is oxygen with a small

amount of carbon dioxide or nitrogen. The heat generated

by burning is removed by forced-air cooling in a clamshell

jacket surrounding the burner and in a off-gas heat exchanger.

The burner off-gas with entrained fines is passed through a

cyclon and a sintered metal filter for fines removal before

being cooled and before proceeding to off-gas treatment.

The burner product is fed to a batch operated second flui-

dized bed burner where the remaining graphite and BISO-

coatings are burned and the thorium and uranium oxide

kernals are exposed. The silicon carbide coated fissile

particles do not oxidize and serve as the inert fluidizing

media. The feed stream to the burner will not sustain

exothermic burning to the low carbon level required in

the subsequent processing steps. The burning, therefore,

proceeds from exothermic conditions, with the heat removed

from a clamshell surrounding the burner to endothermic condi-

tions with heat supplied by resistance heaters located in the

clamshell.

During the fluid-bed burning step the silicon carbide coated

particles remain intact so that they may be separated from

the ash after burning in a classification step. TRISO parti-

cles from initial or make up elements (I, M) will contain

sufficient U-235 that it may be economical to recover the

material for recycle. These particles will be cracked or

ground and then fed to a fluid-bed burner prior to dissolu-
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tion. TRISO particles t rom the U-2iS recycle fuel elements

(25R) will contain U-23S which has been cycled through the

reactor twice. After two passes through the reactor, the

value of the residual U-235 will be overshadowed by the nega-

tive effect of the U-236 isotope. It is planned that these

particles will be retired.

4.6.2.4 Dissolution and solvent extraction

In the dissolution step the heavy-metal oxides arc dissolved

in nitric acid. The nitrate solution is clarified, usint a

continuous solid-bowl centrifuge.

Protactinium (Pa-231 and remaining Pa-233) can be sepa-

rated to a large extent (98 - 99 Z) from the acid solution

by adsorption on Vycor glass and then recovered by elution

with oxalic acid solution [2].

The solvent extraction system consists of a feed adjust-

ment step, pulsed column solvent extraction contactors and

product concentrators. The solvent used is TBP (tributyl

phosphate) in a hydrocarbon diluent. The solvent extraction

system used to recover and purify U-233 from the thorium

rich fertile fuel stream is somewhat different from the

system used to recover and purify U-235 from a uranium rich

fissile fuel stream in the absence of thorium. A simplified

solvent extraction flowsheet for the thorium rich stream is

depicted in Fig 4.6.2.2.

The annual reprocessing demand for a HTR using the thorium -

uranium fuel cycle is only about 1/4 compared to a corre-

sponding LWR. This is due to HTRs hither thermal efficiency

and the high burn up of the feed particles.
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4.6.3

4.6.3.1 Types of waste

The reprocessing of irradiated HTR fuel will result in sever-

al types of radioactive waste:

high level liquid waste from the primary solvent
extraction columns.

intermediate level liquid waste from concentration
of solvent wash and equipment decontamination wastes.

silicon carbide hulls from fuel particles.

retired U-235 particles coated with silicon carbide.

zeolites from off-gas clean up bearing iodine and
tritium.

semi-volatile fission products released in the
burning operations.

krypton-85, carbon 14, and tritium released during
burning and leaching.

failed contaminated equipment.

Many of these types of wastes result also from LWR fuel re-

processing and methods established or under development for

these wastes may be applicable for HTR fuel reprocessing.

In this context it may be of interest especially to consider

krypton-85, radioactive iodine, C-14 and tritium.

- high level wb.'.te.

4.6.3.2 Offgas cleaning

4.6.3.2.1 Krypton, iodine and tritium [3, 4]

The burning of the graphite and the dissolution of spent

fuel result in offgaaes which contain Kr-85, iodine, tri-

tium and C-14. The annual amount of Kr-85 has been esti-

mated to be about 5.6 • 10 Bq (15 MCi) from a reprocessing

plant capable of treating spent fuel from 50 GWe HTR. The

release of Kr-85 should be reduced. In FRG e g the authori-

ties recommend that the release from such a reprocessing

facility should be less than 3.7 • TO16 Bq (1 MCi) per year.
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A special process, called the AKUT process (Aerosolen,

JCrypton imd Tjritium) is being developed for removing aero-

sols, krypton and tritium from the graphite burning offgases.

Aerosols and dust are collected by means of electrostatic

filters and high efficiency particulate filters. The off-

gases are then passed through a burner where carbon mon-

oxide is converted to carbon dioxide with oxygen. The gases

are compressed liquified and rectified. Krypton and oxygen

are more volatile than carbon dioxide and are enriched at

top of the column while tritium (HTO) and xenon are collected

in the bottom. The mixture of krypton and oxygen are recycled

to the burner until krypton has been highly enriched in

comparison to oxygen. Krypton is stored in pressure bottles.

The product from the column bottom passes molecular sieves

which adsorb tritium (HTO).

Offgases from the dissolution step are at first treated for

removal of aerosols and iodine. Iodine is mainly in the

form of elementary iodine with some organic iodine compounds.

Both types of iodine compounds can be efficiently adsorbed

in zeolite filters, impregnated with silver nitrate. The in-

soluble compounds silver iodide and silver iodate are formed.

After the iodine removal the nitrogen oxides and the oxygen

of the offgases are catalytically reacted with hydrogen at

200 - 300 C. The reaction products are water, elementary

nitrogen and traces of ammon'a. The water vapor is condensed

and removed and the gas is then rectified at low temperature

to concentrate krypton-85.

A similar process (KALC) has for several years been under

test on a pilot plant scale at ORNL (Oak Ridge).

4.6.3.2.2 Carbon-14

The generation of C-14 in reactors and the release of it

from the reactor and from the back-end fuel cycle has aroused

a great deal of interest. Carbon-14 is a beta emitting

radionuclide with a half life of 5 730 years. The problem is

of special interest for high temperature reactors as the

generation of C-14 there has been estimated to be about 10

times greater than in LWRs. It is mainly the following

nuclear processes which produce carbon-14 in HTRs:
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N-14 (n, p) C-14

C-13 (n, y) C-14

0-17 (n, a) C-14

Most of the nitrogen is in the graphite and the content

varies with type of product. Nitrogen is to some extent

adsorbed on graphite surfaces and diffuses partly to the

cooling gas during reactor operation and is removed. Car-

bon- 13 is present in natural carbon, and in graphite, to

1.1 Z. The oxygen-17 content of natural oxygen is 0.037 1

and it is thus part of oxide fuel.

The annual generation of carbon-14 in a 1 160 MWe HTR has

been estimated to the following [5]:

Source

N-14

C-13

0-17

Ci/year

123

30

12

165

io10

455

111

44

610

Bq/y

Most of the carbon-14 is evidently produced from the nitrogen

content of the graphite. If it were possible to efficiently

reduce the nitrogen content of the graphite, the generation

of C-14 could be decreased substantially. Carbon-14 is released

in the fuel reprocessing as carbon dioxide mixed with very

big amounts of natural carbon dioxide, which are formed in

the head-end processes. Several methods can be conceived to

absorb carbon dioxide e g reaction with sodium hydroxide or

amines. The final step should be to convert carbon dioxide

to an insoluble compound like calcium carbonate.

In nature, carbon-14 is produced by cosmic rays in the upper

atmosphere and then enters the biosphere through photosynthe-

sis. The annual production of C-14 in nature is about 40 000 Ci.

The global inventory of C-14 is about 300 MCi. In comparison

with these figures the generation of carbon-14 in HTRs is

rather insignificant. The release of all carbon-14 from

possible future large plants, each reprocessing spent fuel

from perhaps 50 big HTRs, would, however, amount to a rela-
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tive important part, compared to the cosmic rays produced

carbon-14. A decrease of the carbon-14 release might there-

fore be required in the future to reduce the effects on

the global population dose and on the individual and population

dose rates in the vicinity of the plants.

4.6.3.3 High level waste

The high level radioactive waste from the reprocessing of

spent HTR fuel will probably be treated by methods sixilar

to those used for the corresponding waste from LWR fuel. The

high level waste streams are thus concentrated by evaporation

and then converted to solids by calcination. Most calcined

wastes are, however, relatively soluble and usually not

considered a suitable product for disposal. Consequently

borosilicate or phosphate glass forming constituents either

are put into the calcining stage or are added as a second

stage of the solidification process. The calcinate waste is

in this way incorporated into a glass melt, which cools to

a vitrified product wir.'i leaching rates similar to those of

glass [6,7].

Another approach under development incorporates the radio-

active calcine or glass into metal matrices.

The possibilities of disposing of the solidified high level

wastes into suitable underground geological structures are

now being examined in many countries.

The relative toxicities of the high level wastes from differ-

ent types of reactors has been estimated (Fig 4.6.3.1) [8].

These calculations indicate that the toxicity of the high

level waste from HTR, using the thorium-uranium fuel cycle,

is somewhat higher than the toxicity of the high level waste

from spent LWR fuel during the first 500 years of storage.

The fission products are responsible for most of the activity

during this period. Later the toxicity is mainly due to the

actinides and is on a rather low level for the wastes from

both types of reactors. The toxicity of the high level waste
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from HTR fuel increases to soae extent during the period

10 - 10 years. This rise is said to be the result of the

relatively high waste content of elcaents.which decay and

produce radiua-226.
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4.6.4 9$Y£iSB9£5i-52£^

Methods for the reprocessing of spent HTR fuel have been

tested on laboratory scale in several countries, e g FRG

and USA. In FRG an experimental facility on a semi-industrial

scale is being erected. This facility, called JUPITER (JUelich

Pilot plant for Thorium Element Reprocessing), has a capacity

of 2 kg spent fuel (heavy metal) per day and is expected to

start operating with active material in 1980 [9]. Fig. 4.6.4.1

gives a simplified process flow diagram of this facility. The

objective is the hot demonstration of the grind-burn-leach pro-

cess, using a fluidized bed burner and air-pulsed mixer-settler

of the off-gas decontamination will also be tested. To test

the hot cell behaviour for the burning step of the head-end

it is planned to construct a mockup facility (VENUS). The tests

will be run with full-scale unirradiated fuel elements, con-

taining natural uranium as substitute for high enriched U-235.

In USA the program to develop the necessary technology for re-

processing and for refabrication of elements containing U-233

is known as the Thorium Utilization Program.

Work on the program is being performed by three contractors.

General Atomic Company in primarily responsible for the devel-

opment of reprocessing technology. A non-radioactive pilot

reprocessing plant started operation in 1976 at San Diego.

Allied Chemical Company, operator of the Idaho Chemical

Processing Plant, has the responsibility for construction and

operation of a reprocessing pilot plant to handle radioactive

spent fuel elements. These fuel elements will be discharged

from the Fort St Vrain reactor. Oak Ridge National Laboratory

is responsible for development of refabrication technology and

for construction and operation of a pilot plant for refabrica-

tion of HTR fuel.

Though quite a lot of progress has been made, the reprocessing

of HTR fuel is still in the early stages of a long development.
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4.7 Safeguard viewpoints on HTR-fuel

The fuels of interest for the HTR are

U235 enriched to 90%,

U235 enriched to approximately 5 to 10Z,

U233 (which contains soae U232 and varying amounts
of U234, U235, U236 and U238 depending on burnup,
cross-over etc.)

U235 enriched to about 20Z or U233 (-12Z) diluted
with U238 (so called denatured fuel),

- Pu-containing fuel. The isotopic composition varies
with burn-up and type of reactor in which Pu was
bred.

Before going into safeguard possibilities it has to be kept in

mind that illegal diversion can be arranged by either a terro-

rist group or a state. The former can be assumed to use the

diverted material for blackmail purposes. The efficiency of

this material as an explosive then seems of secondary import-

ance. A state could be assumed to be interested in using the

material for military purposes aiming at a higher degree of

weapon sofistication.

One can coarsely classify the various fissile materials accord-

ing to properties that make diversion more or less attractive

to the divertor as in Table 4.7.1. Radiotoxicity involves risks

for intake in the human body. Radioactivity summarizes radia-

tion hazards. Isotopic composition finally is important for

two reasons. The size of a critical assembly has to be calcu-

lated with a certain accuracy in order to ascertain an explosion

when desired and to avoid a premature explosion e.g. during

manufacture.

The concentration of fissile isotopes has to be above a certain

limit in order to make an explosion at all possible. Material

belows this limit either has to be enriched by physical means

or concentrated by chemical processes.
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Table 4.7.1

Radiotoxity

Radioactivity

Isotopic con-
position and
concentration

U235
93,4Z enr

moderate

lov

well de-
fined and
high

U235
5-202

moderate

low

variable
and low

U233

high

high

quite
variable

[ in both

Pu

very high

low-
moderate

quite
variable
in both

aspects i aspects

The conclusions that can be drawn from this simple table

is that fully enriched U235 seems to be the most attrac-

tive material from the point of view of a diverting

state. Plutonium may equally be attractive to a terrorist

group because of the anxiety this element has evoked.

In order to make diversion less attractive the fissile

material can be

1. diluted with material which either

a) can be fertile isotopes of the same element

(denaturing) e.g. U233 with U238 (fig. 4.7.1)

in the reprocessing plant or

b) fertile isotopes of another element, e.g. Pu

with U238 in the reprocessing plant or

c) non-fertile material e.g. finished fuel ele-

ments manufactured at the enrichment or re-

processing site

2. mixed with spontaneously fissioning elements

e.g. CM-244.

3. preirradiated at the manufacturing site to in-

crease shielding precautions during transporta-

tion.
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Dilution increases the amount that has to be diverted in

order to gather the material necessary for the assembly

of a critical mass. In order to exclude the possibility

of creating even a weak explosion the dilution has to be

fairly substantial. For uranium 235 compositions below

30% are said to be useless for explosives (1). The safe-

guard advantage achieved by dilution using methods la and

lb will be bought at the expense of a reduction in one

of the attractive features of the HTR, its conversion

ratio.

Retrieval of the fissile isotope from material diluted

according to methods lb and lc can be made by chemical

separation requiring various degrees of sophistication

depending on what protective measures are necessary,

which in turn depends on the fissile isotopes present

and their radioactivity or -toxicity. Physical separation

of isotopes (method la) requires quite sophisticated and

expensive technology until now only available to rather

few states, which can manufacture fully enriched material

from natural uranium. The only reason for diversion to

someone possessing this technology would be that the size

of the isotope separation plant would be substantially

smaller when using enriched material as feed stock. Simi-

larly the manufacturing steps from mining to UF, could be

reduced in capacity.
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The principal idea behind method 2 is to make the trigger-

ing of explosions difficult to calculate as well as ha-

zardous for the divertor by adding neutronemitting (spon-

taneously fissioning) isotopes. Only pro mi lie quantities

are said to be required which probably would make chenical

separation of the additive difficult.

Method 3 would make diversion cumbersome because of the

necessary heavy shielding and hazardous without shielding

in analogy with diversion of spent fuel from reactors.

The above discussion clearly indicates that principal

methods do exist by which the safeguard of HTR fissile

material can be substantially increased. With the possible

exception of method 2, which is difficult to evaluate

without knowledge about bomb making, all methods are con-

nected with some drawback, either lower neutronic effic-

iency (lower conversion ratio) or decreased national in-

dependence. Whether the latter actually will constitute

a drawback depends on what kind of international coopera-

tion and what degree of international control will be

established in the future. Method lc, eventually in combi-

nation with method 3, would require U235 fuel fabrication

centralized to a few enrichment sites and later analogous

arrangements for U233-fuel at the Th-U233 reprocessing sites.

Until such arrangements are internationally agreed uncer-

tainty will hover over the Th-233 fuel cycle not only with

respect to the technical solution of its large scale re-

processing and refabrication.

The preference given to the LEU-cycle by the Dragon Pro-

ject and by UK authorities and utilities seems, at least

for an introductory period, well founded from the safe-

guard viewpoint as well as with respect to the technical

state of the art in the back end of the fuel cycle.

References

Private communication KFA-Julich referring to
US Arm control and disarmament agency.
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5 an CONCEPTS

This chapter emphasises the technical designs and their technical

status. It starts out In section 5.1 to discuss the core which can

be »ore or less the sans for all the various applications of the

HTB. It then continues with the different reactor concepts ana

their particular components apart fro* the core.

Conclusions about the status of the technology are usually drawn

at the end of each section. If one is only interested in these

conclusions one nay linit ones reading to those last paragraphs

of each sections and in particular to sections 3.1.5, 5*2.7,

5.3.5 and 5.4.6.

5.1 The core

5.1.1 Materials (uif Runfors)

5.1.1.1 Graphite

The most important requirements on nuclear graphite are

low neutron absorption i.e. small quantities of
neutron absorbing elements like e.g. boron

high degree of isotropy, i.e. an in all direc-
tions evenly distributed arrangement of the graph-
ite crystals.

The latter requirement needs some further explanation. The

graphite crystal is in itself anisotropic as the carbon atoms are

hexagonally arranged in sheets with strong bonds within the

sheet but with rather loose bonds perpendicular to the sheets.

This implies that properties, like strength,thermal expan-

sion, conductivity are quite different in the plane and at

right angle to the planr. By random orientation of the graph-

ite crystals the macroscopic properties will become isotropic.
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Neutron irraaiation knocks out atoms from the »hexagonal planes

and places these atoms between the planes changing tie properties

of the crystal. Radiation leads to crystal growth perpendicular

to the hexagonal planes and contraction within the planes.

The dimensional change in isotropic graphite appears as

shrinkage up to a certain dose, after that as expansion.

This change is also temperature dependant.

Graphite fullfilling nuclear requirements can be picked from

commercially available qualities. The large number of graph-

ite moderated reactors in the UK and Frarce, in particular,

has well established graphite technology for nuclear purposes.

The additional development required for the HTR has mainly

been connected with the requirements due to the higher temperature

in the HTR as compared to Magnox- ant! AGR-reactors.

Graphite is generally manufactured from coke powder received

in oil refining. The powder is mixed with tar from coal as

a binder and pressed or extruded into required shape. Heat

treatment at 800 - 1 000°C removes volatile constituents

and stabilizes the binder. After further impregnation with

bipder and subsequent degassing graphitization follows at

about 2700 "c in the absence of air. The choice of

starting material as well as the manufacturing technique

influences the degree of isotropy and consequently the final

properties. This implies that each graphite quality is char-

acterized individually with respect to e.g. neutron induced

dimensional changes. A massive effort has over the years been

made in characterization of properties of a number of nuclear

graphite qualities.

The graphite in the core is generally shifted at the same

time as the fuel. The neutron dose is hence moderate and

so are the dimensional changes. However, in temperature

a» well as neutron flux gradients mechanical stress developes.

This e.g. happens in the thin ligaments between fuel and cool-

ant channels in the General Atomic's block. Calculations and

irradiations experiment on narrow sections of block indicate

that the stresses will not lead to ligament breakage. Full
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confirmation of the GA block design is only possible after full

irradiation in Fort St Vrain. The same is true for bending of

the entire blocks, which leads to by-pass flow of helium. The

design contains a margin for by-pass flow.

A more serious dimensional problem is encountered in some

strongly irradiated hoc parts of the upper graphite reflector

in pebble-bed reactors, which only can be exchanged with diffi-

culty.

Graphite corrodes, if the coolant contains oxidizing impurities

like water or carbon dioxide. The reaction rate increases with

temperature which would indicate that graphite corrosion has

to be watched more closely in the advanced HTRs. However,

graphite corrosion is more complex. While high temperature

corrosion is concentrated to the solid-gas interface low temper-

ature corrosion can give effects in the interior of a graphite

piece. As a consequence low temperature corrosion can reduce

the strength of a structural graphite component more than high

temperature attack. 1050 C has been specified as limit with

respect to corrosion. This limit is reached on the surfaces of

conventional balls in hot gas streaks, but not with shell type

balls.

Lately interest has been focused on the formation of 6-active

C14. C14 is largely formed from nitrogen. The 3-radiation is

weak and does not require more than simple precautions in main-

tenance work. The main problem will appear in large scale re-

processing if the blocks are burned in the head-end part of

the process and if the carbon dioxide formed is not chemically

absorbed in a solid. Although one can claim that the disposal

of C14 from HTR reprocessing into the atir sph»re will be fairly

small compared to the C14 formed in the a most/here by cosmic

radiation and although a 150 m smoke stack at the reprocessing

plant would reduce doses received at ground level well below

tolerance limits it is comforting to know that the C14 release

can be further reduced by

precaufiens in graphite manufacture by reducing
the nitrogen content
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alternative block designs that need not be burned
in reprocessing head-end process

absorption of carbon dioxide from the head-end
process in a solid, e.g. CaCO~.

5.1.1.2 Fuel performance

The minute size of the fuel particle used in the HTR has

the advantage that statistically significant numbers of

particles can be tested in small volumes in test reactors

and consequently at moderate costs as compared to testing

of fuel rods for water reactors and fast breeder reactors.

This explains why such variety of particles have been

thoroughly tested during the last fifteen years and why

the HTR particle has been deemed to be well proven.

Fuel compacts have been tested in experimental reactors as

well as materials testing reactors (HTR). In general it can be

said if a particle survives a loose particle test which is

often used particularly in MTRs it behaves even better when

imbedded in the matrix graphite of a compact.

Entire blocks have not yet been tested in full size because

no test reactor has been able to provide sufficient space.

Fuel elements (rods) for the British type of block reactors

have been through successful tests in the Dragon reactor. The

only fuel element that has undergone massive testing, however,

is the pebble-bed ball, which has been used for 10 years in AVR.

Since the original idea of vented fuel for the HTR was aban-

donned in the early 1960's the purpose of the coated particle

has been to retain radioactive material inside the coating.

Release of activity can occur because of

1) unsuitable manufacture

2) in-pile damage

Subdivision into more specific causes leads to

la) The particles can be broken during various manufacturing
steps e.g. in the pressing of compacts*
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Ib) Uranium and thorium can be rubbed off the kernels
prior to pyrocarbon deposition and contaminate
the outer layers of the coating.

lc) Unsuitable coating deposition in combination with
subsequent insufficient quility control may render
particles containing coating layers with hieher
diffusion of fission products and fuel than specified.

The R4D work has shown that the in-pile failure mechanisms can

be categorized as follows:

2a) Crackning of the coating because of excessive
internal pressure, gaseous or solid.

2b) Cracking of the coating due to neutron induced
dimensional changes in the pyrocarbon layers
and consequent stresses. '

2c) The coating can be penetrated due to the amoeba
effect, which means that the kernel moves through
the coating because of carbon transport from the
hot side of the kernel to the cold.

Experience, to a great extent from Dragon, shows that:

la) The fraction of particles broken out-of-pile can
be kept below the specified fraction 10"^ (10~^
American specification).

lb) Measurable but very small contamination occurs in
the outer coating layers during normal manufacture.

lc) The diffusion of caesium, strontium, barium and sil-
ver in pyrocarbon even of the best quality is not
negligible. BISO-particles are at present not re-
garded as proven for higher coolant temperatures
than those prevailing in steam cycle HTRs. Successful
results from tests with fission product gettering
additives (Al?0~ and SiO») to the kernel have been
reported recently. The gettering (absorption) is
probably caused by the formation stable compounds
of feldspar type.

The SiC-layer bars the diffusion of Cs, Ba and Sr
in TRISO-particles. TRISO-particles are well proven
even for advanced HTRs using the OTTO-cycle for the
fuel. Silver diffusion through TRISO-particles be-
comes noticable above 1250 C.

As the particles are imbedded in graphite matrix and finally
enclosed in graphite the contamination of the coolant is
virtually nil. This should, however, not be interpreted to
mean that radioactivity is completely absent in the primary
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system. Even if the concentration of radioactive elements in
the coolant is extremely low certain isotopes can plate out
on primary circuit material in certain temperature regions.
The plate-out process leads to enrichment of these elements.
Particularly when the half-life of these elements is of the
order of the reactor lifetime (as in the case of caesium) or
longer than maintenance shut-down periods (silver) the accu-
mulation of caesium and silver can gradually become an embarr-
assment to maintenance and repair operations.particularly since
these elements tend to diffuse into steel.

Extensive in-pile testing has demonstrated that:

2a) Internal gaseous pressure can be kept at a moderate
level by including recipient volume in the kernal
as well as in the inner porous pyrocarbon layer
(buffer-layer) which is given a density of approx-
imately 1.0 g/cm^ (45% of theoretical density)

Solid pressure from kernel swelling is reduced
by the compressibility of the porous buffer-layer
and can be further reduced by the introduction of a
clearance between kernel and buffer by additional
sintering of the kernel after or during the last
stages of pyrocarbon deposition.

Dilution of the fuel in the kernel with carbon
in order to reduce the effects of fuel swelling
has been sucessfully tested in feed particles
with extremely high burn-up (75 %) .

2b) Neutron - induced dimensional changes cause stresses
that can lead to cracking of the coating in a
water-lily flower pattern. This phsnomenon occurs
as a result of pyrocarbon structural anisotropy.
Consequently both process and product control has
to be stringent to ensure a high degree of iso-
tropy. Radiation damage gradually introduces aniso-
tropy but the stresses due to this effect are
reduced by another slow process, creep, in the
pyrocarbon. These phenomena are more pronounced
in accelerated tests in materials testing reactors
than in the moderate neutron flux of a power reactor.

2c) The amoeba-effect requires a temperature gradient
across the kernel as well as a particle tempera-
ture in excess of 1 350°C - 1 400°C to occur within
the operational life-time of a particle. The amoeba-*
effect has been observed in particles using both
carbide and oxide kernels. The mechanism is not
yet fully understood.

It can in sumn.ary without hesitation be said that particle

performance has been very thoroughly tested even up to the

enormous burn-up of 75 1 of the heavy metal atoms and neutron
21 2

doses in the region 3-6 x 10 n/cm (DNE) and at temperatures

typical of a steam cycle HTR.
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However, if the very stringent requirement of »an access into

the reactor vessel after power operation is placed, plate out

(deposition) of radioactive substances has to be virtually

nil over the entire life time of an HTR. According to British

reactor designers only the low enriched TRISO particle is

regarded as fully proven in this respect up to 10Z burn-up.

Advanced HTRs with higher coolant temperatures do not re-

quire higher particle temperatures than already thoroughly

proven in the experimental provided the OTTO-cycle is applied.

Further particle development would consequently only be re-

quired for two reasons of technical nature

For fuel particles operating at temperatures well

above 1150°C,

to further decrease caesium and silver plate out.

The fuel experience from ten years of operation of the experi-

mental HTRs has been excellent. Although these reactors con-

tained fuel of inferior quality as compared to the present

state of the art and although experimental fuel has been tested

to and beyond its limits, the observed plate out activity has

definitely remained within easily manageable limits even for

difficult repair and replacement operations.

Although the experience with the coated particle fuel has

been excellent a word of caution might be warranted in the

light of trivial experience from water reactor fuel. When

the transition from small scale manufacture to massproduction

took pla~e mistakes were made due to lack of transfer of

knowledge despite the necessary knowledge was at hand. The

same could happen with HTR fuel in particular if qualified

personnel like that from Dragon is scattered.
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5.1.1.3 Metals

In the core metali c materials are only present in the

control rods. These are placed on the helium inlet side

of the core and are consequently kept at a fairly modest

temperatures where corrosion attack has not been observed.

Problems arising at more elevated temperatures are dealt

with in sections 5.2-4 and 6.2.

5.1.1.4 Helium

Helium has been chosen as the HTR coolant for the following

reasons:

» good heat transfer properties

low neutron absorption and low induced radioactivity

chemical inertness.

The major disadvantages of heliux are:

The helium reserves are primarily limited to cer-
tain deposits of natural gas. When these as well
as gas deposics of low helium content are ex-
hausted extraction from air remains, which is
expensive although not prohibitively so. Extrac-
tion from air inside the reactor containment or
possibly from certain mines is an alternative in
between the mentioned extremes. The containment
of an HTR has been calculated to hold of the order
of 1 000 times more helium than the atmosphere.
The cost for helium extraction would then be re-
duced 50 to 100 times as compared to extraction
from normal air. The cost of helium puts stringent
requirements on leak tightness in the primary
circuit which has been very well demonstrated in
the operation of the experimental reactors. The
same performance remains to be sufficiently proven
in large HTRs with steel lined concrete pressure
vessels.

High purity helium can, due to extremely low par-
tial pressure of oxygen, reduce the protective
oxide layers on metals. This opens the road for
attack by carbonatious material which can lead
to grain boundary precipitation of carbides in
high temperature steels and as a consequence re-
duced strength. The absence of oxide further in-
creases the susceptibility for welding in surfacer
under friction, like vnlves.
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5.1.2 Prismatic concept

The American, General Atomic's, core design as well as the

British one is based on layers of approximately 2/3 m high

and 1/3 m wide hexagonal blocks of graphite. The fuelled

region is surrounded by graphite reflector blocks. The

coolant flows downwards keeping the control rods that ope-

rate from above at relatively modest temperatures.

The GA fuelled block has about 300 rather small vertical

holes, appr. 100 for the coolant and 200 for fuel. In addi-

tion, there are a small number of penetrations for control

rods and burnable poison.

In the British design there exists one block design quite

similar to the American one. Another British variety has

a block containing rather few wide coolant holes in which

cylindrical graphite canned fuel elements are placed. Four

types of these fuel rods have been tested. The rod-in-block

design has several advantages that seem not to have been

fully appreciated. Re-use of the moderator blocks for a sec-

ond fuel period after fuel rod exchange seems possible with

the dimensionally most stable graphite qualities. The greatest

advantage, however, is connected with reprocessing. In con-

trast to processing of the integral block and the pebble

fuel elements the head-end process can be greatly simplified.

Burning of graphite can be reduced to the comparts or in some

cases (tele-dial rod) to the rods. Not only is the amount of

material greatly reduced but so is the amount of gaseous C14

released in the head-end combustion. This British cold block

design reduces also further any fears of graphite fires that

could follow a primary system brake and failure of decay heat

removal and air ingress after pressure equalization, see

Chapter 7.

It has not been possible to test full scale block elements in

experimental reactors. This in particular is true with the

integral block while the rods of the British design have under-

gone successful irradiations.
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Three problems, the solutions of which remain to be verified

in the Fort St Vrain demonstration reactor are:

The strength of the thin ligaments between cool-
and and fuel holes vhere considerable tension
builds up due to dimensional change caused by
neutron irradiation and temperature.

Distorsion of entire block due to the same effekt.
The bending of the blocks causes by-pass flow of
helium which has to be kept within the design
margins.

Graphite corrosion caused by water ingress from
e.g. steam generators can become excessive. The
corrosion rate increases with temperature. The
degree of corrosion attack on the permanent graph-
ite support pillars which support the core in the
hot outlet helium has to be verified in demo-plants.

The prismatic designs are presently planned for off-load

refueling.
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5.1.3 The spherical fuel element concept (Pebble-Bed)

The core of the Pebble-Bed reactor consists of a cylindri-

cal graphite clad vessel with conical funnels in the bottom

through which the fuel element balls are continuously unloaded

during power operation. Balls are similarly fed into the core

through the roof of the reactor vessel. In contrast to the

block design the upper reflector graphite cannot be placed on the

top of the fuelled core. As a consequence the reflector graph-

ite has to be attached to the ceiling which makes exchange

difficult.

There are two principle ways in which the balls can be fed

through the vessel:

They are after core passage repeatedly fed back
into the core during the fuel life time. So is
planned for the German demonstration reactor THTR
300. The advantage is even burn-up across the entire
core. One disadvantage is a fairly complicated
separation and feed back system which requires a
sub-critical assembly underneath the core to measure
the burn-up of the balls and consecutive sorting for
discharge or return to selected charge holes in the
roof. Another disadvantage is the deep penetration
required for the control rods into the balls. At
cold shut down the control rods have to reach about
4.5 m into the core. In this position the pressure
on a ball might come close to its strength. The final
test on control rods will come with the operation
of THTR 300 AVR has control rods only in the reflectoi

An alternative operation system is called OTTO
(Once Through Then Out). The balls will only pass
the core vessel once,which eliminates the elabo-
rate feed back system. The main advantage of this
method is that the particle temperature only ex-
ceeds the coolant outlet temperature by 50 - 100°C
The high helium outlet temperatures required for
advanced HTRs particularly for the VHTR (process
heat reactor), 950 C, can easily be reached without
exceeding well proven particle temperatures (1 150 C).
The neutron flux is consequently high in the
fresh fuel in the upper part of the pebble-bed which
is kept at moderate temperatures by the down flowing
cool inlet helium. The low flux in the lower part
only rreates small temperature differences between
particles and coolant.
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The OTTO-method can * applied to block reactors but elaborate

off-power reshuf '. ?£ of all fuel blocks would be necessary

during refut?i>.ig. The OTTO-method is obviously most advantage-

ously user - : the Pebble-Bed reactor. The OTTO fuelling scheme

has ber. elected for future German Pebble Bed-HTRs.

Tfc -ontro1 rods only have to penetrate about 2.5 m into an

ffTO pebble core for full shut down of the reactor. The rod

pressure on the balls is reduced to about a quarter in compari-

son to the system using ball recirculation.

The main drawback of the OTTO-method is the high fast neutron

.dose hitting the reflector graphite in the ceiling and the

upper side walls. Hiese parts either have to be designed for

change during the reactor life time or shielded in some way

e.g. by using graphite balls along the wall. No decision has

as yet been taken on this issue. This problem has not yet been

put under full test in AVR which has operated for ten years or

about a third of a reactor's life.

The size of the pebble-bed reactor vessel effects the flow of

the balls which becomes more uneven with increasing size. The

variation in fuel burn-up will increase correspondingly. Ring

reactor designs have been suggested to overcome this problem.

The critics of the pebble-bed reactor point out that pebbles

once fed into the core are unidentifiable. If a significant

number of balls would fail during operation they can hardly be

extracted unless the whole core is emptied. During the ten

years of successful operation of the AVR-reactor, since 1974

at 950 C, no problem of this nature has occurred.
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5.1.4 Core physics

As has been discussed in chapter 4.1 the HTR core on the

basis of its coated particle fuel concept offers great

flexibility in the choice of fuel cycle type, optimum

burnup, running in fuel management etc - all adapted to

the changing technical and economic environment regarding

availability and costs of uranium and thorium, of fuel

fabrication and reprocessing. This flexibility has been

studied in detail within the Dragon Project. E.g. the

switchover from the once-through uranium cycle to the
233thorium/ U-cycle in a GA 1160 design could be handled

with a short and very smooth transition phase (5 years)

and without important changes in the power peaking fac-

tors (1 ).

Of great importance for the inherent safety of the HTR

are the large negative temperature coefficient of the

fuel and the small reactivity which is bound in the

pressurized helium coolant. The fuel temperature coeffi-

cient depends on the size of the particle kernel and,

of course, on the fuel cycle used. For the Th/U-cycle

the fuel temperature coefficient at room temperature is

typically about 8 pern per °C which is roughly twice the

fuel coefficient in LUR. The influence of the graphite

moderator is small at low temperatures but gives a signi-

ficant positive contribution at higher temperatures. The

isothermal temperature coefficient and the closely related

power coefficient is clearly negative for relevant tempera-

ture regimes and all interesting fuel cycles.

The measurements of reactivity change with temperature in

the initial core of Fort St. Vrain (i.e. part of the low

power tests) show excellent agreement with theorethical

predictions (2 ). It should be pointed out that the same

good agreement between measured and calculated qualities

also applies to the critical core loading and axial flux

distributions in the Fort St. Vrain core.

1, K Larsen, "The low enriched uranium and the Th/U cycle»
in the GA 1160 MWe HTR". Dragon Project report 921(1975),

2. J J Cadwe11 et al, "Operational testing highLights of
Fort St. Vrain". GA-A13602(1975).
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5»2 The > ^ % M I oyole HTB

5.2.1 Steam generators (SG) fl)(2\

Introduction

Reliable electricity generation in the future is expected

to be more and more dependent on steam generation by reactors

that for environmental and economic reasons offer modern

steam conditions at high plant efficiencies. As in the past

the nuclear plant availability in the future will be strongly

dependent on reliable trouble free performance of the SGs.

With the increased emphasis on safety the safety aspects

associated with the SG are also receiving more attention. For

the He-cooled graphite moderated coated particle fueled reactor

(HTR) this is particularly the case since hot steam reacts

with hot graphite and this has affected not

only the choice of auxiliary and emergency cooling systems,

but also the SG system design and thereby also the choice of

coolant direction in the core. One oust also be able to

dump leaking HTR SG's quickly and reliably.

Materials

The relaxed gas side corrosion conditions when going from C0 ? to

He as coolant assures the feasibility of the economiser evapo-

rator using mild steel and 15 Mo3 up to 400 °C and 9Cr-lMo or

lOCr Mo910 in the evaporator while Incoloy 800 (with a max of

0.6 Z of Ti + Al or Nb stabilized) and/or type 316 austenitic

ss can be used in the high temperature end of the superheater

(SH). With the rapidly growing experience from the nonnuclear,

PWR, AGR and LMFBR steam generators and of course from the

Fort St Vrain and Schmehausen HTR projects with the corresponding

material programmes, the materials are expected to be well in

hand by the time the first commercial HTR will be built.

Obviously this field is very attractive for industrial engagements

considering the already wide international markets for these

materials and tubings. Because of the lower temperatures of the
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CA itiiwr HTGI its SG tubes M y be all ferritic and no

bimetallic welds will b« required (3).

Conceptual approaches and RAD plan*

As in the case of Materials there is a general agreement on

the »erits of the folloving conceptual SG approach:

Once-through for simplicity of design» compactness
and economy.

Helical coils for compactness, fabricability of
once-through SGs with long tubes, thermal movements,
suitability for use in pods and/or cylindrical
vessels.

Large unit sites, over 750 MW are regarded as feasible,
the size being limited rather by the circulator and
by handling.

Tube sheet as externally located as possible for
easy inspection and in-situ plugging and to
prevent excessive water inleakage into the primary
circuit in the more unlikely event of a failure.

Tubes supported by radial support plates.

Tubes protected at the support plates by wear
shields and chromium-carbide flame spray.

No fins.

Up-hill boiling if possible (but down-hill boiling
is regarded feasible). '

Orificing of individual tubes for stable operation
and limited leakage in the event of tube ruptures.

Plug-in, i e removable units if necessary.

PCRV pods closed by concrete plugs for pressure
envelope redundancy, characteristic of PCRVs.

Possibly parallel steam/He-flow in the SH and the
reheater (RH) section to limit materials temperatures.

No RH for simplicity and
improved safety against coolant loss to the steam
side, but RH is regarded to be perfectly feasible.

Each loop is provided with moisture detectors that
reliably indicate leaks and approximate leak rates
for eventual SG isolation and for repairs.
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Pig $.2.1.1 allows O M of tas aixtaan 16.3MT helical,
tub», onea-thm modules of tas COg-ooolad SgO-aodsrata* BL-4
reactor at Ronts d'Arreo. These have performed noll ainea ia-
•talled in 1971 (il). Tha figure ahowa also the 200W helical
oaca-thra Bartlepool and Heysham AGÄ SC. In all these reactors
the C02 and HgO flow eouitor-eurroitt and boilinc is »pwards.

A s Srason HTR-«tp six 3.4MV bslical»one*-thru S6s porforaod
wall for 5y aa diå tna two Paaeh Bottom 44.5» V-tabe S6a wita
a sterna dra» and Sia of InooUoy-800 for 77 and tna four 11*5
Ifi AT» HTB SGa with its ferritio (2^Crf1llo,0.iC) tubes hava
performed wall since 1967 (at 95O°C Is since 1974)»(12).

Fig 5.2.1.2 shows one of the twelve 70 MW Fort St Vrsin SGs (i?)

with two independent closures. The space between thea is

held st s pressure slightly higher than the reactor pressure

by purified heliua. In the lower ferritic tube bundle the

wster is heated to its saturation temperature, evaporated and

slightly superheated.Ni-Fe-Cr (Alloy 800) is used in the SH and SB

sections* Feedwater and SH steaa subheaders associated with a

leaky tubs ca» be, and one leaky tube has been pluggad right

below the secondary closure, (4) (5). Fig 5.2.1.3 shows the

200 MW unit design now being developed by GA for its small HTGR

steamer that is closely based on the Fort St Vrain design, (6).

Four such modules are needed, each equivalent to three Fort

St Vrain modules:

Steam flow Hg/s

Helium flow "

*>He » a
Outlet pressure "

Outlet temp °C

A pH 20 MPa

Surface area m2

Tube length m

Tube OD mm

Weight Ng

Height m

Steamer

71

114

0.040

9.5

506

3

1500

104

19.2

73

13

Fort St Vrain

24

24

0.022

17.3

541

4

310

76

25.4

36

17
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Steam generator schematic
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This SG is supported from the closure plug. Both ends of an

individual tube can be plugged with a tube-plugging machine.

The elimination of the RH section has resulted in a major

cost savings considering also that the reactor vessel height

has been reduced and that it is all of ferritic steel without

bimetallic welds. It is simpler with tube sheets (no subheaders)

and without external ring headers, has no thermal tube sheets

and has a simpler closure than have the Fort St Vrain SGs.

Fig 5.2.1.4 shows one of the THTR-300 six 128 MW forced

circulation right- and left-handed multi-start helicoil SG,

(7)(8). Each are enclosed in a 2 m dia 12,5 m high steel vessel

within the prestressed concrete reactor pressure vessel. See

Fig 5.2.7.3. The RH is in a co-current and the high pressure

sections in a counter-current arrangement .Boiling is downward

but operation should be stable above 2% of full load.

40 throttle valves outside Che PCRV permit even water heating

and provide with additionally orifices in all 80 individual

tubes stable flow rates. All sections can be plugged separately

from the outside.

Fig 5.2.1.5 shows the 1974 BNDC/TNPG-HTR-1.32GWe SG.

Pig 5.2.1,6 and 7 show the GA Co SG (14). 716°C He flows

from the core to each of six 5?0MW SGs through twin lower

oros» ducts, distributes itself around the RH module and

flows radially inwards across the helical coils to enter

the straight tube SH in counter flow.to the steam. The RH

is a completely independent and independently supported HX

unit. Ineoloy 800 is proposed for both the RH and the SH tube

tubes. The gas is then turned 180° by turning vanes to flow

downwards across the helical 2&Cr-lMo steel once through

upwards boiling evaporator and economizer tubes» The ends

of the tubes are aecessable at the twin feedwater and the

SH tubesheets (there is no internal subheadering). Reheat

complicates the design while offering only small economic

gains according to the Associated Fuclear Services that has

assesrtd this design (14). The Hue1ear Utility Services

feels that a full-scale test facility capable of testing a
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t Coklreheeter tub*» 11 system lines

2 Hot rahaaiar tubas 11 system linn

3 Outlet for cold gas bypass for closure cooling

4 Steam generate* snroud

5 Main outlet coolant gas

6 Feed water tubes, 40 system lines

7 Penetration for inttrumantation

> Lraa naam tubat. 40 tystam linai
9 Tharmosltavas

10 Oompamating modula

5.2.1/8

11 Oivtuon of tha tystant Una tM» two haatuif

12 Central tuba with connection Kim

13 Gas-tight penetration

14 Hot reheater subheaders 111S haatui* tubas

15 Raheater bundit

16 Cold reheatcr subheadar

17 High-prestura bundte I

18 Perforated spacer plates for tube support

19 High-pressure bundle I I

20 Perforated spacer plates for rehaater tubas

17

tig 5*2.1.4 The THTR-
500
128 MV SO
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PERFORMANCE

NEAT GENERATED t V CORE
MSB T N t M I M POWER
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1 6 . CAVITY
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MSCELIAMEOUS HEAT LOSSES
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TOTAl CM. N E I N M FLOW
NEIIUM CIRC TUMME POWER

UGENO
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mm
33MMW

H.SMM
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COLO REHEAT S 6 WLET

W • * .» IJHW
T • MtF
P • IMP

NOT REHEAT Sfi OUTLET

N > J.15IJMI»
T • mat
p • nip

5.2.1.6 GA NSS primary and secondary coolant flow diagram
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É 320 C H« » .

Mainsteam
Module -<.

Reheater:
Module -v-.

ColdaHot
Reheat.

Main ''
Support
Flange

H»

-Superheat* * > * *
• ' . • • > . .

• * . * *

r Feedwater

Ä207°C, 22.1MP*
Tfeed water

17.8IIP* at«aa

Tig 9 ,2 ,1 ,7 GA Co 57OMW Steam generator arrangeaent
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SG, the B*in circulator as m i l as th* auxiliary circulator

with its hsat exchanger would be wsll wirth whil* (14).

This SG represents a unit sis* drrelopaent step of a factor

four.(pullsis* ooaponent testing is not practical for LMFBR),

Th* French propos* only 65O°C B* to avoid cr**p fatiqu*

durin; load following but 7NPa He pressure, low GA too is

also proposing only 593°C H* (and no BB) for th* H T d stea-

mer. Sine* all th* earlier Mentioned to GA Co placed HTGB

orders were cancelled (for non-technical reasons) one may

also expect changes in the designs of the first large

resctors to be built. Upward coolsnt flow in a prismatic core

is not excluded and that would result in a simpler SG design

resembling those of the AGR and of the fsst breeder.

Fig 5.2.1.8 shows the 600MW SG of the GBRA gas-cooled

fast reactor (GCFBR) reference design GBR-4.

Table 5.2.1.1 sumnarizes some of these features.

At the present designers prefer to use smooth tubes and ar*

doubtful about reheat. Upward coolant flow in the reactor

core, now practised in all CO. cooled reactors and proposed

for the GBR-4 might also be used in prismatic HTRs. The

Dragon, AVR and Peach Bottom reactors and the Westinghouse

process heat reactor concept have all upward helium flow

permitting the designers to use a simple He flow-path in

the SG. As we have seen in Fig 5.2.1.6 up-hill boiling can

however, also be achieved with a down-flow core.

See also Fig 5.3.2.2 , 5.3.2.6 and 5*3.5.13 that illu-

strate SOB* SG concepts in connection with th* process

heat HTR (VHTR).
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i i

Fig 5.2.1.8 The GBRA 1.3 GWe GCFBR 605 MW SG in the PCRV pod



Table 5.2.1.1 The leading SG concepts for He-cooled reactors

Material (tubes)

USA 2 T Cr, 1 Mo-
* Alloy 800
2j Cr, 1 Mo-

Alloy 800

Alloy 800

1 Ferritic

UK 9 Cr-1 Mo
SG • SH

2r- Cr, 1 Mo SG
Incoloy 800
SH

9 Cr, 1 Mo 4
Alloy 800

\ Mild steel SG
t 4 9 Cr 1 Mo SH

FRG 15 Mo 3 <400°C
10 Cr No 910
<525<>C

Alloy 800 SH

GBRA 15 Mo 3 first
bundit
10 Cr Mo 910
SG • SH

Alloy 900 SH

Frame

Inlet He
temp °C

775

716

350

593

645
(co2)
750

729

Low

750

565

650

Size
MW

70

570

300

200

200

200

40

128

600

Once-through SG
in sane pod and

Up-hill boiling

Up-hill boiling

Up-hill boiling

Up-hill boiling

Up-hill boiling

Up-hill boiling

Down-hill
(nain SG)

Up-hill
(aux SG)

Down-hill
boiling

. Up-hill boiling

Down-hill boil.

Reheat
(RH)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

By aux
SG
stean
No

Yes

No

Ho

Tube shape

Helical

Helical SG
Straight SH
Helioal RH
Helical

Helical

Helical

Helical

Helical

Helical

Helical

Helical

Hello»!

Tube sheet

Internal

(accessable)

Internal

Accessable

External after
bifurcation

External

External after
bifurcation

Internal
accessable

Internal

Remarks (year of
plant operation)

Fort St Vrain (1976)

GA Co HTGR, I.JGWe
I977.IO design

GCFR-300

Small HTGR steamer

Hartlepool ft Hayshan
AGRs (C02-cooled)(1977)

Dragon project views
(1974)

BNDC

Schmehausen THTR (1979)
(See also USA)

Fast He-cooled
breeder

RHTP 1 under develops*

s

3

Ut
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A comparison with other nuclear SGs

Por a better understanding of the status of the SG development

this information has been related to the status and problems

of the development of SGs for other types of reactors in terms

of semi quantitative points in tables 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.1.3. This

is useful because these developments go hand in hand.

Experience of some 45 gas-cooled reactors, up to 20 years

for the oldest, shows that:

Tube leaks have been more frequent for the pressu-
rised water reactor SGs accounting for 10 Z of the
plant unavailability while only for 2 Z of the
unavailability of the British gas cooled reactors.

The tube leaks usually occur during the first
two years in gas-cooled reactors, while later in
the PWRs.

Water side corrosion has only been a minor problem
with gas-heated SGs.

Reactor —He is less corrosive than reactor-CO,.

SG leaks can reliably be detected, their magnitude
determined and the SG isolated at a suitable time
and in the most desireable fashion after which the
leaking tube can easily be located and plugged
with little loss of availability.

Vibration problems have been detected early and
have not required a complete SG redesign.

Repairs have been easier and less expensive for
gab-cooled reactors due to the over three orders
of magnitude lower radiation levels at the tube-
sheets than for the PWRs.



Table 5.2.1.2 A comparison of typical SG parameters for different reactor types

Thermal power/volurae of
main SG + drum MM /m3

2
MW/m heat transf surf

Unit size MWt

Coolant temp °C

Steam tvap °c
AT n

coolant/steam C
Steam pressure MPa

Coolant pressure MPa

Apstean/coolant MPa

Tube diameter mm

Tube thickness on

Materials

Economiser

Evaporator

Superheater

SG concept

PWR

3.6

0.17

900 (1800)

320

270

50

6.8

15.8

-9

22

1.3

Alloy 600
Alloy 800

U-tube,
also once-
through
straight
tubes

Magnox

1

0.050

200

410

390

20

10

2.5

7.5

Later units
intergrated
serpentine
designs with
finned tubes

AGR

1.2

0.085

200

645

543

100

17

4

13

Mild steel

9Cr-lMo

AISI 316

Integrated
in PCRV pods
Helical, RH,
trend to no
RH and no fins

HTR

3

0.3

600
600-1000

540

200

17

5

12

25.4

2.7

Mild steel to
4PO°C 15Mo3

9cr-lMo
10CrMo910

Alloy 800 and
or AISI 316
Integrated
Helical
Smooth
tubes

GBR-4

2

0.17

600

565

533

32

11

9

2

25

2.6

15Mo3

10CrMo9l0

Alloy 800

Intergrated
in PCRV pods
Once-through
No RH

Super Phfnix

4.6

750

525

490

35

18.4

1

17
25

2.6

Alloy 800

Once-through
Helical
External
headers

Ml



Table 5.2.1.3 Comparison of SGs for reactors (the table continues through p 5.2.1/19

INHERENT FACTORS:

Corrosive conditions

High temperatures
(creep, burn-out)

Thermal sttocks
stresses, fatigue

Pressure stresses

Activation (doses
to service personnel]

Damage propagation
mechanisms due to
SG leaks

Vibrations

PRACTICAL ISSUES:

Major problems

Ref case
PVR

Availability (The
SGs of 45 gas cool-
ed reactors have
shown higher avail-
ability than those
of PWRs)

GCFBR

-

•

+•

(influence on the
core reactivity)

To design to pre"
vent reactor coolant
loss through the
SG pods. (All other
designer aspects are
easier than the HTR
SG design)

HTR

(mass transfer of
C and fission pro»
ducts)

—

~

(corrosion of reao-
tor core and gene-
ration of H, + CO)

Water ingress to
core (puts limits
to premissable in-
gress rates)

LMPBR

(mass transfer of
C, Ni etc in the SG materials and
•eoentuated water side oorroslon

—

-

(Na - H,0 reactions, melting of
adjacent tubes, pressure pulses

generation of in air explosive
hydrogen fa* H.,)

•

Availability (bad average expe-
rience from the 7 reactors as
compared to the good experience
from 3 HTR»)

PI

S

>

i



Table 5.2.1.3 cont.

Required R « D

Required R • D tia»

Expected:

- Capital coats

- Availability

- Maintenance coats

- SG life tiiw

- Influence on
plant safety

Ref case
PWR

High doses to ser-
vice personnel (could
limit PWR capacity)

Hater chemistry

Releases

Statistics on leaks
etc for operating
PWR»

0

(Higher if a PCRV is
required as at BASF)

(loss of coolant and
heat sink)

GCFBR

Test of large units
in a den» plant (us-
ing same techniques
of design as for
HTR SGs, but at less
"pushed" conditions

No problem

••

+•

•

(loss of coolant
and/or heat sink,
influence of H2O on
reactivity,
primary systems pres-
sure rise)

HTR

Test of large
units (in a demo)
plant). Straight
forward R A D

Few years

•

•-

(chemical attack on
fuel and gas explo-
sions, primary pres-
sure rise)

LMFBR

Uncertainly of performance (favour-
able long term statistics required)

Leak detection

Maintenance

Extensive (and costly), including
concept scoping (testing), material!
and instrumentation dev etc

Over a decade

(without the cost of the interme-
diated circuit)

«

+-
(explosions, Na fires)

s

IS»



Tablå 5.2.1.3 coot.

Comparison of SG
leak rata infor-
mation (mg H20/«):

- Min detectable

- Permissable

- Normal detection

- Harmless level

- Cause tube wastage

- Cause tube rupture
before water has

been dumped

- Must be handled
(within - time -)

- Rupture disc

- 1 tube rupture

Ref case
FUR

The Ap has the
direction of acti-
vity leaking out

GCFBR

100 - 3 000 ppm

Does not apply here

Does not apply here

Scram following over
pressure is adequate
action

The lowest Ap and
the direction of
leakage is into the
active primary cir-
cuit

HTR (10)

The fraphite/v»tev-
rtaotion la alow
below 600*0 graph.

< 1 yp» (fi 10* 1.0)
100f/a to identiffiO
0.3 <2Fa4l vpm)

<100-1000 rpm
10 vpm *^

10 - 33 (< 500 rvm)

'200 (10 days)
(since larger leaks
increase in siie)
1000 Tpa (10 kf H.o;
^requires aoraa.
(2 kg/s is worst in-
gress rate for a de-
pressurised reactor)
Max 90 kf/i at tub*
rupture

LMF1R

0.1 - S

4 (Phenix)
SO (FFR)

1 (Fheniii)

1 - 1 0 •/•

< 1 kg/t

3 kg/i

Sxplantation: • Better than ref case PUR

- Horse than ref case PUR

•- As ref case
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With heliuai one can live with small l«aks. Furthermore moisture

can be detected reliably at levels of a fraction of a part

per »illion and at levels of one promille of the gas pressure

Moisture can be Monitored at an accuracy of 1£» Pamlty SCa

eaji be reliably and automatically isolated and steam dumping

initiated. The leaks do not initiate fault propagation

in neighbouring tubes as in sodium heated SGs. The primary

system of He-cooled reactors is protected against over pres-

sure due to inleaking water by automatically operated SG

actions, pressure relief valves, scram initiated by

itron detectors, etc so that an intermediate He circuit

has not been required»

The performance of the SGs in gas-cooled reactors has been

superior to the experiences with the PMt SGs and of course

with the LMFBR SGs. The prospects for the SCs for the gas-

cooled fast reactor (GCFBft) are particularly good.

It seems thus in conclusion that the SCs for all the gas-

cooled reactors are components of which reliable operation

can be expected and which are perfectly feasible and safe

and ready for industrial production after a few years of

straight forward development. In the case of the HTK thev are

associated with quite unique safety issues pertinent to

that relatively very safe reactor type because of the possi-

bility of a water reaction with the hot graphite coatings

of the particle fuel and with the moderator graphite and

the consequent formation of in air explosive H, and CO.

The requirements imposed by this on the SG design and the

quality assurance can however be met by feasible technical

solutions. Further analysis and It & D in this area is how-

ever still desireable for a "water tight" case.
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Reino £khola

5.2.2/1

5.2.2

All reactora are equiped vith auxiliary cooling system. Common

»ode failure considerations have resulted in the philosophy of

providing these systeas physically separated fro» the »ain coo-

line systens, eg in their own pods in the pressure vessels, and

furthermore designed differently with emphasis on reliable ope-

ration when called for (i)-(5). Construction licenses for th« Fort

it Train and the THTR-3O0 were issued though no separate auxiliary

cooling system were specified for the designs.

Parser has suggested a design philosophy to assure a probability

of less than once in a Billion for a major reactor accident per

reactor and year (6X20) . If this reasonable criteria would beeos» a

standard one could, fro» a purely safety point of view, relax

very ouch the requirements for emergency core cooling systems. The

importance of the BCCS for a PUR is illustrated in Pig 5.2.2.1 (7).

Comparison of mtua* magnitudes on a common
I*

scala

Pig 5*2.2*1 Comparison of public
risk from individual
accident*

BCCS • Emergency Core Cooling System
OPP - Oil Plred Plant
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A notable differenoe between gaa-oooled and wster-eooled ro»otora

la that the forsar oannot looaa aa rapidly tha eoolant aa tha

lättar» they do not in fact nävar looaa tha coolant coaplataly

ainoa air oan do for daeay haat removal» To avoid plant damage

under depreaaurisation aocidente and for reliable» effeotive and

aiapla oparation during etart-up and aftar shut-down aaparata re-

dundant auxiliary cooling ays terns ar» daairaabla and aiaable to

anhanoa tha aefaty of tha plant to any daairaabla degree.

Somewhat more than one percent of the full power core flow is

quired to constrain, satisfactorily the temperature transients

following a loas of coolant pressure accident in HTRa, (8)* This

is of course associated with a modest heat removal capacity of

the SGs and the emergency deoay heat removal aystem. The BHDC-

HTH design of 1971 (used for an actual plant offer) apeoifiod a

minimum of 10;' helium flow to continue after reaotor trip» (1).

In that design the four main down-hill boiling SG-units were pro-

posed to be shut down and dried out after reactor or main turbine

trips while /our so called "essential" up-hill boiling 40 IW

boilers of simpler rugged deal n and with lower helium inlet

temperature would continue to produce power for the station house

load and for the grid» 2ach of these could provide oiroulator

power for over %i of the full power helium flow rate» Pig 5*2»2*2.

The stored heat in the SG water and in the graphite moderated

core provides a power source for several houra after reactor trip»

One of the fqur such essential turbine-generators la euffioient

for the two reactor power station and two boiler circulator units

for one reactor during all faults at pressure» (i). Loss of poet

trip cooling oapability has bean designed to oocure less than

onea In te.* million reactor years» (8).

The unanimous choice of once-through 3Gs means stea< flow insta-

bilities at the low flow levels below a few percent of full power

operation» (8)(9), ?he situation ie aggravated by eventual down-

hill boiling so that a ainimum of over 10;* of full power gent-

ration becomes an operating criteria. The feed water flow to the

BBC-HRB and GAC designs must eg not decrease below 2f£ of normal
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Pig 5.2.2.2

Type

•

of tube

Material

I.'o. of tube/boiler

Tube

Tube

Tube

o/d - na

vail thickness •

AUXILIARY EVAPORATOR SUPERHEATER
ECOKOMISER 1

—-Finned Tube -

-—Mild Steel-—

20.65 25.

B 2.31 2.

length per boiler 10.7 6.

1»

6
UG

•2 1

-i P l a i n T u b e •-•

~ 9? Cr. 1% Mp.

2*0

28.575 23575

2.03 2.03

19.95 1.65

2

*.

, ••

28-575
»..22

5-Cl

For the auxiliary boilers, e«s flow is »djusted in a
manner as a function of reactor condition, the feed water flow
responds to control steaa outlet temperatur*. Pressure at the-
auxiliary turbine» is controlled at s constant level by the action
of the throttle valves, thus a change in demand for reheating steaa
feffects the auxiliary turbine output. A d»cap valve is included
to licit prcR&urc should this exceed the range controlled by the

c-s. Reheating steaa f.lov is cortrolied fro» Rain turbine
d ctc&m rciiu
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flou at full pover,(4). The essential boilers in the 3KDC-HTR

are d-si ned to remove 16.J of the reactor heat output and this

capacity was selected to permit their use at the lower power

levels during start-ups and shut-downs so that the Jiain boilers

can always be operated uith a sufficient heat source.

The General Atomic 3o HTOR design of 1$73 s-ipulates up-hill

boilers and the desi ;a basis for the auxiliary cooling loops is

that with one loop out of service» the primary system either

pressurised or depressprised, the reactor core can be adequately

cooled following reactor trip fron 105,J power and natural con-

yec t i on eff; cts in the core (with its norsmlly downward heliua

cooling) can be United sufficiently tc prevent danii^eing over-

teaper.rtures,(2). This core auxiliary coolinj systea (CACS) pro-

vides an independent Liean3 of cooling should none of the main

cooling loops be a.v?.il<ible and it is expected to provide safe

cooldown even with air or steam inleakage in situations leading

to depressurisation,(3).

The GAC-CACJ3 is shown in Pig 5.2.2.3, 5.2.1.» and 5.2.4.5.Coolin* is

countercurrcnt by pressurised water that enters the core aoz heat

exchanger (CAHE) through a penetration at the lower end. The water

then enters the inner, smaller diaaeter, "core tabes" of the straight

tube bayonets and flows upward, exiting the core tabes at the upper

end of each bayonet and returns to the bottea of the tube bundle

through the annulus between the two tubes of each bayonet. The water

exits through a bottom penetration. This new design economises sore

on space than a helical design and permits easy in-service inspec-

tion. Three separate CACS loops are each capable of lOOjt decay heat

reaoval of a pressurised reactor and of 5O?6 residual heat removal

if depressurized. The heat is delivered to the core aux cooling wa-

ter systea (CACWS) for rejection to the atmosphere. 'She water

is circulated thvoush the CACS to keep it in standby condition.

The ./ater subsections arc provided with outlet cheelc valves and

inlet isolation valves to guard the core from excessive water

inleakage and the containment from escaping primary circuit gas

from these most reliable heat exchanger iubes shoull they fail»
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• • • MHtlNMTCMtMtri*»

fig 5.2.2.3 The GA 1977 HTGR sain and auxiliary eoolinc
system as integrated into the FCRV

Studies su,-^?3t that the CAC3 can safely prevent allowable peak

temperatures to be exceeded after loss of all ciain loops with a

twenty ainutes delay in the start-up of the two operating CAC3-

loops,(5),

.hile 3*50^ decay hoat auxiliary coolin:j is now surriciont in

f.ie UJA 'i:i :,he .'ort it Vf.in HTOR the decay he it is reuoved by
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flooding the SHs of the ids and by discharging the water to

flash tanks, (10)) there is a 3x100,̂  or 4x5O,i capacity crite-

rion in the FRG,(11)(4)« 1.5/» of the coolant flow und«r not»

oal operation bypasses the core though the auxiliary loops

(0.5,J through each of thea) in the HRB-GAC design.

The water is kept pressurised (not boiling) in the auxiliary

heat exchangers by a pressuriser at 3*5 HPa (i.e. b^low the

nornal helium coolant pressure to minimize the possibility of

water injection into the prinary circuit) and it is then cir-

culated by a smaller pump than the one used during decay heat

removal. This way the water flow and the teaperatures are being

maintained at standby conditions during nonaal plant operation*

rho coolant flow in the auxiliary heat exchangers must be re—

versed for operation of the auxiliary systems* The build-up of

pressure he-.ds by the start-up of ths auxiliary circulators

open3 the check valves for this*

The fast helium cooled breeder does not have a ceramic core that

can stand hijh temper:.tures, nor has its core a hi.-h heat capacity

that as in the IFFR can delay temperature transients by several

tens of minutes. Jbe depressuris-tion accident is hence accentu-

ate:', for that reactor. 5till the auxiliary cooling s/3tea» as

proposed by Asea-Atom for the G3RA reference design GBR-4» ?i£

5.2*2.4» !• elaiaed to be able to cop* satisfactorily even with

this design depressurisation accident (12). 1.5> of the thermal

power in dissipated during noro.il operation of the G3R-4 into an

auxiliary heat removal system (MIS) which supplies pover for the

pony notors for the nain heliura circulators and for the auxiliary

feed water pumps providing 1.5/' of the feed water flow to the

main 3Gs» After trip of the nain turbine plant and the main circu-

lator drives the AHSs would continue automatically without sophis-

ticated control or switching operations to operate at higher power

levels takin; care of the generated heat* 3-side this system there

are also three independent er.erg^ncy coolin , loops that would be

started as soon a.; an A.U would fail, They would be able to t?.ke

cars of th? decay hoit evon by natural convection at full cam

pressure should thvir circulators fail* This approach could be

modified for thermal reactor use -is well though the lower gas

pressure of a KIR, 5itFa, would not make natural circulation coo-
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The ECCSs of the water reactors include both passive systeas,

which inject autoc.atiss.lly through a check valve

pressurised borated water,stored under up to 5?IPa nitrogen,

when the pres3urj level in the reactor drop3 below that of the

water accumulator, and active systons»activated by pressure and

level sensing switches, which through valve operations and pumps

provide hi.;h and low pressure water for the core and the contain-

ment spray systems. These systens involve only simple conventio-

nal equipment that can be utilised with sufficient redundancy for

hi-h reliability.

The probability of a major "quilliotine" pipe rupture of a FWR is

estimated at 10~*per year (13). It results in over 900°C peak clad

temperatures in about 10s when the ECCS sets in after 12s and could

lead to clad melting in 3-10 minutes or to a fuel melt-down in in

if the ECCS did not work. Por HTRs the maximum depressurization

takes 2 minutes and if the SCCS does not work fuel particles would

start to crack after 2-12h at temperatures around 165O°C. With a

probability for the FWR containment spray system not to work of

about 10 when called for and a probability for a containment leak-

age of about 10~ under such conditions, the probability of releasing
—ö

radioactivity to the environment is less than 10 per year and reac-

tor due to the LOCA, the DBA. (The requirements for the containment

in a water reactor are stricter than warranted according to Erie

Beokjord at USERDA (14)).

The failure of the prestressed concrete pressure vessel (PCHV)

of a gas cooled reactor is even loss probable and loss explosive

than that of a F./R steel vessel (that i3 not free of minor cracks

and various stresses) for which probabilities of 10~' per year

and vessel arc usually quoted. The gas cooled reactors which have

the primary coolcnt integrated within tha pressure vessel are

therefore also inherently safer against limited leaks of the

primary coolant. One can in fact deai.rn for acceptabla maximum

leaks usinc flow restricting devises at the vessel penetrations

that are United in size accordingly. About 0.06m has been
2

typically selected for the HTR and 0.01m for the OCPR as

acceptable uaximum leak guidelines for safe depressurisation

accidents. ?or the former (depressurisation in 120*) a proba-
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bility of 10"' events per year is assumed by GAC (see ref.15

Yol III p 4-21) which is one thousand times lower than the PUR

pipe rupture incident. One does however asaign a 5*10 proba-

bility to a depressurisation caused by an opening that is only

1/100 th of this» The estimated depressurisation time would

then be 2h and the consequenses less serious (smaller thyroid

doses because of significant I plate-out before release).

The sequence of greatest concern according to GAC for their

reference HTH design is initiated by a loss of off-site power

(LOSP) which according to US statistics has a probability of

about 0.1 times per year and reactor, (15). If the turbins- gene-

rator is also lost, and thereby the main cooling loops after

the 15 minute 3 of SG water dry-out at a probability ox* about

5x10" under tlie no off-site power period and the core auxiliary

cooling system (CAC3) fails with a probability of about 2x10

then over heating would oecure at a frequency of the order of

once in a million per year leading to coolant and thereby acti-

vity releases due to over pressure to the containment etc» The

above described European solutions of the BCCSs should be more

reliable and therefore perfectly adequate due to the fact that

they are in operation with the circulators running all the time

with quite reliable power sources for the circulators. Designing

the reactor for a natural upward coolant flow would further re-

duce the problems of core over heating. Ref. 15 does not include

the according to Vieider more serious case of reactor and turbine

generator trip at a probability of about 10/year followed by fai-

lure to maintain adequate decay heat removal by the main oirouit

at a probability of 0.01-0.1/trip (16)(17). Consequently the fre-

quency of over heating accidents might increase to 10" -10~ yyear

for a HTH of GA design. (18)(21). Upward core cooling would be

adventageous to prevent early temperature peaking. Fortunately

one can accept delays in the start-up of the BCCSs in HTRs while

the corresponding systems must start functioning much sooner in

the case of PWRs and GCFRs, Fig 5.2.2.5 (19). Rteent German studies

suggest a probability of 5x10 ~/y that the main cooling loops will

not be available and with three BCCS loops of which at least one is

needed* the chance for overheating was estimated to around 10~V7

showing the need for redundant reliable ECCS loops.
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In the ease of a GCPR with upward oore cooling (standing core

design) the 3CCS is expected to take care of the decay heat by

natural circulation at adequate reliability (the reactor has been

scranned and it remains fully pressurised) following the loss

of both the main cooling loops and the auxiliary heat removal

system)»(i2).

Since the components for the auxiliary circuits of the heliua

cooled reactors do not include new basic technology and are re-

latively saall and can be designed for relatively conservative

conditions, one Bust conclude that they can be developed by

straight forward engineering and that they can be easily tested

for reliable stable, operation under the various expeoted con-

ditions at which they are expected to perform, prior to instal-

lation and prior to reactor operation once installed*

Problems associated with liquid cotlants not

reaching the core and not fully able to wet the fuel do not

exist with a one-phase (gaseous) coolant. At the moment the

R&D is concentrated on further dynamic transient analysis of

various SCCSs and associated reactor designs for final concept

seleotion and engineering specifications.
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5.2.3

As dramatically demonstrated with the 15.&IU» AVR in Jftlich the

II7R safety is not that much dependent on the circulators as ax»

the L."I?3Rs or the FiRs on their pumps, (i). After the control rods

of the AVR were locked into their positions during reactor ops-

ration and the power to all the circulators interrupted,the reac-

tor shut itself off and leveled down to acceptable conditions

and renained 30 for the day of the test.

The availability of nuclear gas circulators has furthermore been

t.ood as evidenced by the higher plant availabilities exhibited by

the many commercial carbon dioxide (COgJ-cooled reactors and

three helium (He)-cooled reactor experiments as compared to the

average availability of the water reactors,(2)(3).

The most advanced of the circulators of the CO.-cooled reactors

are those of the 66OMWe AGRs that have 8 circulators each per

reactor, Fig 5»2.3.1 and Table 5.2.3» Those circulators have been

designed for constant speed with inlet guide vane control (5)

(duplicate dr ve notors and Selsyn transmitters) to avoid the

costly frequency changing equipment (4). ?he circulators are in-

creasingly stable as the vane3 are closing. Main problems are vi-

brations and sealin^-off the coolant from the pressurised lubri-

cant oil or its vapour. The bearings are of the anti-whirl design

and seem stable. The labyrinth seal with its flow system has so

far in the tests successfully prevented oil ingress. Vibrations

that fractured the drive shafts for the closure dome (6) have been

romoved by unit mounting modifications (5). Though the circulators

were designed for a JO y life, it h:_.; been susses ted that they

should oe exar.ined every 5 7» The entire: unit can be removed in 8h

for thia and a spare can be .uickly mounted in its place should

that be desired. The Hartlepool and Haysham ÅGRs with the pod type

pressure vessels a3 proposed for the HTRs will have vertically

nountod circulators based on the successful V/indscale AGR experi-

ment. The AGR circulators will be all tested prior to installation

as has been ths cat,e for the two now operating AGRs at Hinkler Pt

and Hunterston. The French reactors Bugey-1, Chinon-3 and St Lau-

rent-1&2 as well as the UK Oldbury magnox station have steam-tur-

bine driven circulators rather than electric drives as in the AGRs,
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Table 5.2,3 Comparison of nuclear gas oirculator exparience with the development objective»

Kxperienoe y

Power KW

Plow kg/a

Temperature °C

Pressure IIP»

Pressure rise KPa

Shaft length in

Impeller dia. ra

3peed rpm

Bearings

Impeller type
(single stage)

Seal

Isolation valve

No of oiroulators

Drive

axiv;:ti

Test loops

Hartlepool
Heysham
660 HWe

4
460

280

4.2

Tilting
pad, bath
lub. oil

Vertioal

Inlet vane
control

8

El

THTR-
500 HWe

2

50

260

4
0.11

Oil lub

Overhang
oentrif.

Labyrint
as in AV

Throttle
valve at
inlet

6

21

Operating

v/indscale
40 ir.Je

10

1.2

116

300

1.9

0.19

3000

Vertical
oentrif,
adjustab
inl.vanei

h
R

4
SI

AGRs

Hinkley Pt
Hunteraton

660 I!We

1

5
500

280

4
0.29

2970

2 press,
fed oil

Horizontl
oentrif.
var.guid.
vane oontr.

Labyrinth

Inlet vane
oontrol

8

31

Operating HTRs

Peach Bottom
UTGR-40HW»

8

1.9
60

344
2.4

2x0.03

3475
Oil lubrio.

Overhung
centrifugal

Labyrinth

2 in series

Kl

Fort St Vx
-530 KWe

1

5.9
107
400

4.9
0.1

9550
2 shrouded
s-ep.hybr,
v;ater lub.

Axial

Limited
leakage
dbl labyr,

Clam ohel]
Chock vlv,
in diffusi

4
3 team

3SJ^CTIVAS

Delmarva to
ntindard
1.2— t.3CU«

11—20

23O--5OO

310

4.9

0.19

1.041

6755
As for
Port Jt Vr

Axial

Dbl. laby-
rinth and
shut-down

Cylindrio
L-shap«d
at diffusr

6-4
St«W (SI?)

GBR-4
GC?R-1.3GW»

20
370

260

9
0.36

5
1.6

3500

Michell
tilting
pads,oil

Oentrif51

Labyrinth

24 non-
return
flaps

6
£1

o

o

y

.
VM
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(3). ?iC 5.2.5.2 shows the 15 k^He/s AVR circulator that has per-

forraed well for 97* It has an overhung inpeller eoployin<j slid*

bearings and circulation oiling.

Though water and steaa ingress into the reactor priaary circuit

oust also be prevented, for different reasons however than in th«

oil case. Gulf General Atomic Co has selected steam turbine dri-

ves rather than the electric drives preferred by the British ant

used in the German pebble bed reactors. One can then desî -n for

well cooled, constant temperature, and thereby constant clearan-

ces (1OB per neter shaft) between the rotor and stator interfa-

ces, which is important ior reactors operating with a hi^h coo-

lant temperature. One can inject a buffer öas (He) for controlled

leakage through a labyrinth seal into the primary ;jas and into a

scavenge chanber with the lubricant water, Pic 5.2.3.3-5 (6)(7)(i6

The bearings and the seals arc clainod to be 3iepler than in de-

sires usinj oil as lubricant and ons iias the advantage of being

able to use the feed water systea as an emergency power supply.

The shrouded step bearings operate in the hydrostatic rejime at

low speeds and in the dynamic re ;irie at 'axjh 3peeds. A brake is

included since start-up with injection of the prs33irised bearing

lubricant (water) would turn the circulator. ?hn rotor is permit-

ted to operate below its resonar.ee frequency. Tho dc3iJ/. pe-nits

thus flow control by circulator speed adjustments. During part-

load operation excess steam will be bypassed around the circulator

by mor.ns of a bypass valve. Rornr.lly 4, of the steam bypasses the

circulator turbines at full load to provide mar;in Tor speed con-

trol and reheat stcaci attenperation. There is also a throttle

valve in the steam supply line to each circulator. rhe circulator

itself has a cylindrical L-shaped simt-o.'f valve to prevont back-

flow of helium when tho circilator is shut down, ?i,~ 5»-.3»3»

There are no rubbing or sliding pr.rts in the ci.o ilat

Gas bearings, that would bv ideal -..ithout the problems of oil or

ateam/water ingress into the reactor, are beins developed, but

it is not clear if and when t.vse can be com-iercially av^ilauls

for lar^e power plants. One has already testod GO^-circulitors

with purposely unbalanced rotors of 2,5 tonnes wei ;ht and with

JOO nin inpellers up to 6lIPa pressures (8). i'he 8x7C,\i 1.3 k̂ -ife/s
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The Dragon

circulator
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Pic 5.2.5.7)
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CIRCULATOR
UPP» Ht DUCT
LOW» Ht DUCT
STEAM GENERATOR

Single stag* axial flow compressor

Single stag» steaa tarsias driv»,
water lubricated bearing, Es-buffsr
seal system» run on cold reheat
steaa froa HP turbine or om steaa
froa the by-pass flash tank or oa
steam froa an auxiliary steaa supply
during start-up or shut-down

STEAM OUT

STEAM IN

STEAM
GENERATOR

VALVE
ACTUATOR

CIRCULATOR
SERVICE
UNE

DIFRJSER
deceleration

DISK
CATCHER

INLET
ASSEMBLY

Accelerating
inlet
CIRCULATOR
MACHINE
ASSEMBLY

Fig 5.2.3.3 CA Co Helium Circulator Installation Assembly
280kgH»/s , 0.12MPa to 5.4 MPa (16)
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circulators of the Dragon 20 KV HTR experiment operated success-

fully for the 11 years the plant was used. They had 100 M I dia.

gas bearings that were run at 12 000 rpm up to 25 000 h without

problems. Th3 radial impeller had a diameter of 400 ma, Fig 5.2*3.6

and 5.2.3.7.

The fort St Vrain circulators hare caused almost a year of plant

down-rime due to some necessary modifications of design and due

to two water ingress incidents. These delays of plant commissio-

ning were explained to be partly due to the Pelton wheel that has

been added to this demonstration plant as an extra precaution to

guarantee a minimum and redundant blower power but which is not a

representative design feature of the large commercial reactors,

and partly due to the incorrect operation of valves that caused

10 m of water to be injected into the primary circuit and part-

ly blown down through the reactor core* Since the reactor was

cold at the incident much water was absorbed by the graphite struc-

tures and it took a long time to vacuum it out. (The problem was

discovered by reactivity measurements since the moisture detec-

tors do not work ur.lesy there is a sufficient pressure drop across

the core),(10). 1976-01-23 some primary He leaked through a gasket*

One of the major reasons for selecting electric drives, though

more expensive, 1'or the GBR-4 fast breeder circulators, Fig 5.2.3.8»

was the desire of the utilities to be able to quickly test the

completed reactor at full-flow conditions for vibrations of the

circulator, the core, steam generators and other components of

the coolant circuits prior to criticality and power operation*

This would permit expedious modifications, balancing etc before

the plant has become radioactive, (9). The unit could be mad*

more compact if its speed could be increased to 6000rpm, Table 5.2.3<

Pif 5*2*3*9 show* the THTB-300 gas circuit with an eleotrio driven

horisontal circulator,(12), and Fig 5.2*3.10 shows the circulator

itself that has been tasted in a test facility since 1975 (14).

The French are prefering electric drives for their new reference HTR

design in order to be able to perforn full-flow preoosnissioning

tests. With a 7MPa 65O°C B« the blowers will require Its* power.
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S'ig 3.2.3.7 he Jra;on TI-1'R 1.0 kjle/a circulator with
as bearings (12 003 rpni)(3eo also p 5.2.3/5)
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Explanations to Pig 5.2.3*3*

1 Concrete Reactor Casing.
2 Uw.
3 Heat Insulation.
4 Reactor Casing Penetration Tvk*.
5 Mounting FUnge.
6 Iaptller.
7 Main Motor lotor.
• Pony Motor Rotor.
9 Journal Soaring» for Main Motor.

10 Thruat Bearing for Main Rotor.
11 Journal Soaring for tony Motor.
12 CoaMned Bearing for Pony Motor.
13 Ubyrinth Seals.
14 Circulator Casing.
15 Gaa Channel.
16 Botton Plate for Oil Tank.
17 Bleded Dlffueor.
IS Koo-Raturn Flaps.
19 Support for Upper Searing, Main Motor.
20 Support for Lover Soaring, Main Motor,
21 Supports for Bearinga, fooy Motor.
22 Main Motor Casing.
23 Support for Pony Motor.
24 Pony Motor Casing.
25 Cooling Gas Ducts.
26 Standstill Seal Tuva,
27 Standstill Seal Ring.
28 Inlet Cover.
29 Flange.
30 Auxiliary Fan Iaoeller.
31 Kain Motor Stator.
32 Pony Motor Stator.
33 Motor Cooler.
34 Cear Coupling.
35 Oil PuBps.
36 Oil Coolers.
37 Oil Separator.
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5.2.3.8 Tne OBR-4
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Pif 5.2.3.10 The THTR-300
46.25 kc/s
eireulator

Function and Design

The helium coolant gas serving for the removal of haat from
the reactor is circulated by 6 parallel-flow coolant gas
circulators each coordinated to a steam generator.

They take in the coolant gas from the steam generators and
forward it to the pressure space common toaN circulators.

The circulators are located and anchored radiatty to the
steam generators in penetrations in the cylindrical part of
the PCRV wall.

6 7 8 9

Coolant Gas Circulator, Intertable Module
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W Peneiranon liner flang*
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14 Hydraulic cyfinder
15 A nqular bearing
16 Flow rmncror wall
17 Rotor fl 900 mm
18 Acroarmg h»«er lor inur-off

and control vsHye
19 P'estix* iprings
20 Conncrring rod!
? 1 Pr»$uM> caiinq
77 Coolant qa* oull*l



It can be concluded that

- The circulators seem feasible for hi{;h reliability and pose no

safety or other design li siting problems on the heliua-eooled

reactors. (llote that with downward coolant flow in the reactor

core one is aore dependent on forced circulation than with nat-

ural upward flow).

- The blowers have still to be developed for four tiiaes larger

flow rates» The hydraulics for this involves interpolation

rather than extrapolations using empirical relationa being worked

out fro» data af the largest blowers that are being roa at high

Reynolds nuabera and in the turbulent regiae (6) (7).

Both steam and electric drives (water and oil lubricated units)

are feasible, but the best choice can only be made after more

experience with both.(i?ort 3t Vrain HTGR is providing experience

with vertical steam driven axial iapeller blowers, Hartlepool

and Haysham AGRs ..ill offer experience with vertical electric

driven blowers and the Schaehausen TH'PR will soon be operating

with electrically driven horizontal blowers using centrifugal

impellers).

The major problems are vibrations and seals (for ins$anee the

He-3upply problem to the labyrinth seals) which make the long»

term gas bearing development interesting. The blowers can be

fully t.sted prior to shipment to the reactor,(not practical for UIFBR),

In the oaaa of a saall conaercial process steaa HTR like the GA

Saall HTGR Steaaer (see aeetion 5*2*7) eaob of the four circu-

lators of it oould be operated at lower apaeda (7600 rpa) and

lower temperatures (232°C) and they would require only half the

power input of a Port St Train circulator being otherwise pras-

tically identioal with the lättar (13).

High load faotor is expected since the circulator! can be designed

with no sliding or rubbing parta for a maintenance and inspection

free 40y life tiae, (15)(which la not possible for the IMFBS puaps).
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5*2.4 HTt operation and £ontrc&

Fueling

Tas General Atomio Co HTH has a 4y oore life (ty tat the reflce-

tor elements). 1/4 of the core is replaced annually *nd ths re-

flector elements biannually.(i). Ihs reactor must be depress*»

rissd to slightly under atmospheric pressure and tas coolant

cooled down to below 120°C. Ths reactor vessel (PCST) penetra-

tion closure Is removed and in-core instruments withdrawn into

control asseablies* An isolation valve is attached to the refuel-

ing penetration and the fuel handling machine can be sealed to

the isolation valve. Fig 5.2.4*1. The He-tight machine eoataias

a fuel transfer aeehanisa and a fuel transfer cask, Fif. 5.2*4*2.

When a region has been refueled and the isolation valv» closed,

the handling machine can be removed and a control assembly instal-

led with the auxiliary service eask. The cask and isolation valve

are removed and new instruments inserted into the ooze through

the control assembly. The service connections are then replaced

with the closure plate to complete the process* The required re-

actor down-time is about 2 weeks and these operations can be

accomplished with sons 13 nen per shift. The used fuel is thea

stored in water cooled tubular steel wells in a concrete struc-

ture and are cooled by radiation and natural oonvection eircule-

tion of ths helium.

The equipment and operations are simple and the techniques eaa be

regarded as demonstrated by the extensive gas-eooled reactor ex-

perience available. Fig 5.2.4*3 »hows ths fuel handling equipment

of the 330 MWe Fort St Train HTGR,(2).

The em-load fueling system for the THTR-300 is illustrated in Fif

5.2.4.4 (4). This pebble fueling system can be siaplifisd with the

ones through and then out (OTTO) system proposed for commercial

plants.
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Tig 5*2.4.1 CAC HTM Fu«l Handling Sqnipatnt
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Fif $.2.4*2 Fuel Handling Machine
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fteaetor ataxt-«p aad operatio*

Fig 5.2.4.5 !• • flow aad control aeheaatia far tha GAG TO (i).

The plant ia started «p by ase of aa auxiliary boiler. The feed

water paaps are started supplying water through the ateea

ratora (SC) to flash tanks. Froa the lättar the water to

aed to the feed water heatsrs. The auxiliary steaa ia also

to start the heliua eireulators and to wara ap the turbines.

With the feedwster and heliua flow established the reactor eaa he

started up by control rod withdrawal. When acceptably dry s1

is generated the turbine eaa ba connected to the auelei

aad to tha grid. At 25£ of rated power automatic control is ee-

tablished. The load is increased by opening further the high

pressure turbine (HPT) generator throttle valves. This decree^

sss the ateaa pressurs which provides the signal for increased

food paap speed. To prevent a ateaa teaperature decrease the

eireulators are alao apeeded up by autoaatie adjustaeata of ths

throttle valvea to their steaa turbine drives. The increased Is

flow tends to reduce the reactor core outlet Be teaperature

alightly and, together with increased reheat ateaa flow eausss

a deerease ia BH steaa teaperature. This teaperature signal, plus

the sain turbine steaa flow aignal, ainus the neutron flux aig-

nal axs suaaed by the neutron flux controller which then genera-

tes control rod aotions to increase reactor power and to stabi-

lise the HH steaa teaperature. Raap changes of up to 53̂  of rated

flow per ainute can be aecoaodated. Total tiae for turbine re-

start to IOO56 load is about half aa hour.

The proapt negative fuel and aoderator over-all teaperature co-

efficients of resetivity of tborloa loaded HTIs throughout ths

reactor life and noraal operating range assures stable safe

ratio» (3). The plant operates in the load-following node.

lef 5 gives a well written 10p description of the control of

300.

Fig 5.2,4«6 shows the plant behaviour under accident conditions.

Ths ideal gas Hs sad the well known water/steaa aakas such siaulations

sssy to perfom while reliable,(6).
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5.2.5

5.2.5.1 General

As is well known the reactor pressure vessel and containment

are parts of an extensive safety system with emergency cooling

arrangements, safety valves, active gas tanks and filters,

etc. The dimensions etc are such that the consequences of all

imaginable faults and accidents (quillotine pipe ruptures

etc) will be acceptable.

Steam generator leaks are primarily mastered by a valve system

which shuts off the inlet and outlet of the generator and

connects it with a dump tank. The valves are controlled by

instruments which react to the increasing moisture content

in the helium outlet. If the steam leakage into the reactor

leads to a considerable increase off pressure the reactor will

be shut of. If the pressure yet continues increasing, the

relief valves are opened into the containment which is con-

nected to a gas purifier.

Thus the protection capacity of the pressure vessel and con-

tainment is much depending on the reliability of the valves,

sluices etc. which are needed at pipe inlets, transport

openings, etc. Besides,almost every pressure pipe is a risk.

This can be considerably reduced if the pipe is made double-

walled. Such "fracture-safe" designs are conceivable even for

steel pressure vessels. However the usual way is to enclose

the reactor, the primary circuit, the auxiliary cooling system,

etc in an integral redundant vessel design.

Usually prestressed concrete pressure vessels with liners are

regarded as redundant. There also are redundant pressure

vessels mainly made by steel or cast iron parts. Two vessels

of that kind will be described below. However, they have not

reached the same degree of development as the concrete vessel.

The use of integral concrete pressure vessels reduces the

possibility of inspection, maintenance, repair and design

modification. The degree of integration will be a matter of
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balance. For a steam cycle HTR the probable solution of the

containment problem will be a concrete vessel for the core

and the cooling systems. The turbo-generator and the fuel

element storage will be placed in separate buildings.
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5.2.5.2 Prestressed Concrete Pressure Vessels

General

Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessels (PCRVs) were developed

from the fifties onwards for GCRs. The first exaaples of

such vessels (for the G2 and G3 reactors) have been in

operation for nearly 18 years. PCRVs are characterized by

extremely high safety

- lack of size limitations

- on-site production

By far the most significant of these characteristics are

the safety properties which are mainly due to the redun-

dance and accessibility for inspection of the vessel's

load-carrying elements (the prestressing tendons). Plant

Safety was also increased by the integration of the entire

primary gas circuit (including the steam generators) inside

the vessel. In the earlier GCR vessels, the steam generators

were accommodated along with the reactor core in one large

cavity. In later designs, as for the AGRs at Hartlepool

and Heysham, the steam generators were placed in pods in

the vessel wall. In another significant development, circum-

ferential prestressing, which originally consisted of ten-

dons passing through cast-in ducts in the concrete and

anchored in vertical buttresses, was instead achieved by

winding tensioned wires around the exterior of the vessel.

In Sweden the development of PCRVs has been followed with

great interest from the middle sixties. At first it was

to enable the building of pressure-vessel type HWRs. Later

development was concentrated on such vessels for large

power BWRs. Over ten years of development work has re-

sulted in a very competent technological capability in

this field.

The table below gives typical data on some PCRVs:
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Station Type of Dimensions Design pressar*
vessel (gauge)

Oldbury Single cavity 23.5 m ID 18.3 m IH 2.65 MPa

Wylfa "- Spherical 29.2 m ID 2.91 MPa

St. Laurent "- 19 m IP 36.3 m IH 3.0 MPa

Bugey "- 28.1 m ID 40.1 m IH 4.6 MPa

Hartlepool Podded 13.1 m ID 18.3 m IH 4.44 MPa

Heyshaa "

THTR 300 Single cavity 15,9 m ID 15,3 m IH 4.6 MPa

Scandinavian Model of 2 m ID 8.5 MPa

PCRV 900 MUe 4 a IH

BUR-PCRV

PCRV for an HTR

Description

The HTR vessel described in the following is the one that

was planned for the Fulton station ordered by Philadelphia

Electric Coapany from Gulf Atomic Company (later cancelled)

[1).

The pressressed concrete reactor vessel,shown in Fig 5.2.5.2.1,

is a thick-walled multicavity concrete structure. It is

a right circular cylinder with flat ends supported on a

star-shaped pedestal that is monolithically cast with the

containment base mat and the PCRV bottom head. The outside

diameter is 30*5 m. The overall height is 27*8 m. The

vessel wall and minimum top head thicknesses are 9*7 m

and 5*6 m, respectively.

The central cavity in the PCRV contains the reactor core

and its support structures. This cavity is 14*4 m high x

11 m diameter. Nine additional cavities are located in the

vessel walls, six for the main steam generator and circula-

tor units and three for the core auxiliary cooling system

(CACS) heat exchanger and circulator units. The cavities

are 2*1 m diameter and 4*3 m.diameter at mid-height for

the CACS and steam generator/main helium circulator unit*,

respectively. Peripheral cavities are connected to the

central core cavity by two circular cross ducts. The inside
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diaaeters are 1*7 a and 1-8 • for the main steam generator

cross ducts and 1*4 m and 1*7 m for the CACS cross ducts.

Wire strand wound around the external circumference of the

vessel and axial unbonded tendons provide the force re-

quired to counteract internal pressures applied to the

vessel. Bonded reinforcing steel is placed near the in-

terior and exterior concrete surfaces and around pre-

stressing tendon anchor plates for control of cracks due to

thermal gradients and concentrated loads. The vessel cavi-

ties are steel lined, providing a leak-tight membrane to

contain the helium coolant. A fibrous insulation thermal

barrier is attached to the inside surface of the liner

and square-shaped water cooling tubes are welded to the

concrete side of the liner to control liner and concrete

temperatures.

Design and analysis

The vessel was designed to comply with the requirements

of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 2,

for Concrete Vessels and Containments. The PCRV must

satisfy two basic requirements:

- Serviceability criteria to ensure continued

satisfactory performance under normal, upset,

and emergency conditions.

- Safety criteria to establish the structural

capacity for hypothetical overpressure conditions

and thus demonstrate structural integrity and a

margin of safety at normal working pressure to

account for design, construction, operating,

and material uncertainties.

The first design requirement is met by using a working

stress design basis, which requires comparison of pre-

dicted stresses with allowable stress criteria. The re-

sponse of the PCRV to short term pressure changes, up to

the proof test pressure, is essentially elastic. The PCRV
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design, together with the liner and closure design, ensures

leak tightness within the specified serviceability limits.

The second design requirement is met by determining the

ultimate load capacity of the structure when subjected to

overpressure loading conditions. It should be noted that

the PCRV is protected by two independent pressure-relieving

devices. Hence, the overpressure is a hypothetical con-

dieration to ensure a minimum margin of safety at normal

working pressure. The following criteria are imposed:

- The entire PCRV structure is capable of resisting

an ultimate pressure of at least two times the

maximum cavity pressure.

The PCRV structure is capable of resisting a

pressurized crack condition at maximum cavity

pressure (MCP). The pressurized crack may be con-

sidered across any horizontal, or vertical section

of the vessel.

Additional criteria are imposed for discrete elements or

portions of the structure as follows:

The PCRV top head has sufficient capacity to

resist a hypothetical ultimate pressure not less

than three times MCP, with one MCP acting on the

barrel.

Those elements of the PCRV that support any cc

ponent or element that ensures safe shutdown are

capable of resisting the effects of a design

basis depressurization accident (DBDA) in combi-

nation with a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE)

without loss of function.

The Fulton Plant PCRV is designed to withstand the internal

cavity pressures shown below:

NWP • Normal working pressure:
5. MPa NWP is the nominal internal pressure
in the PCRV with the reactor at rated load

DP - Design pressure: 5.5 MPa
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- MCP - Maximum cavity pressure: 5.5 MPa
NCP is the maxiBUB pressure that the PCRV
could be subjected to during operation. The
MCP is equal to the nominal safety relief
device opening pressure plus tolerances.

IPTP » Initial proof test pressure: 6.2 MPa
IPTP is the maximum proof test pressure for the
PCRV. The IPTP is 15 per cent greater than the
nominal safety release device opening pressure.

The design term "maximum cavity pressure" defines the maxi-

mum pressure that the PCRV could be subjected to during

operation. The MCP is equal to the nominal safety relief

valve device opening pressure plus tolerances plus back-

flow pressure. The predicted behaviour of the vessel when

subjected to gradually increasing pressure is shown in Fig

5.2.5.;'.2. This behaviour is similar to that achieved on earlier

single cavity vessels and is supported by the test results

from two representative multicavity model tests (2

and 3).

The multicavity PCRV, by nature of its geometrical configu-

ration, requires a three-dimensional analysis to predict

correctly the state of stress in the structure. The compre-

hensive analysis employing the three-dimensional finite

element technique involves elaborate and time-consuming

computerized procedures. While three-dimensional analysis

is invaluable in the final design, it is considered im-

practical for preliminary design and initial sizing and

layout of a PCRV. Consequently, for the Fulton PCRV, a

series of modifications was devised for the application

of the two-dimensional analysis to the multicavity vessel.

The concept of effective elastic module E is adopted in

che formulation of the axisymmetric mathematical model

to account for the presence of penetrations and cavities

in the PCRV, Extensive development work was conducted at

GA to establish confidence in and reliability of the mo-

dified two-dimensional analysis procedures. The stress

results compare favourably with those obtained from three-

dimensional finite element analyses. The model and a com-

parison of typical results are shown in Figs 5.2.5.2.3a and

-3b.
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For the Fulton PCRV, a threedimensional elastic analysis

was subsequently performed. A three-dimensional finite

element model, representing a symmetrical slice of the

upper half of the vessel, is illustrated in Fig. 5.2.5.2.4.

Elastic analyses were made for a series of loading cases,

including prestress, thermal, and internal pressure loads

on each of the two- and three-dimensional models.

Concrete creep is significant at the operating temperature

of the vessel. Preliminary design proceeded on the basis

of factored results of the elastic analyses based on typi-

cal concrete data. The results of prior two-dimensional

finite element analysis (e.g., on Fort St. Vrain) were

also used to determine the effects of creep on stresses

and deformations in the vessel. Subsequently the Fulton

PCRV response to long term loading will be predicted by a

visco-elastic finite element analysis.

Prestressing system

The PCRV prestressing system used in the mult icavity PCRV

is divided into two basic types. The longitudinal, or axial,

tendons are of the Fort St. Vrain type. A total of 414 linear

tendons is used. Those located around the periphery of the

vessel and around the sidewall cavities terminate at the

upper and lower face of the PCRV. Ninety-six tendons lo-

cated around the core cavity extend through the star support

and are anchored in a tendon gallery underneath the con-

tainment structure. Each tendon consists of 169 6>4 mm

diameter wires that provide an ultimate force capacity of

1000 tons. Low relaxation wire is used in these button-

head type tendons. The individual wires are coated with

corrosion protection material during fabrication. The in-

terior surfaces of the tendon tubes are coated with corro-

sion protection and lubrication material prior to tendon

installation. End caps placed over the exposed tendon

anchors form sealed chambers to protect the tendons from

corrosion attack for the design life of the plant. The

circumferential prestressing is applied by wrapping 13 ran

diameter 7-wire strand in steel channels around the outside
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of the multicavity PCRV (Fig 5.2.5.2.5). Twenty-four channels,

each 304 am deep by 686 •• high» encircle the outer face of the

PCRV. Each strand is anchored at one location in the channel

and wound around approxiaately 54 tines to fora a layer of

prestress. An average of 15 layers of strand form each band

of prestress. The strand is applied by a wire winding ma**

chine specially designed for the purpose. The prototype of

the machine has demonstrated a capability of laying strand

at 0>85 guaranteed ultimate tensile strength within ̂  2 per

cent when travelling at a speed of 76 m/min. The corrosion

protection system and low relaxation materials used on the

circumferential system are similar to those used on the

linear system.

Concrete

High strength concrete (6500 psi or 46 MPa at 60 days)

made from readily available local aggregate and low alkali

cement confirming to American Society for Testing Materials

Code 150 (ASTM C 150) is used to construct the PCRV. The

engineering properties of the concrete preferred for de-

sign and construction of the PCRV include: high strength;

low elastic and creep deformation characteristics; low

coefficient of thermal expansion; low shrinkage; high

density; high resistance to radiation; and good workabi-

lity. The concrete mix was established from extensive trial

mix work on the basis of strength and workability. Long-

term tests are in process to confirm the mechanical,

thermal, and rheological properties of the concrete.

Bonded reinforcement

The bonded reinforcing steel conforms to ASTM A 615, Grade 60,

in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

Section III, Division 2. Testing of the manufactured pro-

duct is conducted in accordance with U.S.AEC Regulatory

Cuide 1.15.
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Liners and penetrations

The PCRV penetrations allow access to the components

located in the major PCRV cavities and proved openings

for process lines and instrumentation. The PCRV cavity

liners, the penetrations, and the closures form the con-

tinuous gas pressure boundaries of the vessel. The cavity

liners and those portions of the penetrations backed by

concrete are ductile and follow the gross strain patterns

of the PCRV. Liners are restrained from buckling to the

extent necessary for design of structural and nonstructural

attachments, even when considering the effects of cooling

water pressure acting between the liner and concrete. The

cavity liners and penetration liners are formed from carbon

steel with thicknesses from 13 to 76 mm. The liner plate

forming the core cavity is anchored to the concrete by

means of studs welded to the liner on approximately a

152 by 203 mm pitch and embedded in the concrete. Stud

lengths of 229 and 381 mm are used.

Each penetration has a gas-tight closure. Penetrations with

removable closures have double-gasketed seals. The annulus

between the gaskets is pressurized with purified helium to

approximately 2 per cent higher than the primary system

pressure so that any leakage at the cavity side gasket

will be purified helium into the reactor cavity. Closures

not normally removed are welded. All penetrations are an-

chored to the concrete by two independent sets of shear or

tension anchors. All major penetrations are also provided

with an independent flow restrictor to limit the free flow

area to less than 645 cm .

The PCRV bottom head has five penetrations at each steam

generator cavity location. These penetrations provide

access for the cold reheat steam piping, the superheat

steam piping, the hot reheat steam piping, the feedwater

piping, and steam generator instrumentation.

The PCRV top head has a total of 87 penetrations, each

approximately 610 mm diameter, located on a 958 mm triangu-

lar pitch. Seventy-three penetrations are provided for
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control rod assemblies. There are also a number of helium

purification system, control rod storage, and neutron de-

tector wells embedded in the top head. Storage wells are

not directly connected to the major cavities. The major

penetrations in the top head are those associated with

the main steam generator and core auxiliary cooling heat

exchanger. Removable closures are provided on each of these

penetrations to allow insertion of the heat exchanger module

and circulator. The main steam generator penetration liner

is the largest and has a nominal inside diameter of 4>A m.

A massive removable composite steel and concrete closure

is provided at this penetration (Fig. 5.2.5.2.6). A bayonet locking

system is provided between the concrete plug and the steam

generator penetration liner to restrain the plug in the

penetration even in the event of the primary closure failure.

There is a central opening in the plug for main circulator

installation and removal. A number of smaller penetrations

pass through the concrete portion of the plug for the pri-

mary coolant shutoff valve and instrumentation.

Liner cooling and thermal barrier

To control the liner and the concrete temperatures, a

thermal barrier is attached to the inside surface and

cooling tubes are attached to the outside surface of the
2

liner. The cooling tubes are carbon steel, 6*5 cm cross

section with 3'2 ran wall. They are welded to the liner con-

tinuously along both sides with 4*8 mm fillet welds. The

pitch of the cooling tubes varies from 76 mm to 203 mm,

depending on the heat removal duty. The concrete tempera-

ture is held to a noi.iinal mean of 65*6 C at the liner-

concrete interface and a localized maximum of 121 C.

The thermal barrier is made of ceramic fibre material of

high chemical purity, which is applied in a blanket form

Fibres in this blanket are eitt.er in alumina/silica or

pure silica ceramic made by melting and spinning natural

Kaolin clay. These blankets vary in thickness, depending

upon the area being covered. They are compressed against

the PCRV liner by 6*4 nn thick steel coverplates, causing

the blanket to conform very closely to liner surface
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irregularities. There is a large central attachment

with four aid-edge fasteners to provide redundancy.

Figure 5.2.5.2.7 shows a typical section of the main vessel

liner with thermal barrier and cooling tubes attached.

The difficulty of the thermal insulation of the concrete

at the control rod and refueling penetrations are the sain

reasons for selecting a down-flow core for the prismatic

fuel HTR. The French have now proposed 650°C for the He

outlet temperature and GA 593°C in their HTGR steamer. This

would make it easier to design a up-flov core with its

obvious design and safety advantages (especially for the

7 MPa gas pressure proposed by the French).

Relevence of Swedish PCRV work to HTRs

As mentioned earlier. Swedish development work on PCRVs

has been restricted to such vessels for BWRs. Certain

aspects of this work are however very relevent to PCRVs

for HTRs. The raost significant of these is the liner

venting system.

PCRVs are designed on the basis of a leaktight liner

and gas pressure acting on this liner. If the liner

should crack, the gas can leak into the concrete, there-

by pressurizing it and reducing the vessels factor of

safety to failure. Most existing design codes design

the vessel for a certain assumed "worst-case" pressure

distribution in concrete. The Swedish (Scandinavian)

design code requires, in addition, a liner venting system:

i.e. a system designed to ventilate gas leaking through

the liner and thus preventing the occurrance of unacceptably

high pressures in the concrete. Such a design has been tes-

ted on a large-scale model of a BWR-PCRV in Studsvik, with

very successful results U ] . Even though GCRs and HTRs are

designed to only about half the design pressure of BWRs

(and thus have relatively thin-walled PCRVs), an HTR with

a podded vessel has such thick-walls that the pressuriza-

tion of the vessel wall could lead to unacceptable load*.

The installation of a liner venting system (3 la the BWR-

PCRV) should be an inexpensive form of insurance.
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Jan Bosaeus

5.2.5.3 Prestressed Cast Iron Vessels

Often there are very great difficulties in the production

of large, high quality pressure vessels for reactors at

reasonable prices. In cases where these cannot be trans-

ported from the works to the site, it is necessary to

build a production facility on site. This can prove to be

very expensive. One solution to this problem is to design

some kind of pressure vessel which is build up of a number

of elements or units which can be rationally prefabricated,

transported and assembled. Up to now the possibilities

of concrete technology have most been exployed and used

to build pressure vessels and containments in prestressed

concrete. To a certain extent, these structures function

also as biological shielding.

The West German company, Siempelkamp, produces cast iron

radiation shielding. This is usually built up of blocks

that often also have supporting functions. During the last

ten years, the company has also been developing pressure

vessels that mainly consist of cast iron elements and

prestressing cables. Interest has been expressed from

several quarters in this development. The local government

of Nordrhein-Westfalen have ordered a study to be conducted

on this subject by the Battelle-institute of Frankfurt [5].

The information in this chapter is mostly based on this

reference. Figure 5.3.5.8 shows an American concertional

design of a reactor with a prestressed cast iron vessel

(PCIV).

Redundance requirements for pressure vessels are continuously

getting tighter. The design shall be such that it effectively

prevents the spreading of local defects. From this point of

view the PCIV is comparable to the concrete pressure vessel.

Fig 5.2.5.3.1 shows the cast iron structure of such a pressure

vessel. The cast iron elements are hollow partly to reduce

the amount of material. The cables run in grooves around the

pheriphery and in vertical tubes through the vessel wall.
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Fig 5.2.5.3.1 A prestressed cast iron pressure vessel (PGIV).
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Fig 5.2.5.3-2 shows the upper slab of the vessel which is

built up of a large number of elements. In Fig 5.2.5.3.3

is seen a barrel block with cable holes and tracks for

shear-keys which are located between the elements. Fig

5.2.5.3.4 shows a section of an integral vessel.

The degree of prestressing is sufficient to keep the barrel

elements in compression even at twice the operating pressure.

This is also true of the upper and lower parts of the vessel,

but the bending stresses here give rise to very significant

stress concentrations. The prestressing cables would relax

too much if they were subjected to higher temperatures than

60 - 80 C. It is therefore necessary to cool the vessel or

at least the cables. In the latter case, one would have a

hot vessel, which is one possible solution. A temperature of

300 C has been suggested. One basic assumption in this case

is that the vessel is relatively slightly prestressed in

the cold condition. The expansion of the cast iron with

rising temperatures provides the necessary prestressing

force for the increase in pressure. There can be com-

plications due to the thermal inertia in the large mass

of cast iron as well as the low limit of proportionality.

For one material composition that has been considered,

the value falls from ca 280 N/mm at 20°C to ca 100 N/mm

at 300 C. The material has a reduction in strength just

around 300 C. The values increase slightly above this

temperature to fall again steeply after 400°C. 300°C is

hardly more than a possible temperature for inlet gas.

Difficulties can b, expected in the the use of gas at

such temperatures for maintenance of vessel temperatures.

Even if the vessel is designed for cold conditions, it is

naturally an advantage to have a vessel material that will

not be damaged by high temperatures under accident condi-

tions. Concrete is more sensitive to temperature than cast

iron but is used in such great thicknesses that it will

take a very long time after the loss of the vessel's insula-

tion before the integrity of the vessel is threatened. The

PCIV does not seem to have any significant advantages when

designing the structures inside the vessel.
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Fig 5.2.5.3.2 The top slab of a PCIV.
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Fig 5.2.5.3.3 Barrel block of a PCIV.
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The pressure vessel is sealed with a liner that is fixed

to the elements by closely spaced anchors. As the liner

cannot be machined so that it fits directly against the

elements there is a clearance of about 100 mm between them.

The clearance is later filled with a molten filler. The

pipes of a cooling system can be laid in this filler.

In Table 5.2.5.3.1 is shown some data for structural materials.

Siempelkamp have used the following dimensioning criteria:

1. The cables are dimensioned so that they can
withstand three times the service pressure
at 95 % of their ultimate strength (with a
strain of 2 %).

2. The level of prestressing is such that the
vessel is prestressed even at twice the service
pressure.

3. The cast iron may be loaded to maximum of 1/4
of the ultimate strength normally and up to ca
1/3 of the ultimate in regions where discontinue-
ties occur, such as at penetrations and corners.

The Swedish concrete vessel concept has more conservative

criteria for the upper and lower parts of the vessel,

which moreover are better designed with load-bearing

characteristics similar to arches. Similar designs can

be used on the cast iron vessel as well but this would

increase the space requirements above the vessel.

If a horizontal crack in a concrete pressure vessel wall

is pressurised by the coolant, the vertical cables must

carry the increase in load due to the effect of the

pressure on the surfaces of the crack. The dimensioning

criteria for the Swedish PCRV design for BWRs require that

the vertical cables must be able to withstand a pressure

of 1.5 times the design pressure in the vessel + the load

due to a linear pressure gradient from this pressure at

the inner side of the vessel wall declining to atmospheric

pressure at the outside. In a PCIV, the crack surface area

that is subject to pressure is relatively less both for a

real crack and for the surfaces between the elements.



Table ä.2.5.3.1. Physical Properties

Compressive strength

Tensite strength

Bending strength

Modulus of Elasticity

Elongation at rupture

Temperature Expansion Coeff

Density

N/ran2

N/mro

N/mm2

N/mm2

%

1/°C

g/cm

Concrete

(Bn 450)

45

4

6

37 000

0.02

7.4 - 13.1 x 10~6

2.35

GG 25

880 -

» 250

440 -

10.5

0.2 -

12 x

7.2

Cast Iron

1 000

490

- 13 x 104

0.3

lO'6

GGG

950

500

850

16 -

18 -

11 X

7.2

50

- 1 100

- 600

- 1 OOC

18.5 x 10*

7

10"6

Cable steel

1 800 (1 700)*

21 x 104

2 - 3

11.7 x 10"6

7.85

H
>

s

N>

Other normal quality
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For manufacturing and transport reasons, the weight of

each cast iron element should be limited to ca 50 Kg.

The outer dimensions of such an element can be, for

instance, 4.7 x 4.4 x 1.2 m. The manufacture of such

elements is relatively difficult from the viewpoints

of casting, machining and inspection. The division into

cells gives rise to a system of cores that must be fixed,

ventilated and removed. This system reduces the possibili-

ties of inspection. Ultrasonic methods must be relied upon

and there are areas where even such methods cannot be used.

The contact surfaces between the elements must be machined

to very high tolerances for acceptable load distribution

within and between the elements. The tolerance and assembly

problems are even more for the relatively complicated

integral vessels.

Analysis of a couple of reactor designs with PCIV shows

that the cast iron cannot completely replace the concrete

as biological shielding. One must either increase the

shielding within the vessel or at least partly fill the

hollow spaces within the elements with shielding material

such as concrete. A partial disassembly of the vessel is

judged to be very difficult because of the activated material

and the design with the cast-in liner, etc.

The design principles of the PCIV lead to the use of a large

amount of construction material. Due to the cell-type lay-

out of the elements, the compressive loads in the tangential

and axial directions are, to a great extant, taken by dif-

ferent masses of material, which also increases material

requirements. The loads due to the coolant pressure are

taken up by cables thus requiring one set for the axial

loads and another for the tangential. In a conventional

pressure vessel the vessel wall fulfills all these three

functions and makes the vessel leak-tight as well. Simpelkamp's

6 m model vessel weighs 50 Mg. A corresponding conventional

vessel would weigh ca 10 Ng. Even in comparison with a con**

crete pressure vessel, the PCIV is considerably more material

intensive than can be expected from a comparison between
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the compressive trengths of the materials. Naturally this

affects tht costs. In the case of one comparison that was

made, the PCRV had 25 000 Mg of reinforced concrete at 400 Kr

per Mg including shuttering. A corresponding PCIV would

have 10 000 Mg of machined and assembled cast iron at ca

3 500 Kr per Mg. The total costs would be 10 and 35 MKr

respectively,

For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned that

such prestressed cast iron designs have also been proposed

as burst protection for reactor vessels of steel. The cast

iron structure is built around the pressure vessel and is

designed to limit the consequences of its eventual failure

and prevent a total loss of core cooling.

The Battelle institute has made a techno- economical com-

parison between concrete and cast iron pressure vessels.

Points have been awarded for various aspects of the

systems. The study resulted in the cast iron vessel

being a factor 1.625 better economically and 1.17 better

technically than the concrete vessel. The factors contri-

buting to this result are the shorter building time, the

cheaper founditions, the smaller space requirements, the

possibilities for disassembly etc. The institute points

out however that much remains to be done and proposes a

development program which will cost 42 MKr.

It should be possible to use cast steel instead of cast

iro^ (6)(10). Figures 5.3.2.6 and 5.3.5.15 are examples

of such designs. Among the advantages claimed are

weldability, good strength properties and high leak-tight-

ness. For instance, the rast steel elements can be welded

together to form a helium leak-tight vessel without a

liner. Cooling by water led through channels in the cast

material is also a possibility.
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S Menon

The above was written during the fall of 1977. The

following complementary comments can be made on the basis

of information that has later come to light:

- The hot vessel concept with cooled cables was

apparently not acceptable from the safety view-

point. The difficulties were mainly concerning

redundancy requirements for the cooling system

as well as local stresses in the wall resulting

from temperature gradients. At present a hot

vessel/hot cables concept is being bUidied.

Materials and designs suitable for prestressing

under such conditions are being developed.

After shut-down, the permissible rate of cooling

of the vessel is 2 C/hour, this in order to limit

thermal stresses. This slow allowable rate of

change of temperature must adversely affect the

time required for refuelling, maintainence and

start-up, thus reducing the total availability

of the reactor.

At the HTR-seminar in Stockholm (78-01-11), it

vis mentioned that the PCI.V was no longer actively

being considered as a viable alternative vessel

for the HTR. This information has later been con-

firmed from other sources.
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Jan Bosaeus

5.2.5.4 Multi-element Steel Pressure Vessels

Pressure vessels with prefabricated elements can be built

in several ways. It is possible to replace the cast iron

elements of the PCIV by corresponding elements of steel

and then prestress the-'.. Simple storage vessels can be

welded on site out of prefabricated plates. In Studsvik,

Mr Sigfrid Andersson has designed a type of multi-element

pressure vessel which has been produced and tested on a

model scale, Fig 5.2.5.4.1 and 5.2.5.4.2 and studied on

a larger scale Fig 5.2.5.4.3.

The pressure vessel consists of an internal thin-walled

leak-tight vessel that is supported at the top and the

bottom by arches (pointing inwards) and round its peri-

phery by a ring of axially oriented steel plates. The

ends of the steel plates are machined to accept the heads,

which can be unlocked by the removal of spacer elements.

All tangential forces are taken up by steel rings that

are located outside the vertical steel plates and are

connected to them in such a manner that the structure

is sufficiently stiff. If necessary these rings can be

forged and divided in sections. Instead of solid rings,

one can also use packets of thin steel plates bolted to-

gether. The friction between the plates is sufficient to

anchor them in place. It is also possible to produce the

heads in several pieces. As is seen in the figure, the

model has a double walled head. In all parts of the vessel,

there is a relatively large degree of freedom in the choice

of material.

The model has been pressure-tested up to 45 MPa. As it

had not been manufactured with any degree of precision,

there were, to start with, local plastic deformations

that evened out the productional errors in dimension.

The results of the test were satisfactory.

The multi-element pressure vessel as shown in Fig 5,2.5.4.3

is dimensioned for 50 MPa and 375°C. So far only the stresses

arising from internal pressure have been calculated. No con-



Fig. 5.2.5.4.1

Fig. 5.2.5.4.2

Andersson's multi-element
small model vessel.
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sideration has thus been taken of any temperature transients.

The thickness of the heads has been limited by providing

them with struts, in order to take up the radial movements

of the barrel of the vessel. In this manner the heads are

in a membrane state condition. Sealing between the heads and

the barrel is achieved by means of double toroid rings, which

can elastically take up the radial and axial deflections

between the barrel and the heads.

The vessel has been dimensioned according to the Swedish

pressure vessel cod«. The stresses in the vessel liner

occur due to the axial and radial strains in the support-

ing structure as well as due to bending when the liner is

pressed against the vertical steel plates. The liner strains

depend on the allowable stresses in the supporting struc-

tural material and will be, in this case ralatively large.

A high strength stainless steel must therefore be chosen.

The allowable stresses for the liner are about 300 N/mm
2

and that for the rest of the structure about 175 N/nm .

Due to the fact that a separate structure is necessary for

taking up the axial forces and that the rings are relative-

ly bulky (large diameter, calculated as thick walled), the

amount of structural material required for the barrel of

the vessel is relatively large. The advantages of the

multi-element pressure vessel are mainly due to redundance

and the possibility of prefabrication.

With a radius of 1 500 mm for the inside surface of the

heads, the thickness will be ca 250 mm. The heads shown

in the figure have radii of 1 000 mm and are thus over-

dimensioned, but this can be necessary in order to achieve

the same degree of redundance as in the barrel of the

vessel. The need for a relatively strong anchorage design

at the ends of the vertical plates makes these regions

relatively heavy in structural material. Reducing the

relative heights of these parts of the vessel will only
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lead to a larger amount of structural material being

necessary. For vessels with larger diameters, it is

naturally necessary to build the heads out of a number

of elements. Apart from the complications in design, such

heads will also be more expensive due to the high precision

requirements. For very large vessel diameters, as for gas-

cooled reactors, new designs of top and bottom heads will

have to be developed. There seemed to be good possi-

bilities for finding suitable solutions to this problem.

In the case of concrete pressure vessels, a very effective

and reliable cooling system is necessary, because neither

concrete nor the prestressing cables can withstand high

temperatures. The structural material of the multi-element

vessel can on the other hand withstand temperatures of up

to 400°C centigrade (more with ordinary pressure vessel

steel). If the coolant temperature inside the vessel is

higher, insulation of so.ne kind would have to be used.

However there is still a certain advantage due to the

ability of the material to withstand high temperatures.

The big problem is however the prevention of damage to the

liner and the supporting structure during rapid and perhaps

local temperature transients. The multi-element vessel can

be developed so that all important parts are closely

located to the coolant and temperature transients can be

delayed by means of a certain amount of insulation. Even

so, the requirements on total and local cooling capacity

will be large. In addition there will have to be suitable

arrangements for heating. There are strong indications that

an effective temperature barrier, for instance in the form

of a watercooled liner, is the best solution. A good insu-

lation system is also necessary.

The multi-element steel pressure vessel hardly provides

any biological shielding. Such a shield must be arranged

oucside the vessel. Inside the vessel there must be

sufficient shielding for the vessel itself and for limiting

activation of the lid. It would naturally be very advan-

tageous if the internal shielding could be reinforced by
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reasonable means, so that the vessel with the connected

pipework and valves etc can be made accessible at least

to a limited extent.

1. ANDERSSON S
Element-Built Pressure Vessel for Greater Safety
ASME 74-PV2-11

2. TARANDI T, VBB
Elementtryckkärl, hållfasthetsberäkning
TPM-RV-241
AB Atomenergi, Sweden

3. BOSAEUS J
Elementtryckkärl - Utredning för att bredda be-
dömningsunderlaget
Slutrapport av 1972-04-21
AB Atomenergi, Sweden
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5.2.5.5. The containment

The purpose of the containment is to prevent and limit radioacti-

vity (and missiles) from being released into the surroundings in

excess of pennitted releases. The causes for releases may be

- normal leakage

- faulty equipment

- accidents/failures

Because of the safety design principles of a in depth defense en-

ployed, the probability of having to rely on the containment for

the safety of the population (third man) is very low. In practice

it is the plant personnel that will be exposed to some permitted

doses above the natural background radiation and which mainly is

exposed to the hazards of possible accidents (1).

Since all components including the containment building of any new

reactor type naturally will be discussed in relation to the corres-

ponding "conventional" component of a light water reactor, one may

point out here some characteristic safety features of the HTR that

differ from those of a PWR and which have a significant influence

on the design of the containment ,see Chapter 7 and ref (2) and (3)*

- A release of only 2% of the cooling gas activity into the con-
tainment is a typical design value for the HTR (2)

- In case of a primary circuit failure» the energy release into
the containment building is lower by one to two orders of magni-
tude (2).An active heat removal system is therefore not required
(4).

- Mechanical impacts are of extremely low probability since most
of the PCRV components are under compression.

- The thermal stability, high heat capacity and the integrated
fuel/moderator design of the core delays and reduces considera-
bly any releases from the fuel to the coolant circuit. The "TID-
14844-assumption" of instantaneous release of a large fraction
of VR fission products to the containment building is not physi-
cally possible in a HTR.

Other factors that have an influence on the desif̂ i of the HTR con-

tainment include the following:
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- Choice of safety philosophy (1). On-» iy emphasise smaller
but more likely accidents optimizi - .or a minimun of lost
lives based on assumed economic v-. Ves of human lives and using
a probabilistic approach or eirp> c^ise more sever* accidents
that could result in a large ?">.mber of casulties. One may *-
dopt ground rules like un<*.-r ground siting etc. So far one has
used suchndeterministic1*' uods, but one is now generally
moving away from them * -ss the Rasmussen study.

- Choice of des i ten pp. - .« cers such as the core power density»
maximum coolant an :uel temperatures etc. Lov values increase
obviously the inherent safety of the reactor.

- Choice of number of defense in depth barriers like number of
fuel particle coatings, degrees of integration (fuel/graphite,
components/PCKV), number of containments etc.

- The seismic requirements, e.g. in California one is designing
a safe shut-down system considering 0.5g for the maximum hori-
zontal and O.53g for the vertical seismic component (on the US
East coast these values can be h-lyed) (4). The Eur-US Lead HTR
Plant is based on O.15g/O.3Og o^rating basis earth quake/safe
shut-down earth quake.

- Safety requirements against external missiles. In the PRG one
ha? imposed on the THTR the requirement that the reactor must
be able to withstand the impact of a 1JMg otarfighter crashing
into the reactor building at a speed of 0.3 Mach* In the UK one
feels that 10 km off major air fields is sufficient protection,
(5).

- Requirements against sabotage including wars.

- Requirements against gas tightness and radiation shielding (3).

- The philosophy regarding the controlled delay/attenuation of
activity releases through hold-up, internal gas filtering ete
of the exhaust gases from the containment building (the concrete
wall may be counted on as a filter and delaying factor).

- Optimization of the containment volume. A small volume results
in higher desi 71 pressures, higher deposition rates but shorter
hold-up times etc.

- 3e*ults of reliability assessments (available data)

- The desire to use conventionalPVR containments in order to mini-
mize licensing delays.

Keeping in mind that theae and other containment requirements vary

from country to country and with time, one may study Table 5.2.5.5.1

that summarizes the status of the HTR containment thinking in terms

of actual and proposed designs. The Eur-US Lead Plant containment it

a PCR7 with a hemispherical dome, seismic category I, 4MPa design

pressure, protected by a pressure control system. There is no liner.
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Table 5.2.5.5.1 HTR containments

Plant/Fig Containment philosophy and design characteristics

Fort St
Vrain

5.2.7.1

THTR

5.2.7.4

5.2.5.5.1

F3T was licensed without a conventional containment
since the PCRV was equipped with double closures.
The reactor is housed in a vented building. This so-
lution does according to GA also meet the US Regula-
tory viuidelines for lir;?;e HTR's for mny US sites (3)

MIT VEROREHSlCHERUNG

Poulton
a,o. can-
celled GA-
HTGR's

5.2.7.5

The HR.B-
version of
the GA-
HTR-116O
MWe

5.2.7.6

5.2.5.5.2

5.2.5.5.3

New requirements to
withstand the impact
of Starfighter crash-
ing into the plant the
gas-tight containment
building is being modi
dified with supports
to protect movements
of the FCRV, Pig
5.2.5.5.1

The conventional PWR
cont. philosophy was
adopted for a rain, of
licensing delays. The
cylindrical high press.
low leakage cont. bldg.
made of reinforced
concrete was to oper-
ate at a slightly pos.
press, rel. to the at-i
raosphere (i)(4)and (6)s

The containment bldg. is a pre-
stressed cylindrical 44.6m uia,
x 56.7m hiffh (cyl. part) con-
crete structure lined on the
imide by at least 6mm of steel
to provide leak tightness. It i
compared with the KWU W R and
PV/R's in Pig 5.2.5.5.?.

OHNE VEROSEHSICHEWING

(GEN6NMGTES

Pig 5.2.K.5.1
Reaktorhall» und Vardrehsictierung.

R.ai.rorb.hllt«- HjupHlulz.
Verdr*n»dt*rung

Underground
in soil of a HTR-3
GWt i8 shown in
?ig 5.2.5.5.3 (2). g 5.2.5.5.2

Pig 5.2.5.5.3
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ANS-23 5U3COMMITTSE
Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design of Stationary Gas-
Cooled Reactor Plants
»213 1974-01 Draft

V KKÖGBR
Environmental and Safety Aspects of Containment Systems
Specialist Meeting on HTR Safety, Petten 1975-05-13/5 P302-12

DEREKER, JOKSIMOVIC
Need for a Conventional Containment on HTGR's
ibid p313-32
GA-A13465 1975-05-06

WBS3MAN, MOPFETTE
Safety Design Bases of the HTGR
GA-A12618 1974-01-07

DRH PRYER
A Review of Certain Gas-Cooled Reactor Safety Issues
Specialist Mtg on HTR Safety, Petten 1975-05-13/5 P445-67

H-V MBLL3R
Errichtung und Baufortschritt des Prototyp- Kernkraftwerks
THTR-300
Atomvirtschaft 1976-09/10 S46I-6
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5.2.6 I[e_techn£l£8 t̂_3j2e£ial_c2mj>onents_ and

Our studies of the helium supply and resource issue suggest that

one can expect a global shortage of the gas with corresponding

price increases by 1990 (i). Its consumption in eventual He-cooled

reactors would however only be a small fraction of the other in-

dustrial uses. This prompted an Asea-Atom/GBRA proposal to reco-

ver the He losses in nuclear plants by installing air liquefying

equipment connected to the containment where the He content is

expected to be about one thousand times higher than in pure

air (2). This would simultaneously cut the radioactivity contami-

nation levels within the containment and in the plant releases.

This equipment needs to be developed in connection with the

necessary gas purification systems. It would establish the ceiling

price on He since He from air is the most expensive and the ulti-

mate source of this strategic material.See also section 5»1«1«4.

Adequate reserve supplies of He 3oe3 not pose a real problem.

He storage systems with compressors for primary circuit pressuri-

zation are also characteristic components for these reactors* The

dry piston type compressors seem to provide the best solutions

for this.

The high temperatures associated with the inert non-oxidizing He

atmosphere has prompted materials development studies concerning

the protective surface layers, the diffusion of tritiua (̂ H)

through the materials (heat exchangers), carburization/decarburi-

zation of the steels, the problems of selfwelding of contacting

surfaces with remedies for this by choices of pairs of contacting

materials or surface treatments, etc. There is a development of co-

axial pipings (baaed on the experience from the Peach Bottom HTGR)

and nonsticking valves. The shafts and bearing lands of the circu-

lator as another example have to be able to stand a momentary rub

without destruction due to friction welding or galling. This has

been achieved by flam? spraying of the 400 series martensitio ••

with chrome oxide in the Fort St Vrain HTGR. Similarly the labyrinth

seals have been precision ground and flame sprayed. To protect heat

exchanger tubes from damage due to their relative motions with re-

gard to the support plates a sleeve is used of a material with a
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higher wear resistance than has the support plate and the used

wedge material which oust be similar to the tube material. Pi*

5.2.6.1, (3). The sleeve material is selected with a coefficient

of thermal expansion less than that of the tube material. Molyb-

denum Sulfide dry lubrication has been developed at the Dragon Pro-

ject as a special HTH technique.

sum

SUPPORT
FIATC

P i g 5 • 2 • 6 . 1 Sleeve jnj vtnUr jwcmhly.

Pig 5.2.6.2 shows the design solution for a Port St Train SG tube

passing through the primary closure dome. Such components are ex-

posed to smaller thermal shocks than the corresponding ones in

LMFBRa. The experience from the similar problems in the LMPBRs is

useful for the HTR development.

If one considers as an example the helium purification systems

one may recall here that the Dragon Reactor and the Psach Bottom

HTGR experiments were designed for much higher fission product

releases from the fuel than the development has now led to in

the present fuel designs, and the AYR experience with the degas-

sing of the coal that was used rather than graphite (which is

the appropriate choice) in certain parts of the system* These

early experiences have been vital to be able to deal successful-

ly with the coolant purification issue.
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P R i K * » y CLOSURE

DOME ( F £ R « | T ' C )

THERMAL
SLEEVE (FERRITIC)

5,2.6.2 Main steam th«mal »Irtvr (primary closwe).

The special problems characteristic of the use of helium as the

reactor coolant and not covered in this or other chapters ar» ̂ n

conclusion regarded to be well in hand, particularly so for the

steaa cycle HTR (and more so for the fa3t reactor GCPBR) whil*

the process beat and the direct cycle HTRs employing still high-

er temperatures depend more on the outcome of the materials de-

velopment programmes.

1 J CHRIST̂ KSEN (A3
Die Heliurj-Versorgung der Welt
Brännst.-Wärme-Kraft 21 (1969) Nr 10

2 C VIcIDER (ASSA-ATOM/GBRA)
Personal communication

3 QUADE, HUNT,
The des ign of the ?SV i>Gs
Nucl Eng & Design 26 1974 p110-154
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5.2.7/1

5.2.7

3om» major advances and cLanges of designs in the development of

tht gas-cooled reactors leading to the HTR has been briefly s —

aarised in Table 5.2.7.1.

Table 5.2.7.1 Major gas-cooled reactor developments

Fuel

i

t
t
<

!Coolant

Pressure vessel

Fuel burn-up GJ/g

Plant efficiency

Core power density MW/KT

Steam generator MW/m

Reactor typo

Hagnox
Hark I

Metallic
rods
Hagnox clad
with fins

co2

Steel,PCRT

0.5

0.3

0.5

1

ACR
Hark II

Oxide

Steel clad
pins with
fins in
Bundles

co2

PCRY

1.7

0.4

2.5-3

1.2

"I

HTR (BTGR)
Mark III

Oxide or
Carbide
particles
TRISO or
BISO cera- j
mic coatings,
Graphite
Blocks or
Pebbles ;

He

PCRT ;

6.5

0.4

6 (Pebble)
8 (Block)

3

Pig 5.2.7.1 illustrates the Port St.Vrain 530 MWe HTGR deaonsti
tion plant that was built by General Atoaic Co (as was the 40 HW«
Peach Bottosi HTGR) (i). Construction started in September 1968 and was
essentially completed by Aug 1971* It seess now hewerer that it
will take some nine years alltogether since the start of construc-
tion befors the plant can get on line at full power. Ion* of the
delays hare been due to problems that could jeopardize the HTR concept»
Pig 5.2.7.2 illustrates the all ceramic core fuel components.
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FORT SAINT VRAIN

F « Hrwn

lop
Tharrr.aBcrr«
Control tod

NcNKtBr
Corc

St«port Floor

Core Stfport
fioor Coiumn

PCRM I ra r

PCItV

CartBvral

CewBiml

(O)
Crrutato
DrflutrsM)

C«cuH»»Ti«)
Lomr Floor
Fknkfc
Columns

Bottom rta*4

f?<
< V . . ^ ' '• » - i ^

,4f

5.2.7.1 Fort St
Train 330 MW»
HTGE

Tur&tn»» -

M*n power
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Important firat-of-a-kind problems with the plant hare included

- extensire work to separata the 11 000 eleotrical cables con-
sidering local fires

- moisture inleakage incidents via the circulator water bearing
system* Due to an operators error over 10 m of water found
its way into the reactor cavity, part of which was blown into
the core. This oecured during a shut-down with the plant cold.
Thus the graphite must have absorbed more water than when hot
and the vacuuming out of the moisture took a long time. Nothing
has been reported in the connection about possible damage to
the graphite of the fuel blocks. One may speculate about the
possibility that if heated up too rapidly the remaining water
mi^ht crack the graphite on its way out but GA repudiates this.

- water leaks in the core support-floor cooling-system

- excessive flow of hot He through the control rod drive. This had
to be reduced by design modifications at all 37 refueling pene-
trations in order to assure that the PCRV design temperatures
will not be exceeded at these locations.

- an internal He leak in a circulator due to a ruptured shut-down
seal bellows.Minor leakage has also occured through a cire gasket.

- release of the emergency shut-down absorber balls. They had to
be vacuumed out.

- plant modifications (piping lay-outs) to conform to new seismic
design criteria.

- a leaking steam generator tube has been plugged.

On the other hand the plint has been up to 60 i» of its ra-

ted power and the commissioning programme has successfully veryfied

- the reactor physics calculations showing for instance that the
important inherent safety feature of a negative temperature co-
efficient of reactivity can be accurately predicted.

- that loading operations can be very efficiently accomplished.

that one circulator can be restarted,while the other three are
operating, with a minimum perturbation of the control system.

- that stresses and vibrations are within design criteria.

- the adequacy of the secondary coolant control system eto (2)(3)»

A total co3t of $300M has been reported in 1975» This suggests a

construction cost of $1/We for this first-of-the-kind plant.
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Figures 5.2.7.3 *nd 4 illustrate the Sehaehauaen Thorium Hoch-

Temperatur Reaktor THTR-300 that is being built by Konsortium

THTR (ooaposed of BBC, HRB and VUKEM) for Hochtemperatur Kora-

kraftwerk Gahl (HKG),(4)(5). Construction began in 1972 and haa

been delayed due to the increased safety requirements that have

been imposed on the project during construction and which e.g.

- require consideration of an airoraft (Starfightor) crashing
into the plant»

- has resulted in an addition of 2x100£ decay heat removal sys-
teas, both with the active components doubled for redundancy.

- has resulted In the addition of another aoraa systea, that of
36 absorber rods ia the reflector.

- increased inspection possibilities of reaotor internals since
coaponents that may not bo inspected must be assumed to be
able to fail and in faot fail.

The plant is expected to he finally accepted in 1981 (6)(11).

While the predecessor of this reactor, the 15 MWe AYR experiment,

had upward coolant flow in the core, this has downward flow to

prevent levitation of the fuel bed at the higher core power den-

sity of 6 MV/m .(Fort St Train has also downward flow in order to

ease the thermal problems associated with the control rod and

fueling penetrations. Beacause of the location of the steam gene-

rators below the core this does not however lead to down-hill boi-

ling as is the case for the THTR SGsJ Total coats of 1250 HDM

have been reported in 1976 for the THTR-300, i.e. about H.5/We.

Fig 5.2.7.5 shows the GA 1160 and 770 HWe HTGR design of which

orders for 8 units were placed but from which GA had to withdraw

beoauss of the general delays and drastic reductions in yearly

reaotor orders in the US from a level around 40 in 1973 ***& 1974

to an order of magnitude lower in 1975 and 1976» (7)*

Figures 5.2.7.6 and 7 show the corresponding FRG and UK designs

that hav* been offered in those two countries. The former is

essentially a GA design while the latter is based more on the

Dragon Project and UK industrial experience and taylored to UK

conditions regarding e.g. fuel processing proposals* It was based

on the low enriched U-fuel oyole but could of course b* run on

the Tb-oyole as well. Of speoial Interest is the so called essen-
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Pig 5.2.7.3
1
2
3
4
5 -
6
1 -

8

9
10
11

12
13
14

15 ;

Spheres Withdrawal Tube
Pebble Bed
Liner

OcuUtor
Steam Generator

Absorber Rod

Prestressed Concrete Pressure Vessel
Thermal Shield

Fuel Landing Device

Pneumatic Device for Sphere Retardation
Reflector

Startup Instrumentation

Prestressing Hoop Cable

Thermocouple

Thermocouple

The THTB-300 and
i t s pebble fuel

60 mm

Fuel Element

Pyrocarbon Layers

Kernel (UO2 + ThO2)

Graphite Shell

Graphite Matrix

Coated Particle

Natural sis*
pebble fuel
element
loaded-vith
1f of "TJ and
10f of Th in
33 000 coated
fuel particles
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Fig 5 . 2 . 7 . 4 The 300MW»
THTR-300
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Reactor Pressure Vessel
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Pressure Vessel) —

Control and Snut-down Rods —

Steam Generate). —

Reactor Core

Load:;!,; of Fuel Elements —

ventilation Plants
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Reactor Hall Crane

Feed Water Container

Machine House Crane

300 MW Turbine,
Medium Pressure Section

Fuel Circulating Facility
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tial steaa systea that Is continuously in operation and which,

with its upwards boiling steam generators, will be used at start-

ups, decay heat reaoval and for low power lerel operation when

the sain SGs with their down-hill boiling mode would be unstable.

Electric circulators are prefered as in the British AGBs while the

GA designs hare steaa driven circulators. The containment building

is of prestressed concrete, cylindrical with an inner leak tight

steel liner,(e).

Since then GA has in cooperation with KR3f B3C, CEA, 3HTR and SGX

(Sulzer-General Atomic Heat Exchangers Ltd) determined the optima

steaa cycle HTR lead plant design charcteristics for possible con-

struction in Europe or US for commercial operation of prototypes

in the years 1990 to 2000 (12). The size was determined to 3.36GWt

when streched 5$ consistent with the largest available single tur-

bine. The core power density was lowered tc T^W/m and optimized

for 384Ag U. The conversion ratio is O.76. The PCRV support is ring

shaped. There are six primary circuits with steam-turbine-driven

circulators. The 3team and water pipe connections are located below

the PCRV. Reheat is maintained. All headers are outside the PCRV.

Three separate auxiliary heat exchangers with electric-driven aux

circulators. This NSSS is shown in Pic 5.2.7.8. Th*- containment bldg

is a semispherical,unlined for 4?iPa designed PC.HV.

Pig 5.2.7.7

The UK HTR d e s i g n

Bask for

steaa »ystoiHTR

1.32 GWe
4 main loops
4 aux. loops
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Fig 5.^.7.0 -A

lead Plant Nuclear Steam Supply
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Table 5.2.7.2 Typical steaa cycle HTR paraneters

Theraal power MW

Electric power MWe

Het plant efficiency

Number of loops

Core outlet teap °C

Core inlet temp °C

He pressure KPa

Steaa teap °C

|Steaa pressure MPa

Core average power ,
density MW/a'

Average burnup GJ/g
MWd/ton

Core height a

Core dia m

Initial core load
93% enriched 0 Kg
Thoriua Mg

Nuaber of fuel
eleaents

Max. fuel teap. °C

Fueling

Port St
Vrain

840

330

0.392

4 (12SGS)

777
404
4.8

541

17.5

6.3
8.6

100 000

4.74

6.0

1.02
19.2

1260

THTR-300

750

300

0.4

«

750

250

4
530

17.8

6

9.4
109 ooo
6

5.6

0.65
6.9

675 000

1250

On-load

Saall HTGB
Steaaer

850

45
highest

4
593
232

4.8

399
4.5

<6

4.74

6.0

1160 MWe
HTGR

3000

1160

0.386

6

741
316

5.0

513

17.7

8.4

8.4
98 000

6.30

8.4

1.725
37.5

3944

1350

Lead
Plant

3360

1332

0.396

6
718

327
5.5

513

17.7

7.1

5.5
65 000

As will be explained in chapter 8 the HTR offers uniquely high qua-

lity steaa at expectedly competitive oosts with coal for the large

steam market. GA has very recently started design studies of a

Saall HTGR Steamer for this market. It is based on the Port St

Vrain HTGR design, but one has succeeded to simplify the design,

particularly the steaa circuits, and relax soae design parameters,

Pi« 5.2.7.9 and 10 and Table 5.2.7.2 (10).

While the first GA HTGR orders were scheduled for 1980 operation

of the first completed reactor, and the UK plant was to be produced

similarly on a 7 year schedule. Pig 5.2.7.11, a 10 year over-all

program is visualized for the GA Small HTGR Steaaer, Pig 5.2.7.12.
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On» pan conclude that all components have been prooven feasible

in principle so that comaercial size plants could be built aa *

result of a straight forward product engineering. Regarding large

psbble bed reactors there seems however still to remain soae ba-

sic development problems associated with guaranteeing a predict-

able pebble fuel flow through the core, the control rod insertion

deep into the bed and the replaceability of the reflector graphite.

Hence the German decision to #o directly to the direct cycle HTR

j is better in ph^se with the pecble-bed concept.

The French low power densit;- ^6.4XW/ir/)f high He pressure (7MPa)

approach is of great interest to follow.

Por the beat results one should however await the forthcoming ex-

perience from the various 660 MWe AGRs ar.d from the 330 resp. 300

MWe Port St Vrain and Schmehausen block and pebble bed fueled

HTRa that will be operating within the next two years and one

should in the meanwhile reconsider further plant simplification*

and improvements and standardization. Table 3*2.7.3 summarizes the

major arguments for developing and introducing this HTR.

Table 5.2.7.3 MAJOR ARGUfLJSTJ ?0R HTR WITH ST^AK OYCLE

Of all thermal reactors the HTR utilizes best the U, Th and
Pu now available (its introduction would hence permit delay*
with the breeder introduction).The same reactor can during
its lifetime flexibly accomodate different fuel compositions
with regard to the use of various fissile and fertile atoms
und with regard to the conversion ratio that can be chosen
according to the fuel resource situation.

HTR is the inherently safest and environmentally best reactor
due to its high thermal efficiencies of 0.35-0.7, its easily
achievable low releases and low doses to the plant personnel
at normal operation.

It could be available for a massive introduction for power
and steam production around 1990, i e before the direct cycle.

It is the most versatile reactor with regard to application*
and future developments:

- easiest to site (safest, smallest dry air cooling tower*
and no large components to transport to the site)

- unique low and hirh temperature process heat application*
to replace fossil fuels (these use also the steam cycle)

- potentially simple and low capital cost planta (direct cycle)
- its technology provides alno a basis for the development

of a fast gas-cocled breeder nd for various propulsion
reactor applications.
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Reino Ekhola

5.5 The Tery high temperature process heat reactor (7HTR)

5.3*1

Because of the general industrial importance of the processes

for which the HTR is a potential heat source, the importance of

new future energy carriers like hydrogen (H?) and the fact that

the chemical industry is involved in an intense phase of new pro-

cess developments such as coal gasification, fluidized bed process

developments e.g. for coal desulfurization, the pertinent techno-

logy has been discussed in a separate chapter of its own, chapter

6. It shows that much chemical process technology R&D remains to

be carried out before the full potential of the HTR can be asses-

sed as a high temperature heat source for these processes. This

is particularly the case if one, as we are, is interested in the

best utilization of our peat resources or in our possibilities

to grow bio mass. See also section 5.3.3 and ref (i) and (2).

At the moment one can conclude that globally looking the present

interest is focussed on steam-methane reforming (using natural

gas or SNC, i. e. methane from coal gasification) Pig 5»3•1•1 (3)*

CH + H20 •- 3H2 + CO &H =*249.1kJ (from VHTR)

that can be accomplished above 730 °C, but further work on cata-

lysts is required, (2). The process can be followed by the shift

reaction generating hydrogen:

CO + H-0 —-*. H_ + C0_

To close the cycle the hydrogen can then be used for hydrogasifi

cation of the coal (the coal may first have to be dissolved as

in a GGA process under development) to produce synthetic natural

gas 3NG:

C + 2H2 — • CH4 LH =-86kJ

Steam gasification using

nuclear heat (hot helium) yielding water gas is another way to

gasify coal: 5-- Pig 5.3.1»2 (3).

C + H20 — + > CO + H2
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CH4
-*- 2CH

-172.5W

2H2O -•• 2H2Og

Q * * H,0

1
2
5
it

.|JCE»R REACTCR

HE-CIRCULATOR

STFAK RiFCÄBER

STE»N CÉ«RATOR

7
8
3

10

GAS »UNIFICATION

Hj/Cri^-SEPARATIO

GASIFIER

DRYER

i WASTE HEAT UTILIZATION 11 PREIRYER

6 SHIFT CONVERSION 12 STEAH UREINE PLANT

2C • 2H2Olq- CH. + CO.
4 *

AH =+79.1kJ (from VHTR)

Coal
Parameter

Reactor power

Feedrate coal

CH. production

Net e lectr ic power

Residual char

C gasification

Specify energy
consumption

Lignite

3000 MW

2200 t / h

3.8 x I0 5 Nm3/h

110 MW

270 t / h

63 %

6167 kcal/Nm3 CH4

Hard Coal

3000 MW

870 t / h

3.95 x 10 5 Nm3/h

400 MW

346 t / h

5 5 %

4350 kcal/Nm3 CH4

Pig 5.3.1.1 Hydrogasification of coal
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Dust CO>H2S

1 rtTR
2 HE-CIRCULATOR

3 INTERMEDIATE HEAT EXCHANGER

t GAS GENERATOR

5 CA»»O:IU:R

6 STEAK GCUERATM

7 HE-CIRCULATOR

Reactor power

Feed coal (hard)
CH production

Oil • tar production

Electricity production

Specific energy consumption

8
9

10
11
12
13
10

STEM* TUM I NE PLANT

•ASTE HEAT UTILIZATION

DUST REHOVM.

TAR * OIL-SEPARATION

SHIFT CONVERSION

GAS PURIFICATION

ikTrlAPIATlON

3000 MW

250 t /h

1.78 x 105 Nm3/h

47.5 t /h

800 MWel

4830 kcal/Nm3CH.4

5.3.1.2 Steam gasification of ooal
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The former process i* favoured because it utilises better

the coal. GA thinks that by nuclear hydrogasificatioa one

can save 30$ of the coal and produce SNG to fill the now

dwindling natural gas pipe lines. See also ref (3).

These gases can then be used for steel making, ammonia pro-

duction( methanol production eto.

The European Nuclear Steelaaking Club (EHSEC) has appointed

a Working Party on the production of reducing gmsee. la its

preliainary report they recommended a focus on crude hydrogem

(96?t H.) production, by steam ref oming natural gas using

nuclear heat,(2). See section 8.3 regarding the final EHSEC

report on the economic aspects (4)*

Pig 5.3.1*3 shows a coal liqefaction schema (3).

The technical status of these processes i9 well reflected by the

aohivements in the FRG:

Since 1972 a 200nr CH./h-steam-reformer pilot plant has been ope-

rated and a pilot plant for 30 commercial sized reformer tubes is

expected to be operational in 1979f(Era-Adam distant heat project).

200kj/h tests in a 200mm diameter 8m high gasifier operated at 820-

92O°C and 6.5-9.5MPa have since 1975 3hown good homogeneity in a 4a

fluiaized bed for hydrogaaification of up to 1am size brown coal

between 20 and 100mm/s, A max of 75/° coal conversion or i ^CH.
coal was achieved with 43v/o CH. in the raw gas#(The residual char

can be burned or gasified with 3team.)

Steam gasification kinetics have been studied since 1969 up to 1000

°C and 7MPa with fluidized particle sizes up to 2am.

Since 1975 a 5ks/h test has been run at up to 4MPa and in 1975 »

modulus of a commercial gacifier has been tested in a pilot plant

of 100-200kg/h throughput.

By 1980/81 5-1 OMg coal/h pilot plant gasifiers and 6000«'(JH./h -

»team - reformers are planned to be operational and by 1985 the de-

tailed designs of the commercial size ga3ifier units for the 500

MWt VHTR Protoype Plant are to be ready.
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£95U°cl[
©1

Flow sheet of coal liquefaction

1
2
4
3
5
6

Nuclear reactor
He-circulator
Steam reformer
Steam generator
Preheater
Shift conversion

7 Gas purification 13 Hydrotreating
8 Hj/CHf separation 14 Hydrocracking
9 Coal separation 15 Reforming plant
10 Hydrogenatior. reactor 16 Gas separation
11 Char production
12 Hydro cracking of

heavy fuel oil

17 Rich gas stage
18 Steam turbine plant

CH0,8 Kat. CH 1,8

1,95 t coal + 1730 Nm H I t gasoline • 0,269 t C ... C

• 0,142 • C 4 • 0,326 t coke

367 leg ... C 4 •»• 2,85 Gcal reactor heat

, losses

1730 Nm3H

• 0,9 Gcal waste heat

14,8 Gcal coal +4,6 Gcal reactor heat 1 t gasoline •

2.2 Gcal coke

Reactor power

Feed coal

Gasoline production

Specific H. consumption

Specific nuclear heat cons.

Electricity production
(process demand)

Specific coal consumption 2.11 t SKE/t gasoline

3O0O MW

1190 t SKE/h

565 t/h

173O Nn3/t gasoline

4.6 x 106 kcal/t gasoline

470 MWel

5.5.1*3 Liquefaction of eoal
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While the principal ciienical and technical processes can be

garded as confirmed for feasibility of practical applications

engineering and materials development is still required. As an

example one may mention the priority task of developing a suita-

ble alloy for the heat exchanger of the steam gasifier to cop*

with corrosion, to have sufficient creep rupture strength and to

allow tube forming. The experiments are so far reported to be

promising (5).

1 R EKHOLH
luclear process heat in the light of the BBSS Int. Conf.
1974-11-26/8
AE AR HT 378 1975-02-17

2 R EKHOLH
Nuclear process heat at the EHSEC and HUCLEX conferences
at Basel 1975-10
AE AR RY 410 1975-11-04

3 K KUG2L2R
HTRs for gasification and liquefaction of coal
Syap Nuc Energy Applications other than Electricity Production
KPA Jillich-Conf-23 1976-04-29/50 1976-12

4 European Nuclear Steelmaking Club (SR3EC) 3rd Symposiua
London 1977-03-07

5 H T3GG:-:R3 (RBW)
High Temperature Nuclear Process Heat for Coal Gasification
and Long Distance Heat
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5.5.2/1

5.3.2 .Intermediate^an^ J»roces£ beat_exchangers

Regarding the heat exchangers there are two basic ways to de-

sign the plant, with or without an intermediate,(slightly con-

taminated primary coolant He/not radioactive secondary He), -

heat exchanger,IHX,between the reactor and the process heat ex-

changer ,PHX, Table 5.3.2.1, (i).

Table 5.3.2.1 Arguments for and against an IHX

FOR IHX AGAINST

Some process applications need
an IHX more than others (e.g.
if fluidized beds are to be
employed in hydrogasification
of coal and for the steam-
coal gasitication process)

An IHX permits a more stan-
dardized VHTR design

Safer against radioactive
process contamination

Easier to license and intro-
duce the VHTR

Safety issues may require se-
paration of nuclear and pro-
cess plants (explosion waves,
fires etc). One would not with
an IHX have to pipe tne prima-
ry circuit He out of the reac-
tor vessel with associated
hazards

Easier to service the PHX
that in many cases has compo-
nents with low life times
(catalysts, the hot walls
themselves etc) which means
better availability

The IHX can take higher tem-
peratures ttian the PHX since
the environment is usually
less hostile in the IHX (could
this more than compensate the
AT in the IHX?)

10km separation of reactors
from possible gas cloud exp-
losions has been recommended
by the UTC Nuc.Instal.Insp.(12)

Not necessary considering the
good possibilities to maintain
a sufficiently clean primary
He

Exp has indicated hydrogen and
tritium diffusion not to be a
problem

Small PHX leaks can be tolerated
(though the limits are not known
from case to case)

An IHX introduces more compo-
nents (the IHX, ducts, circula-
tors, valves, instrumentation,
He-systems etc)

More components means usually
poorer availability and higher
capital costs

An IHX reduces the process re-
action temperature by 50...150 C
due to the AT in the IHX

Hot ducts outside the reactor
pressure vessel are more vulner-
able and dangerous imposing also
serious transient requirements
on an IHX (loss of secondary He
pressure and heat sink etc)

the table continues
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POR IHX

- Å PHX feeding a gas net must
be separated from the radio-
active primary YHTR-circuit

- The IHX is smaller than the
steaa/CH.-reformer PHX

- Permits lower process pres-
sures (desireable e.g. to im-
prove the H2 yield of the
steam/CH^ reaction)

- inertion of areas in the
reactor building is less
required

- the reactor and the process
plant can be separated giving
the operations more flexibili-
ty and independence (higher

availability)

- the process plant safety con-
siderations need not be super-
imposed on the nuclear plant

- changes of PHX feed can be
better accomodated (e.g. CH4
can be replaced by heavier
hydrocarbons)

- existing process plants can
be used or new plants added
later on

- IHXs that require very little
if any service should not be
difficult to design (easier
than SG designing) though
reliable materials data are
not available

- the SGs can be located in the
secondary circuit minimizing
the risk of water ingress to
the core

- the steelmakers prefer an IHX
as does materials specialists
and licensing authorities

- to prevent the catalyst
froa the PHX to leak into
the reactor
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According to German plans it is too early to discuss the be or

not to be of the IHX until after 1980. At the moment it is un-

thinkable to build a plant without an IHX (2). The first VHTR

which probably will be the Japanese 50 KW reactor experiment

will have IHXs.

The Dragon Project has survayed the IHXs for VHTHs (3)« Obvi-

ously the IHX adds costs to a plant, some $100M according to GAt

it contains some 500 Mg of steel and it would delay the VHTR

development and plant construction schedules. Still this IHX

seems an easier component than what is the IHX in a LMPBR con-

sidering that one is dealing with an inert gas that gives less

thermal atress (shock) problems, hardly any radiation problems

and one does not need cover gas systems eto as with sodium.

If the IHX is to be located within pods of the pressure vessel,

Pig 5.3.5.4 - 5»3»5»7, (the pod system has obvious me-

rits alao for plants using integrated PHXs) then the helical de-

sign is the most likely solution as reflected e.g. by the Japa-

nese VHTR layout in Pig 5.3.5.4 (4). Incoloy 802 has been men-

tioned as a suitable material for the IHX (5). Pig 5.3.5.5

shows a GHT design with IHX (version 2 in the drawing).

CCM-Sulzer (Paris) has desifrned an IHX for CEA and Technicatome,

Pig 5.3.2.1 (10). It i3 made of Incoloy 800 and subdivided into a

large number of modules so as to avoid thick, large dimension

tube sheets. The cold manifolds connecting the upper part of each

module tc the "cold" penetration are distributed at the periphery

and provide support for the tube bundle. The hot He flows upwards

from the bottom out3ide the tubes while the cold He flows from

top to bottom inside the tubes. The design has been examined for

depresjurization incidents.

Pig 5.3.2.2 shows a design arrangement for transferring only th»

high temperature heat in the IHX while using th# low temperatur»

heat of the primary circuit He for steam generation very much a*

in a steam cycle HTR (11).

The first IHX to be tested in a VHTR will probably be the two unit»

of the 25 MW helical coil design, Pig 5.3.5.19.
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Core

Cold Hot

Kelium circulotor
(Electric motor)

Intermediate

Heat Exchanger

P.C.R.V.

Secondary
Helium

high temperature
low temperature
mean pressure
total helium flow rate
power exchanged
number of units
required service l i fe

primary secondary
helium helium
800 oc 750 oc
374 oc 2 39 °C
40 bars 45 bars
472 kg/s 393 kg/s

104 3 MW
4

100,000 hours

Pig 5.3.2.1 IHX design by CCM-Sulzer (Pari»)
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Pig 5.3.2.2 An arrange-
ment for both an IHX
and a 3G in the primary
circuit.

Ä900oC

370°C

Considering next PHX's,

Pig 5.3.2.3 shows a

helium immersion heater in a by steam fluidized coal bed. All

pressures are around 4 HPa (6):

VÉ
Kohlr'cooh r*Gos

cool throughput

900 9S0 1000 1100 "C
850 900 950 1050 *C
809 821 833 850 t
759 771 783 800 "C

, . , , 7 n .
* 7 " 7 0 " h

Pig 5.3.2.3 Tb« B»rgbau-Porschung OnbH proposal for an industrial
seal* (50 Mg ooal/h) gas ga/ierator having a heat
transfer surface of 4000 m
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Fig 5.3.2*4 shows the GA PHX design for a »teaa/methane reformer

dated 1974 (?). A IHX design is not yet arailable since the com-

pany had decided to utudy first a reactor lay-out without IHX.

Its 813 tubes are of Incoloy 800 114aa in OD and 89BB ID on • 122

•a triangular pitch and the tube plate is 7 6 0 M thick 304 •••

Tig 5*3*2.4 A preliminary reformer design by GA (1974)
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The materials problems begin above 300-650 C, but the German

program is based on up to 965"C H». As shown in table 5.3*2.2 (8)

there are good reasons to push for high operating temperatures;*

Table 3.3.2.2 Overall efficiency in ?° as heat in productts plus
electricity to heat in coal plus HTR output (first
figure) and
I» of HTR thermal output in the heat content of
the products (second figure)

Generated gas

Water gas

Hydrogen

Town gas

Kethanol

5NG

900

54
8.3

54
8.3

51
4.2

50
3.0

48
0.4

Helium

950

62
15.0

62
15.0

58
7.6

55
5.4

53
0.4

temperature in C

1000

67
20.7

67
20.7

61
10.6

60
7.5

56
0.6

1100

73
31.1

73
31.1

66
15.8

64
11.3

60
0.9

The reactions proceed quicker aad more completely leading to more

compact equipment and less need for oatalysts. The amounts of

coal gasified in a gas generator , the throughput expressed in

Vlg/h are | 39 j 47 | 55 | 70 matching the

temperatures in the above table,f8). Duplex tubes are being

studied to see if one can stop the diffusion of hydrogen and

tritium through the tube materials. Sxperimental resulta so far

are encouraging up to 900 C (2). In the reformer design shown in

Pig 5.3.2.5 one is in fact indicating 965°C helium (9) and in

that of Fig 5.3.2.6 95O°C He. The reformer walls of these designs

are kept cool by 25O°C helium as shown in the figures. The pres-

sure drop between the coaxial piping is not more than 0.03 HPa

since the pressure drop in the PHX is very low. These designs

are taking maximum advantage of conventional reformer designs.

Thus the tubes are 10m long and of 100mm diameter with 15 mm

wall thickness in accordance with the data in use today. The ca-

talyst is removed by means of a "vacuum cleaner". Further studies

of high temperature steels like Nimonic 105 constitutes a central

task of the HTR development
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L.

'•, t o. ! c ,

I! Bjf" l im|W.re

1? Flow I imiter

13 CtrtjO" Ston*?

14 Helium BjCfc Flow

15 Twtw tnr Fr«h Wjter

IG Tul». lor Hnt Steam

i 7 Shimirl

IB 5lHhn(| WhfpK

!3 Top

Fig 5.3.2.6 Steam reformer with steam generator
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HK 40 is one of the German choices for the He/CH. PHX (5). One
4

is aiming at 15 year use of these units, i.e. replacement of

the PHX only once in the life of the reactor. A conventional

steam reformer plant has run in Germany for 4 y with no failures

of any of its 400 tubes,(5). The catalyst on the other hand

will probably have to be replaced at least 3 times, i.e. at

least once for each new reformer.

To avoid the thick tube plates the 3NSSC Working Party on the

reformer suggested designs of the type shown in Pig 5.3.2.7 and

8 in their preliminary first report (2). With helium inlet temp.

of 780°C and outlet temp of 52O°C and pressures around 5»5 KPa

they expect PHX life times of 250 000 h or »ore. With an inter-

nal insulation they hope to be able to use medium or low alloy

steel instead of costly nickel alloys, or reductions in thick-

nesses, conventional techniques of fabrication and flexibility

of operating temperature.

The next step in the PRG ia to build at Jttlich a 10 MW reformer

experiment called Super EVA (9).

Obviously the status of development of the IHX/PHX unit* alone,

considering the &iD still necessary concerning the chemical pro-

cesses and the developenent of catalysts, puts the very high tem-

perature process heat reactors on a around year 2000 schedule*

It is true that the chemical industry can show many example* of

reliably operating reaction vessels containing corrosive chemi-

cals at high temperatures and pressures, but these example* are

not designed to nuclear quality, nuclear availability and endu-

rance (30 year life) nor for complicated nuclear licensing con-

ditions (which would be the case with PHX* heated by primary coo-

lant helium, i.e. no IHX). It is particularly desireable to be

able to operate a HTR continuously at full load, especially if

the reactor is designed for on load refueling as is the pebble

bed type HTB, (which is perhaps best suited for generating very

high helium temperatures).
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ruacs*. •ta SOO'C

7TY

' M . T«O "C SS k—

• MO TUM « I « T H
t TUW eiMMJIONt ACCOMODATfD »r TUB! FLCIIN6
k CO-A»>*L DUCT» ro« «trO«MfM CAS
« o«rrc>j».T ro M M C K CJUAIYM IN

C»T»lTiT IN

4 DUCTS T»«r «o w. C>TIWMAL M I I U U K I
PKVJlAriCM »O»

M IN *MCLl

?ig 5.5.2.7)

5.5.2.7 and 8 Preliminary EHSEC PHX proposals
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5.3*3

To indicate the status of thinking several flow scneams hav*

been collected into this chapter. The variety of proposed

solutions with the variations in the parameters indicate clear-

ly that it is too early to freese a particular proposal* Con-

sequently it is also too early to present a comprehensive dis-

cussion of the nuclear-chemical plant control. One might just

mention here that an intermediate circuit with its IHXV circu-

lators and valves would complicate matters (as in the Lnrat),

that the thick reformer tubes impose twice as lone; start-up and

shut-down times compared to an ordinary HTR in order t-t pre-

vent high thermal stresses in them and one mast be able to

prevent reformer tube heatup if the catalyst would loose its

efficiency which means that less energy will be consumed in the

endothermic reactions due to a lowered reaction rate.
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FM» Acer» !.» Ac »IX. I. So IHX. C. Only ?.*-* few ihc .ifim reform u ciaiticifrtf t>y At l"X
(»I IRMI f(fanj(or :» Ift* IHX cwair '̂  n - Meniia ;hc 'MX urn:, t re. "erxnc in rtw BIX .itr m.
1. All pit>«f a! ; .< iuit.> .• TMifcn . "-« !t.» i!ix. ( 1 )
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j? J. J

Electric
Power

.ni; ^*i!n J[nin.

He ?50°C

Reactor

Methane

soo"

J5O°CO
Steam
Cenerater

Safety Containment

J5O°C

Stram

Steam

200"C

Cas Treat-
ment

TT

Consumer

Crude Gas

Gasifi-
cation
Plant

steam Power
Plant

Steam
e

Drying

Clectrle
Power

Flow c lu - i tu - .it ri . d m - , a .1 f it tn r̂ ri o( l i gn i t e .



950°C

High
temperature
Nuclear
Reactor
3000MW tn

L
O

2SO°C

H2O
(Process Water)

Steam
Reformer

H2O
(Steam)

H2CO2

H2 ,
CO

Shift -
Conversiön

CHa

110MW«|
(Net Power Generation)

H2S,CO2

J
Gas

Cleaning
System

H2,CO
CH4

I Raw Gas
CH4.H9.CO
H2S,CO2

Fluidized
Bed
Drier

Lignite,

Rotary
Tube
Drier

| Raw Lignite

*22OOt/h

Low
Tempera-

ture
Separation

CH4-
380

Raw Gas

Gasifier
850°C

H 2

Residual Char 27Ot/h

9 ^ ?

1 "1

tion

Hydrogasification of lignite; coupling of nuclear heat by steam reforming of methant ( 4 )

* o :



950°C|

High
Temperature
Nuclear
Reactor
3000MW t n

H2O
(Process Water)

H2S.CO2

He

Ti
250°C IL

Preheater
for Gasi-

fying
Agent

Steam
Generate* H2O

(Steam)

Raw Gas
CH4,H2,CO
H2S.CO2

Low
Tempera-

ture
Separation

Fluidized
Bed
Drier

Rotary Raw Lignite
Tube M H I H B
Drier 2500t/h

Lignite

. H 2

R a w

Gasifier
800° C

IF
Residual Char 3301 h

H2,CO,H2O 900° C

CH4- Production
410103m3 /h

Hydrogasification of lignite; coupling of nuclear heat by preheating of the gasifying agent
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40 bar

r t o r : ; \ J r o f . i ^ r i i . i : i > ; ;

Coal (3Z8001PD)

1
Slurry

Solution

Ash
Sulfur

I
Hydro

ki

I
Fluid Bed

Wattr

t
IReforpKr Ructor

/3I00TPD) Aromatic v P(>el,'nc Éjaj (i5.3rtft.My)

i
V

The Stone Webster Engineering Co - GA ooal hydrogasi-
fication schema (6)
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KEMUTEN

heat transfer loop HTGR hydrogen plane process flow diagram

II GHV T080 BTU/SCF 140 GJ n.3|
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f tAMESPFED 18 3
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21 ?OC BPO 13300 tPDI
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0MW
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• AMMONIA. 500 TPD (450 tPDI

. WATER VAPOR

> WASTE WATER

• PHENOLICS. 0 TPO

SULFUR
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Coal <;<JS: f ication plant terminal flows See ref(7).
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Output

to
oeuM

l»

Energy balance
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Hydrogen
Electr ic i ty
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looo riw

5.J x )O6 IM'/.UV
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Pelle!

LJ-

P u n ' tv ir^ i in

Process Flow Diagram for Nuclear Steelmakmg System ( 8 )
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Jan Bosaeus

5.3.4 Pr£S£ure_ve_s£els_ajid_c£n^ainme]its _for

What has been said under Section 5.2.5 -ipplies generally for the

VHTR as well. Due considerations must be taken with respect to

- the higher helium temperature (see also Section 5.4.4)

- the high cost of helium

- the use of an intermediate circuit or not, Table 5.3.2.1, and
the integration of the process heat exchangers (PHX) with its
reactive chemicals into the PCRV or containment or not. An in-
termediate He-circuit involves the development of around 100a,
800mm dia. piping for about 50 kg/s, 63 m/s He velocities at
900 C and 4 "Pa with isolation valves to close in 30-60 s and
remain ti^ht at the containment penetration (1).

- use of integrated or loop type designs, Table 5.3.5.1.

It seems that the first VHTR's will have IHX's and will separate

the chemical process side from the nuclear island. This reduces

the amount of water and steam inside the containment and thereby

the containment problems. The higher helium temperature problems

do however remain. See also Chapter 7.

Proposed reactor vessel and containment solutions can be seen in

Picure» 5.3.2.1, 5.3.2.4-6, 5.3.5.2, 5.3-5.4-11, 5.3.5.13-15 and

in Pig 5.3.5.18.

BRINKMANN et al
Weiterentwicklung des HTRs und Anwendung bei der nuklearen
Prozesswärme zur Kohlevergasung
Reaktortagung 1976-03-30- o4-02 S 877-80
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Reino Ekhol»

5.3.5 Summary of KTR_con<;ej)ts f_or b_i£h_t£mj>era._ture_pro£es8

hea,t_a£plic_ajtio_ns £VHTR)

It is still too early to identify the best major VHTR design

features such as:

Intermediate helium circuit or not (IHX or not). The list of

arguments for an IHX in Table 5.3.2.1 may suggest the choice of

an IHX, but still the industry seeas to weigh more heavily the

ar^juments against (i).

Integrated design or loop. It may well be that the Bafety argu-

ments for an integrated pod design such as 6 and 7 in Table

5«3»5.1 will weigh more than the cost arguments for a loop, 9-

12 in the table, (1), Pig 5.3.5.1.

Prestressed concrete vessel thermal insulation and liner design.

The Gornar-.s have now rejected the PCIV, Pig 5.3.5.2. See p 5.2.5.3/11.

Piping. If one will adopt the loop 3y3tem with a cast steel vessel

as suggested by some workers at Jtilich (i) then the piping of hot

gases becomes a more obvious problem than with an integrated de-

sign. Of the possibilities shown in Fig 5.3«5.3»case 3 with a

carbon stone pipe in3ide the hot gas pipe was the prefered solu-

tion (1).

Block or pebble fuel. The Germans who have developed the pebble

fuel have on their part now decided to base their national HTR pro-

gramme on this fuel. The pebble fuel seems to offer the easif

est way to achieve high helium temperatures (without increasing

the fuel temperature of around 1200°C) and on-load refueling. It

is however easier to achieve safe high core power densities ft-

round 8 MW/nr with safer upward coolant flow in the core with

the block fuel and to design larger plants, but neutron economics dic-

tates lower power densities and market and plant siting aspects

do not 8peak for very large plants, not to begin with anyway.

The US has kept both options open while Japanese plans so far

only mention block fuel.
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Ttblt 5.3.5.1 Loop or pod boiler d««i«B?

Aspect

'.) Status of tfe.elopimM

i ) Flexibility

3) Dtmcnitoa or vessel

4.) Extrapolation to
larger uniti

5! Components with big
risk involved

f>> Depreisurijatioa of
the ptinut) system

7) Safety against earth-
quakes

1) Inspection and repair»

9) Height of the
containment

10) Ptcfabtication of
heat exchangers

11) Construction lime of
(IHl

12) Com of the vessel

fuO »oiler

&om« AGR reactors hive been built
following this principle

O.AC intends to use this principle
for their large HTGR-plants

Foc steam reforming applications
12 big cavities for ihe heat
exchangers are tueU initead of $ kx
stea:n genet ition plants: therefore
Urge: vessels have to be developed

For the various applications of
process heat, different vessels
are always needed \differcnt processes
oi different splitting of nuclear heat
for steam reforn.inj and for steam
generation)

For a 3000 MW'tnl-pUnt. a vessel
with a volume of 30 000 m 1 is needed

Estimation foc a 6003 MW(th)-uait:
vessel with i diameter of ö0 .TI

Closure for the heat exchan^ets
with 4 . . . 5 m * are new components

If double cl05'iie* ire -iei. » :.ipiu
loss oi coolant to the ,:ont.unrrent
is avoided (< 1 fcjr.'si

Pod boiler system is inherently
safe for this .icciJe.it

All ducts and pods for heat eichangcr»
and core activity are insulated.
Very difficult lo inspect

Heat exchangers must be removed
to the top of the vessel, thcccfotc
there has to be more space above
the vessel

Pods must bt constructed at the
site of :ac plant

Estimated time Is of the ot iei of
«,r

Of the order of DM W> y 10*

Loop system

Vessel foe a 5000 MWhhhptasx
using the loop principle
corresponds in dimcr-siooi
exactly to che THTR-vess*l

Loop concept ha> beea used until
now only tor srr.iii HTR-pUats
l Dragon. Pcac*; 3o.-oa:' and for
small AGR I'.Vir.diciUl

All lighi-wate: reactors arc
built using the loop concept

One standard vessel can be
connected with vuious
different process neat
exchangers

Foc a 301)0 MWdhhpUK,*
vestcl with 10 000 m1 is needed

Vessel for 6000 V.W has a
diameter of 3? ;n, nurcbet o(
loop; could be doubled

Coaxial gas ducts to tr.e ^ca:
exciiangers (1 m o* cesuirc
compensators or co.~ plicated
cooung systems

If the n.m:ber of bepi is llrge
enough ilt) tfld with a special
design of the inrei jas djctinj
sysrem in t^e reactor, the
maximum p:e*«'it~e rransisnr can
be limited to 10 bar, s w::ho-jt
any burst protection, tt'a Joei
not cause failures of structures
which are needed for after-heat
remov.il

Safety again» earthquakes has
to be attained by engineered
design

All walls of the loops arc made
of normal vessel steel and ace
not insulated. Therefore they
can be inspected and repaired

Heat exchange» can be
remaved to the tide and bt
takes out by a central
operins, i s the containment.
Therefore height of the
contai.vnect is smaller and
underground anaagemesi
becomes more attractive

Heat exchanged tojefce: with
vessels can be prefabricated u
a factory and transported to
the lite

Erection time of veasel possisly
shorter by 1 yr

Of the order of DM 90 x II ' fot
i . e reactor t u t e l

Addi:iona! DM öo » lo* foi
tre heat eicinnger vesieli
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Strom re-forme* (SRI • Sfec
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1. Hot Gat Duct

t ra

50.
Radius

Radius

•sa «t Hn^ Qrff Quf <

(mm)

Radius

t . Coaxial Wing Tubts Duct

Possibilities of hot gjs durling (137 V% He/s loup). I , . . ^: temperanirc profile in lei'tion M-A;
temperature profile in lection M-fl.

5.3.5.3
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Choice of helium outlet temperature for fir»t plant». This

choice will follow considerations of the purpose of the firat

plants, safety implications, available Materials and insulating

techniques, process applications and considerations of OTerall

plant design etc. Table 3.3*5.2 indicates S O M available swans

to achieve higher core outlet temperatures (2), but the cor*

is not regarded as the limiting component in this respect. It

is rather the other components that impose the maximum tempera-

ture limits for VHTR operation.

Table 5.3.5.2 Some means to achiere higher cor» outlet temperatures

Design measures

- Decrease of heat path in fuel

- Higher coolant inlet temperature

- Higher allowable max fuel temp (but a 100°C
temp increase increases 15 times the fission
product releases from the coated fuel particles)

- Decrease of core power density f~om 8 to 5 MW/m

- Decrease the fuel cycle from 4 to 3 years

- Increase the core height

- Increase from 10 to 75 W/m°C in the fuel matrix

- Eliminate gas gaps in fuel

- Decrease carbon/thorium ratio from 240 to 200

- Use all TRISO fuel and oxide additions to the
kernels

- Use concurrent fuel and coolant gas flow

- Pu recycling

- Smaller coated particles

- Coolant orificing

- More core zoning and uniform control rod patterns

- Reduce burnup

Typical
gain, C

100

60

50

40
45
30
20

20

15

20

Here then some design drawings to illustrate the status of the

art:

VHTRs with an intermediate He circuit

5.3»5»4 shows a Japanese design (3). Pig 5.3.5.5 shows the

GET (KWTJ.Gesellschaft fur Hochtemperaturreaktor-Technik mbH) do-

sign, version 2 in the drawing (4). Pig 5.3*5.6 is a Dragon Pro-

ject lay-out (5).
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Ge bläse

Stahlbeton-
behälter

*; • i » . .'• • v . v i" » - • » . •

Kucjelabzu^

He/He Wörmetouscher
mit Nachwärme-

, kuhler

o. ef. f . V c \ ~.'S> » . » . o ' .

Variante 1: Methanspal tofert, Variante 2:
Ho/He-Wärmetauschar,

5chnitt dnrch das Primärsystem elnes Hochtemperatur-
reaktors mit OTTO-Beschiclcung

Pig 5.3.5.5 (4)
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1 MTEKMEOIATE HEAT EXCHANGED .6)

| PHIHARY SAS CIRCULAR» 6)

' X AUXILIARY ClftCUIT EQUIPMENT ',3 LOOPS;

4 SECONOARV CIRCUIT INLET DUCT

5 MCOHOAdV CIRCUIT OUTLET OUCT

6 EXPANSION BELLOWS

T AUXILIARY CIRCUIT VALVE

o

é''
O)

i..
;©

r i

I • » •_
• • . . - c : . ,

LJL
5

. .

5.3.5.6 3 GWt VHTR layout with axial flow IHXs in pod»
by the Dragon Project (5)

Fig 5.3.5.7 shows a German

design based on prismatio

(block) fuel (6).

5.3.5.7

Mmåmumpntui-

2000 MVV'd, Kcdktor, Verlikalsdinilt-Abwidllung.



5.3.5.8 shows the Westirwchouse approach. 1.14m across the

flats extruded graphite blocks are proposed for the core with

upwards cooling. The bred u i.s t c ce b u r n e c in situ to avoid

- U R TRAN5FE»CASK

1CNTROI ROD DRIVE MECHANISM

.-f i:J j!.--(1i!;-V;^:^....

FUEL HANDLING MACHINE

ELECTRIC GENERATOR-

COMPRESSOR

TURBINE

HEAT EXCHANGER

FUEL STACK IN FUEL ̂  f \ j j
HANDLING MACHINE

CIRCUMFERENTIAL
PRESTRESS CABLES

SHEAR KEY

REINFORCED
CONCRETE F O U N D A T I O N -

CABLE ANCHORAGES

ELECTRIC MOTOR O R T U M I N f

CIRCULATOR

HEAT EXCHANGER

COOLED CONTROL ROD
A DRIVESHAFT

AXIAL PRESTRESS CABLES

OUTLET END RF.FIECTOX

CASTING

LINER K INSULATION

INLET END REFLECTOR

CORE SUPPORT PIATE

SECONDARY Hf HUM

i t CONOA«Y HELIUM
OUTLET PIPI T O

PROVIDE 871 c
PROCESS HEAT

Pig 5.3.5.Ö '. I: i

westinghouse 3 GWt design

reprocessing. The pressure vessel 1B of multi-cavity prestressed

oast iron type» On the inside of the ca3t iron one proposes to

have a grout followed by a liner and another "floating" liner.

One is mainly thinking about therraochetrical decomposition of

water into hydrogen (11).
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VHTRs without an IHX

Pig 5*3.5.5 shows the nuclear heated reformer by GHT.

Pig 5.3.5.9 »hows the GA design of 1975 (7).

Pig 5.3.5.10-14 show the Kernforschungsanlage Jttlich 3 GWt integra-

ted steam reformer designs (8)(12) . Pig 5.3.5.15 shows the

corresponding loop design with a PCRV while Pig 5.3.5.16 illus-

trates the latest reference concept that has a PCIY (9).

5«3*5*17-18 show the German and Japanese time schedules for

building their first VHTRs of 500 and 50 MWt respectively. It seems

now however that construction will start in 198 5 respectively 1979.

These programmes are fairly surely financed up to the point of

construction. 650MDH has been allocated for this in the PRG.(13).

Pig 5.3.5.19-20 show the first conceptual design of the experimen-

tal multi-purpose VHTR of 50 MWt (1O).

OMEMIXUWY
CNUK

HUM
PUBfCATWt
WELLS

ORNEM
RENEUS
PEK1MIMS

STUM

CQOETE
U C T M VESSEL

Pig 5.3.5.9 Process heat HTGR (GA 1975)
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r n

Pig 5.5.5.11

M.iin ii.itj of he.it o\ch;im;rrs.

1. (lcniT.il .lata

NIKKM: r,-.i !i.r tln-nn.il "ion \ |W
pi'MCI

Ti'mpfraturt r.mjc in nmltJi 2H0 • 9H0"C

(low m pnmjry circuit.

Ti'iniH'i.itviic r.ini'V in ihc 950 • IS t fT
l i t - a t i \ v h . i ' i s : t T u v t i i n

\1.m fli'W of lii-lmm 820 tin/sec

Ma\. lu-.it avjilabk foi biph " 1071 MW(th)
tcinprrjTurc range
950 • 700'C

Spvafk lu-.-it ri>nMimi-<l in 2742 k l / INrn ' cO+Hj)
the |irnii-« Kwm upper
tomp. K-vfl of I rlmm)

C",.is pi..ituction 1.406 x If)* ( N m V o + H , >••'!"

NurntHT ^t sii'.im rt foiintTS 8

M.iv Ju-.it .iv.nl.iMc for l..w l'»29 MW(th)
^cnipcr.tturt' uny.c
700 • 251)'X

267S t/hrStcim pr.ulnu-d
(540(7195 bar)

Amount of <t<\im u .̂'d in 950 t/hr
pi"lT«

Nurnbei "f sti'.im i. ni-nlois 4
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Fig 5.3.5.16

KFA 3 GVt reference
design. Loop type
with PCIT, no IHX.

Components are: 1 —fuel
element inlet. 2—header, 3—flow limiter.
4—coaxial duct, S—hot gas chamber,
ft—fuel element exit (3), 7—fuel element
can, 8—earthquake cable passag*, 9—
control rod (121). 10— axial tendon, 1 1 —
containment, 12—crane, 13—halch, 14—
top reflector, IS—upper cold gas cham-
ber, 16—bonding wire, 17—steam gene-
rators (1?X4), 18—carbon ston» insula-
tion, 19—insulation, 20—circulators (12).
21—side reflector, 22—thermal r.hield,
23^—steam reformer (12), 24—rirtij wall.
25—loop foundation, ?6—foe» element
cart tunnel
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5.3.5.17 HTR Introduction Strategy in the PRG (13)
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Outjinr of Th? First Cimcfptuat Drsign of Kxp^rimmUl VHTR
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Fig 5.3.5.20 Main Parameters of Experimental Multi-purpose
VHTR Plant (the First Conceptual Design)

1. General Parameters
R»jctor thermal output
R-*a<:ti>r vessel outlet .'Reactor vessel inlet temperature
Coolant pressure
I'r: marv cooling circuits
Fuel type

Pressure vessel

2. Reactor PariTeters
Ccir» dimensions Diameter /Height)
Number of furl elements (Columns ' Blocks1

Number of Control rods
Prt-sure vessel inrKT diameter
Power t!-\Tsitv (Av«*g. 'Max.)
Ku»*l inventory (Average enrichment )
Burn up (Aveg. /

Coolant system parameters
fntermerfiate h ?at exchanger

Numb' Loop , thermal output
Auxiliary cooler

Number Loop ,
S t f j n generator

Nurnbrr Loop . thermal output
Helium circulator Number / Loop
Auxiliary helium circulator N'umber / Loop

5 0 M W
1000 . 395 T:
40kg - raG
2 loops
Low enriched UO2 .
Coaterl particle .
Prismatic block-pin type
Steel

2.7 1.0 n
51! (73 /I)
19 y.2 (Twin type )

2.2 , 5.9 W/rsr
1.74tnn V (4w/o)
2^.0öOMWD/T

Hel ir . i l rtril type
1. 25 MW

^>'.'pil ami tube type
1

Sh»ll anJ tube type
1 .25 MW

Centrifugal type , 1
Centrifugal type , ]

IHX

• • L i - t •••: • : ' - i : v ' ; . - i ! S . C8f,
-v'9,

The reactor vessel
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In summary:

Clearly the YHTR is at least a decade behind the steaa cycle HTR.

While it in most respects does not differ from the solely electri-

city producing HTR it must be regarded as an advanced version of

the latter with the major development problems including

resolving of the issue of the need for an IHX including the de-
velopment of this component and the other components of an e—
ventual intermediate helium circuit

the development of reformer technology to be applicable to the
conditions imposed by the 7HTR on the reformer such as a higher
reforming efficiency at the lower temperatures than with con-
ventional reformers, longer more reliable service life at high
availability and plant safety, etc

- pressure vessel developments and selection of vessel type in-
cluding thermal insulation developments, materials development
for the 800-1100 C range, inspection of liner methods, ducting
(particularly for nonintegral loop designs and PCIVs),safety
assessments etc

- safety and licensing

Table 5«3»5.3 summarizes the major argucent3 for developing and

introducing the high temperature process heat applications of HTRs.

Table 5.3.5.3 MAJOR ARGUHKN73 FOH TH3 VKTR

The HTR is the only now conceivable reactor concept that can
be used for energy supply in the temperature range of 700-1100
C. It can hence uniquely expand the uses of nuclear energy into
the process heat markets and do it at very high thermal effici-
encies. See also Table 5.2.7.3 for general HTR arguments.

Economic assessments suggest the VHTR to be competitive for
many processes in the heavy chemical industry* These include
coal gasification, production of synthetic natural gas (SNG),
hydrogen (Hp) (and other reducing gases) for nuclear steel-
making etc replacing by U and Th the not renewable fossil fuel
resources that are now rapidly dwindling.

The first VHTRs need not generate much hotter helium than what
one has in the steam cycle HTR and according to the market
structure the plant sizes do not seem to have to be as large
as is the optimum for the only electricity generating HTRs,
This permits a cautious gradual introduction of the VHTR.
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Reino Ekhola

5.4 The direct cycle HTR (HTK with gas turbine GT)

5.4.1 The turbo-c_ompressor_

The turbo—compressor unit requires some development from the to-

day commercial gas turbines that have reached the 100 MW size*

A 50 MWe helium turbine EVO (Energie Versorgung Oberhausen) is

being tested at Oberhausen (1). The He temperature of 750°C and

pressure of 2.7 MPa were chosen to give component dimensions

and load characteristics close to those of a full size first

unit (36O MVe) (2). The vast experience from the aircraft industry

and from steam turbine technology provides the basic confidence

of the designers in being able to build these turbo-compressors.

Fig 5.4.1.1 is a design drawing of the 1976 reference

design (3). Three such units are required for a 1.08 GWe plant.

Pig 5.4.5*4-5 illustrate this German-Swiss-American design called

HHT (Hochtemperatur Helium Turbin ) since the German interest in

this development has been the dominating one.See also Fig 5.4.1.2.

A 3 GWt plant was selected for the common reference plant in

accordance with present water reactor practice, but while the

water reactors have gone to 2 loops only it was decided to be

prudent and choose 5 loops for the first reference plant (3)»

That specified the 560 MWe turbine unit size.

It was also prudent to limit the He temperature to 850 C since

the technology for such temperatures was regarded to be within

easy reach without essential development risks. Turbine blade

cooling is not necessary then and one can do with conventional

Ni-base alloy turbine components (2).

One agreed for simplicity of design to leave out the intercooling

and compress the coolant in one step after the precooler. This

reduces somewhat the electricity production efficiency but in-

creases the amount of rest heat available at higher temperatures

suitable for compact dry cooling towers or for special heating

purposes, Pig 5.4.1.3 (3).
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?ig 5.4.1.3
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Dry cooling towers are environmentally the beat and do not

quire cooling water.

Considering the pressure vessel and other component sizesv the

thermal efficiency etc the optimum parameter compromise that

was arrived at resulted in a 2.4 expansion ratio for the helium

pressure around 6 MPa.

A single shaft was chosen for the turbo-compressor since there

is industrial experience with such and since the unit3 are then

easier to control, are more reliable and have a better develop-

ment potential* The blades will get better efficiencies in the

future when the unit sizes can be further increased. The shaft

is cooled by gas from the compressor. The rotor can be made of

ferritic steel. The mass-flow per unit is about 540 kg/s and the

plant electric efficiency becomes about 36/S. The bearings can be

inspected and even replaced if need be.

A test facility is just being completed at KPA Jtllich, the Hoch-

temperatur Helium Versuchsanlage (HHV), in which a turbine will

be tested to prove that the3e units are indeed now feasible.

Fig 5.4.1.4 compares the HHV test unit with the commercial Typ 13

of BBC and the reference plant unit. There are four different

turbine designs to choose among, designed by BBC, GA, GE, and

Pratt åc Whitney respectively. Fortunately they are very similar (5),

At this point of the development a major decision was taken at

the end of 1977 in the PRG. One decided to put the main HTR R&D

on the direct cycle to make it the future electricity producing

HTR work horse alongside the high temperature process heat HTR as

the national approach. To do this required a more optimized 3<*Wt

HTR reference plant, Pig 5.4.5.7-10 (6). That plant has only one

single 1.2 GWe two-casing-three-bearing turbomachinery since a

single loop reduces outages for turbine and generator overhauls,

normalle performed every 6 years, Pig 5.4.1.5. The HP compressor

and the turbine are housed in a common casing surrounded by high

pressure helium. To equalize nozzle forces all turbine inlets and

outlets have two branches arranged opposite to one another with the

exception of the HP compressor outlet. The proven gas turbine con-

figuration with the HP parts at the centre has been adopted.
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Pig 5.4.1.4
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Drawing BBC
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5.4.1.5 Longitudinal Section of the Gas Turbine (1.24 owe)
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The distances between the bearings are 11 and 12m respectively. The

bearing designs are adopted from large turbines. Helium has been pro-

ven in tests to be compatible with the lubricant oil. The bearings

can be easily overhauled e g during plant shut-downs. The axial thrust

bearing is at the free shaft end of the LP compressor. Three circuit

oil seals are employed at the shaft penetrations to the air. These hare

been successful on hydrogen cooled p'nerators and designs for He have

already been tested. Proven blade types will be used. Compared with

open gas turbines they are relativly short and compact, hence less

aimable to vibrations. Nimocast 713 LC was selected and subject of a

comprehensive testing program it proved not to po3e new problems. TMZ

Supporting star

Reactor outlet

Clamp ring
connection

Pressure shell
Expansion joint

1400 mm
~~ nom. dia.

Insulation

Pipe
support

Supporting star

2750 mm dia.

Turbine inlet

Pig 5»4«1.6 Hot gas ductinr; as desi/rnod for the 3x360 MWe plant
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/
Centering

5.4.1.7 Gas ducting from turbine to recuperator (single turbine)

has higher creep strength at hi^h temperatures and could be a future

material. Pig 5.4.1.8 compares in the 3ame scale the turbine (3000rpm)

development indicating the centrifugal forces acting on the biggest

turbine blade, Perritic rotors can not tolerate temperatures above

400 C but the proven rotor cooling system from open gas turbines of

higher gas temperatures than 850-1000°C in HTRs is said to be absolu-

tely sure in operation.

With the experience with large bearings, couplings, shufts etc the

technical problems may be regarded as basically solved though materi-

als development must remain a central task for the He turbine devel
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750 MW
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1200 MW
ST cylinder
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Drawing BBC

Comparison of Turbine Rotor Sizes, n = 3000 rpm.

Pig 5.4.1.8
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opment. The problems are probably more associated with the inte-

gration of the turbine into the PCRV and the rest of the ga»-tur-

bine circuit (Pig 5.4.1.6-7):

- integration into a PCRV considering the unit sizes, the spec-
ial problems with the PCRV tendons, access and replaceability

- preTention of lubricant oil entering the reactor

- connections to the gas circuits (vibrations, thermal insulation)

- contamination/decontamination

- loss of flow and/or pressure in the reactor core.

JTOACK, TERKE33IDIS, ZSNKER
Significance of the He Turbine Power Plant at Oberhausen
(EVO) and of the High-Temperature He Test Facility at
Jtllioh (HHV} for the development of the HTH Direct-Cycle
System (HHT)
Gas-Cooled Reactors with the Emphasis on Advanced Systems
Proc Symp Jttlich 1975-10-13/7
IAEA-NBA Vol II p 189-

KRA3E, HOLLAND, ARNDT, KRAMAR, SCHL2NKER, SAuLOS
The Development of the HTR Direct Cycle
ibid p 159

FRUTSCHI, HASEL3ACHER
Die HHT-Heliumturbine
Technischer Rundschau Nr 40 1975

ADAMS, BELL, McDONALD, MORSE
HTGR Gas Turbine Power Plant Conficurations Studies
Gulf-GA-A12651 1973-07-26

R EKHOLM
Nuclex-75 and the ANS Winter Mtg -75
AE AR RV 426 1975-12-19

HAS.iL3ACHfc;H, 3IM0N e t a l
HHT Presentat ion a t the BKFT, Bonn 1977-02-25
HRB Report BA 1485 1977-09
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Reino Bkholm

5.4.2 Heat_exchangers

The 1977 3GWt reference pl?.nt flow schematic in Fig 5.4.4.3 indicates

the major heat exchange equipment and its functions. The temperature

and pressure levels and differences are modest and not stricter than

in existing and operatinj equipment. Austenitic steels are not neces-

sary, 2^Cr-1Mo can be used for the recuperator and £Cr-1Mo for the

precooler.Operating: conditions are below the creep region. The require-

ment of compact accessable units adoptable to the PCRV pods and the use

of helium is the new aspect of these components, Fig 5.4.2.1. The ex-

tremely h* .;h heat exchange surface areas required make modular construc-

tion necessary for assembly in the pods. Straight, around 10mm in dia

tubing is used. The weights are around 0.22g/W for the pre- «'.nd inter-

coolers, ^asic calculations show that a reduction of the length of the

units can be achieved by fins or surface roughening (2).

The recuperator

Fig 5.4.2.2 3hows the recuperator flow diagram and Fig 5.4.2.3 the

actual de3irn with 100 000 tubes ?nd a cover of a diameter comparable

to the pressure vessel of a Fv/R, Rupture of the cover that separates

7.2MFa He from 2.5MPa He would lead to pressure transients without

environmental hazards. In-service inspection of the cover is possible.

The plant has two such close to 7m in dia recuperator pods. A major

problem is associated with the header design. Fig 5*4.2.4 shows the de-
sign by GA (7).See also O ) . A recuperator of high effectiveness was

chosen because it si,jniiicantly reduces the optimum pressure ratio

for max cycle efficiency and thus reduces the number of compressor

and turbine stages. It must be designed for a 40y life (280 OOOh).

Fig 5.4.2.5 shows a pos3ioility for v more compact design.

The operational experience with recuperators containing tens of thou-

sends of tubes ia r- ported to be consistently good, 1:1 tests of 1/6

of the recuperator bundles will be run at the HHV facility in Jfllich^
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o smooth tubes
x finned surface

gas coolant
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gas coolant air
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100
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Performance and Areas of Heat Exchangers
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cross-section A-A
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cross-section B-B

cross-section C-C

Recuperator Design (2 units for 3owt HTR)

:'1 i ft, Lj ,', , ? , 3
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Pig 5.4.2.4 GA 1.03GWt Recuperator
Preliminary Design (7)

The recuperator is supported from
its upper tube :»heet of torlepheri-
cai shape to minimize its thickness
to 152 ma.
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The rreeooler and the intercooler

?h<? precooler is -luite similar to the recuperator, Fig 5.4.2.6~7«

helium is cooled from 150 to 20°C in the precooler by water of lower

pressure th-\n the ga pressure and which enters separately the PCHV

cap to each nodule flowing inside the tubes, .'he feed water pipes are

welded to the liner outside the rCKV. ihe tube plates are accessable

both from below and from above and nay be individually plugged.

The interccoler is of the same basic design as the precooler.

Bottoming cycles, district heat and cooling towers

Work at GA in 1973 suggested that a bottoming cycle based on an

isobutane, propane, n-butane or propylene working fluid would

offer a greater performance gain than do the use of intercoolers

in the compression of the helium coolant, while preserving the

simplicity of the non-intercooled primary cycle (4). In 1975

ammonia (NH,) was selected as the most effective working fluid

for a bottoming cycle because of its very good heat transfer

ability, high specific heat and high vapor pressure at the sink

temperature (5). It would increase the plant efficiency from

36-43 to 46-50 %, Pig 5.4.2.8 This seems to be a less advanced

development route in the exploitation of higher plant efficien-

cies for electricity generation.

The hot water temperatures of the precooler correspond to those

needed for district heating. Pig 5.4.2,y shows a plant that thus

has made useful over T0% of the nuclear generated energy. Only

750 KW of the 3 GWt plant goes to the cooling tower.

Dry cooling towers are favoured on the following grounds:

- least environmental impact (are small, do not create a fog or
heat up the rivers)

- do not require cooling water

Natural draft towers would be 75m high, 80 and 60m in diameter at

the base and the top respectivly if two towers are used.With me-

chanical draft they could be made considerably smaller (5).
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cross-section A-A

cross-section BB

cross-section C-C

Flow diagram SULZER

5.4.2.6 Precooler Design (2 units for 3<wt HTR)
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With one dry cooling tower per JGV/t HTR using the direct cycle 3nd

which cools the water from about 70 to about 14 C the latest preli-

minary lay-out is shown in Fig 5.4.^.10.Though 155m high the tower

i3 still smaller than a dry air cooling tower for a LWR. Size opti-

mization possibilities have not yet be n exhausted. The work is

carried out at SIR, Switzerland. Up to 2.6m/s the wind has hardly

any detrimental effect on the cooling efficiency and up to 5n»/s ,

below which the wind prevails 80-90,-J of the time in Central Europe,

the wind effect is small. Fluctuating air temperatures cause of

courae cooling efficiency varyations.

With fully desalinated water the corrosion problems are mainly on

the air side. Aluminum clad steel-skeleton tower envelopes have shown

to be the favoured type.

There is good practical experience from over 2GW of towers for the

last 15 years and the THTR-3OO dry air cooling tower has been comple-

ted. It seems however still very much worth while to invest in dry

cooling tower technology development, component tests, heat exchanger

tube and fin design work, .. ... _ .....

cooling power 1722,7 MWmaterials development and

corrosion testing etc.

The growing demand for dry

air cooling and for hot water

district heating is giving

the direct cycle HTR a

special merit.

hot water
cold water
ambient air

67,2 ° C
13,9° C
10 °C

* 135.3

Pig 5.4.2JO

/77

•155

-f 230.7-
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Reino Ekhola

Emergency soiling .systems and jglant £ontrol5.4.3

There are three core auxiliary cooling systems (CACS) each with

100Jo capacity of decay heat removals They are located in indivi-

dual PCRV pods identical with those of the steam cycle IITR. Each

includes an electrically driven blower, a cooler, a valve and a

recooling cycle with a dry-air cooling tower (1).

Temperatures in the CACS of at least 900°C must ue allowed for at

least temporarely. The heat to be dissipated is however low so that

the water temperatures can be kept low, heit exchange areas small

and the components compact and reliable.

The simplicity of the helium turbine influences the control of

the plant in a favourable manner. There are three different well

known control systems, Pig 5.4.3.1 0)( 2). A single shaft turbo-

machinery is easier to control due to its larger inertia than

that of a split-shaft configuration (3):

- Bypass control(BC,B)is usêil for fast load changes and reactor

trips. By operating the bypass valves, a fraction of the cooling

gas bypasses the turbine, thereby reducing the power output.It

has the advantage of changing very little gas temperatures and

pressures but the efficiency is reduced. It is therefore used

for short temporary load reductions only.

- Inventory control (lCf S..-3 or H) permits control over 6O-1OOJ6

power. The power is increased by increasing the circulating He-

mass for slow power changes. He from (H) can be used for faster

changes .The pressure in H is higher than in S. This method has

less influence on the plant efficiency, Pig 5»4.3»1.

- Frequency control (PC) can be used for fast load changes. It is

used in combination with BC,
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.1 < )«O-MW(e) HHT reference nuclear power plant main circuit scheme. R«g«r»ch*ma tur Invcntar- und Bypassragatung.
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Bkhola» Menon

5*4.4

Tho spsoial probleao that the direct cycle applicatioa add» to

the PCST for tho steaa cycle STS include

- Tho requireaent that tho thonal insulation/liner oaa stand
rapid and frequent alowor prooaaro changes (i). Preliminary
studies of vented theraal barrier conf iguratioas support tho
conclusion that appropriate designs aro foaalblo and prae-
tieal (2). Experiments in Pranct vhcro the thermal inaulation
and linor were exposed to 1100°C support this and tho GA ce-
raaie fiber inaulation is claimed to penit tho ratea of do»
preasarisation that say oecure.l hot liner requires even sore R&D.

- Tho Teasel boooaoa relativoljr large, and for the PORT
•oro expenaivo than for tho a teas cycle HTRV due to tho inte-
gration of tho gas turbine (3), Pig 5.4.5.7-10.

- Tho earities for the gasturbineo-eoapressors and of tho heat
exchangers aro relatirly large and require special solutions
regarding tho pattern of the tendons (e.g. at the IOTOI of
tho turbo-coapreasors) and the design of the aany pod lids.

- Tho gaa teaperatures and pressures are higher than in the
steaa cycle HTR, 850 C resp 7 HPa as coapared to 750 C and
5 HPa.

- Special ducting probleas dme to the aany integrated coaponentsy
•arying pressure levels and high teaperatures.

All this requires further BAD and contributes to put the reactor

concept years behind the steaa cycle HTR, The Ceraan deno plant

will probably hare a hot liner. A hot liner experiment is being

operated by RPB at Seibersdorf, Austria. Pig 5.4.4.1-2.

Earlier Ceraan PCBT designs specified the "conrentional" eold liner

with internal insulation, Economic studies by HR3 revealed that

- such a PCRV would aocount for 17/» of the direct plant costs of
the entire power station

- of the PCRV costs, }(ff> would be for the internal insulation and
^ for the liner (4).

In order to reduce plant costs as well as to permit access to the

liner the hot liner design was developed. By utilizing the "cold"

gas available in the gas turbine cycle with intercooling, the liner

is not really "hot", around 300°C as in earlier designs, but only

"warm", i e around 150°C. Gas at sink temperatures is available
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Schnitt des SBB ModellbthftJters

1 Spannbetonhng
2 Gieit'uge
3 Stutiring mil Aussteifung
4 HeiAe Oicnthaut mit Kopfbolnn-

dubei
5 Isoherbeton druckubertragond
6 Leckpruf- und Abfuhrsystem
7 Kuhlhaut
8 Morteifuge mjixicft
9 Spannbtton

to Innenisolicrung
11 StahlstutMft
12 Spannghcd BBRV wtndtifOnnig *
13 Spannghed BBRV lotracht I
U Heiz- und Kuhlsystem
15 Ringspanntwwchning DVWIOAG

Section el PCHV modti ««ss«l

t PvMtf#SMtf concrete ring
2 Gliding joint
3 SMri bracing
4 Hot linor with anchoring bolts
5 IniulMing conatto
' LoikdiM^ionandvtnting

7 Cooling liner
• Injoctad mortar
9 PrntrossMcom

10 Insid* ttwrmal insulation
11 Stoti support
12 Helical prtstms BBRV
13 Aaiai prestvess BBRV
14 Heating and cooling system
15 Hoop prcstress DYWIOAG

Pig 5.4.4.2
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after the precooler, the lntercooler and the recuperator, All gas at

temperatures above 130°C flows in pipes or components inside the PCHT

while the interspaces between the inte nals and the liner is filled

with 11O-15O°C helluu. Fig 5.4.4.3 • h o w» *»• circuit schematically

Fig 5.4.4.3 (4)

Piscoolef

CACS-System Intsrcoolsr

See Pig 5.4.6-11 for more details (4). Notable design features are:

- Access for eonponent inspection f turbine overhaul» heat exchanger
tube plugging etc

- Disoantable coaxial high temperature gas ducts

- Inspectable liners in reactor cavity, pods and gas ducts.

A pressure vessel cf this kind is reported to out costs by about 16-

20,4 from those of an internally insulated "conventional" PCRV. Pig

5.4.4.4 shows this German "hot" liner concept*
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2D-»cm Fig 5.4.4.4 1.24CV* HHT Hot
Liner Concept

Supporting
Liner anchor

structure

Cycle helium

Liner Insulating zone Vessel cooling system

Sine* there are no atean generators inside the containment as in

the •team cycle HTR and hence less chance to get 8teas-graphite

reactions within the core to generate explosive gases

one understands that the containment building can be smaller and

designed for lower pressures. In this respect this reactor is

easier than the steam cycle HTR, Pig 5.4.5.1-3 and 5 and 10.

3

4

K EKH0LM
Kuclex-75 and ANS Winter Mtg-75
AE AH RV 426 1975-12-19

KRASE,HOLLAHD,ARNDT, KiiÄMSR, 3CHL3HK2R, SARL03
The Development of the HTR Direct Cycle
Gas-Cooled Reactors with the Emphasis on Advanced Systems
IAEA-NBA Symp Jfllich 1975-10-13/7 Vol II p159 1976
STflNKEL
ibid p 188

HAFSRKAMP et al
HHT Presentation at the BMFT, Bonn 1977-02-25
HRB Report BA 1485 1977-09
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Rtino Skholm

5.4.5 ^umnarx £f_re.fe.re.n,c.e_con,c.e.2t,fl.

There has in the pa3t been a great variety of direct cycle reac-

tor proposals. Fig 5.4.5.1-5 illustrate some of the latest (i)(2)

(3). Now the leading projects, the German (BBC AG, HUB GmbH, KPA

JtLlich GmbH and Nuklear-Chemie v.nå Metallurgie GmbH)-3wiss (AG

Brown Bovery, SIR and Gebr Sulzer AG) HHT (Hochtemperatur Heliu»

Turbine)-project and the American GAC and 3RDA efforts have how-

ever been coordinated into one reference direct cycle HTR design

of 1976, Pig 5.4.5.4-5 U)(5)(6). Before the Dragon Pro-

ject was terminated i t reported on important work on this system

covering all aspects from materials problems to combined cycles

for higher thermal efficiencies (7). Much work pertinent to the

subject has also been done on direct cycle gas-cooled fast reac-

tors, including work in Switzerland and the USSR.

For simplicity of design and for a low development risk the re-

ference reactor He outlet temperature was not chosen higher than

85O°C though one does recognize that the incentives for this con-

cept grows rapidly with the temperature since the machines become

smaller while xhe thermal efficiency grows rapidly (8). While

higher gas pressures mean smaller components as well they also

reduce the thermal efficiency. For simplicity of design one has

agreed to have no intercoolers, but only a recuperator and a pre-

cooler that feeds its heat to a dry cooling tower, to a low temp

process, to district heating systems or to an additional electri-

city generating binary bottoming cycle Pig 5«4»5.6. The compro-

mize regarding the turbine expansion ratio and reactor operating

pressure became thus 2.2 and $,7 MPa resp , Table 5.4»5»1»

3 GW/1,08 GWe was selected for the reference plant size and for

prudency 3 loops, integrated for safety reasons with the turbo-

compressors into a prestressed concrete pressure vessel (PCRV),

GA and eigth German and Swiss firms signed in 1976 an agreement

for cooperation on nuclear power plants of this type (9). Wit» the

cancellation of the WTR-steam-cycle plant orders there remained

however less incentives to limit the direct cycle design by the de-

sirebility to resemble as much as possible the steam cycle version

that now is still under a design evolution. Instead one decided in
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HTR WtTH PRISMATC FUEL ELEMENTS

HTR WITH PE89LE FUEL ELEMENTS

-::---: - ^ T ^ J

5»4»5»2 1ITR-GT flon-Integrated Plant Layout
for both Pebble and Block Fuel
Design by the Dragon Project



5.4.5.3 The GA d*«lgn of an
integrated diraot ojol*
HTH rfith Tcrtioalljr
arranged turbo-oompreasor-
generators

VJ1
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AnorrJnunq der Kreislaufkomponenten
im Spannbelonhehalter rter HHTAniage

Fig 5.4.5.4 rhe 1976 Direct Cycle HTR
H«?ferencp Dpflicn of 1.08 GWe
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Pig 5.4.5.6

Table 5.4.5.1
Gas turbine HTGR cycle parameters and performance (ISO1 rating condition»)

Plant deaign
Reactor inlet temperature F (°C)
Reactor outlet temperature F ( C)
Reactor How rate Ib/hr (kg/hr)

Reactor power (MW(t>
Compretaor inlrt temperaturp 'F (C)
Compreaior outlet temprraturr T ("C)
Compretaor preacure ratio
CompreMor outlet preaaure mia (MPa)
Turbine inlet temperature F ( C)
Turbine outlet temperature "r ( C)
Turbine f«pan«ion ratio
Recuperator ef'rctivenea»
Net electrical output MWfe)
fower plant efficiency, percent

Reference (JT-HTGR
(1S00 F 1815 C) turbine

inlet temperature)
Dry cooled
922(494)
1500(815)

14.199 * 10"
(644 x 10')

3000
78 (25.6)
334(168)

241
971 (6 69)
1500(H15)
1006 1541)

2 1»
089
1097
36 6

Binary cycle
H77(469)
1500(815)

13.184 ' 10*
(5.98 x 10')

3000
140(60)

414 (212 )
2 35

1000(6 r>,9)
1500(815)
996(5.16)

2 1H
0.796
1378
4 5 9

Advanced C.T HTGR
(1800 'F(9M2 C) turbine

inlel (emperaturr)
Dry-cooled
1118(603)
1800 (982)
13 46 x 10*
(6.11 x 10'(

3360
76 2(24 6)
331 (166)

2.41
972(6.69)
1,400 ;982)
1213(656)

2.18
0 89
1403
4 1 9

Binary cycle
10511566)
1800(982)
12 24 • 10"
(5.5ft » 10')

3350
130154 4)
4OO|2O4)

2 35
10OOI6 89)
1800)982)
1213(656)

2.19
0 80
1678
50 1

' International Standard» Organization (ISO) sea level standard atmospnere temperature of 59 F (15 C)
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1977 that the plant capital coats must be similar to those of LWRs and

the power generating costs substantially lower. A new »ore optimized

reference design was thus presented in 1977. åt the end cf the year

the PRG decided to base its national HTH program on the direct cycle

for electricity production since that version has a greater potential

and its program can be well timed with the development of the pebble

bed fuel and its cycle, Pig 5.4.5.7-1O(iO><12). The fuel shall be of

pebble type and the reactor completely integrated into a "hot" liner

PCRV. Pig 5.4.5.11 shows the latest available HRB-design (13).

The design work on a 600 MWe demo plant started in the fall of

1977 and construction is expected to start around 1985 after some

operating experience with the THTR-300.

The major development problems are on the technical sid* the

vessel with its thermal protection while the cor* and fuel, the

turbo-compressors with the generator on the same shaft and the

heat exchangers are not expected to involve any greater diffi-

culties but aimable to straight forward engineering. The rather

more serious problem seems to be the difficulties to commerzia-

lize a new reactor type. Table 5.4.5.2 presents some najor argu-

ments for the direct cycle HTR.

Table 5.4.5.2 MAJOR ARGUMENTS ?GR ?HB DIR.3CT CYCL8 HTR

Capital coats like LWRs even at 850 C Be . Lowest capital costs if
higher gas temperatures can be achieved or if dry cooling towers
are mandatory.

The environmentally most advantageous thermal reactor due to
- Over 40$ nat electricity generating efficiencies
- Good fuel utilization (as for all HTR-types)
- Dry air cooling eliminates high humidities, fogs and cooling

water demands/thermal water pollution
- The favourable HTR safety characteristics which permit urban

siting

Lowest power generating costs that can be further lowered by the
possibility to produce around 100°C district heating water without
lowering the electricity generating efficiency. With an easily con-
trolled plant, on-load refueling (pebble fuel) and a simple direct
cycle without steam generators one can expect the highest plant
availability.

Based on suosssful gas-cooled reactor and turbine experience and
belongs to the potentially promising and versatile He-reactor line.
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High Pressure Pods Precooler

CACS-System Intercooler

Precooler High Pressure Ducts Recuperator

Pig 5.4.5.7 German 1977 Direct Cycle 3GW/i.24GWe Reference HTR
Plant Schematic and PCRV Section (HHT-INT-veraion)
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Cross Section PCRV

fig 5.4.5.8
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Drawing BBC

HHT 1240 MWeHNT-1-Loop-Plant.
Sectional Elevation

Pig 5.4.5.9
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Drawing BBC

HHT 1240 MWel-INT-1-Loop-Plant Plan
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U Runfors

6.1/1

6. PROCESS TECHNOLOGY

6.1 Process alternatives

The ability to reach coolant temperatures of about 1000 C

in the HTR makes it possible to run important endothermic

chemical reactions at an acceptable reaction rate. In these

reactions a substance can be transferred to a more energyrich

substance by addition of thermal energy from the reactor

coolant. The interest has focused on two groups of reactions,

those concerned with carbon containing material like coal,

lignite, peat etc and those which-lead to thermal water splitting.

The former group of reactions spreads the outtake of energy on

coal bearing substanses and uranium and thorium and transforms

coal to environmentally more acceptable substances.

Thermal water splitting into hydrogen and oxygen via several

partial reactions in order to limit the necessary temperatures

seems environmentally almost ideal.
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6.2 Processes based on coal bearing materials

The maximum temperature range of the HTR is well suited for

transformation of coal bearing materials to energy rich gases.

There are from a basic point of view two important reactions

in the chemistry of coal, the reduction of water with carbon

(C + H20 —>• H? + CO) and splitting of light hydrocarbons

(CH — • C + y H?) which take place at the higher temperature

level of the HTR. Further these reactions are consuming essential

amounts of heat at the temperature level considered they run

rapidly enough to make it possible to construct technical

processes based on these reactions.

The conversion of coal bearing materials (coal, natural gas,

oils, peat, bio mass etc) to hydrogen containing gases with

high heat content is of great future interest. Coal, lignite

and other solid fossile fuels could easily be used in the

society if they are converted to hydrogen, methane or other

energy rich gases, /I, 2/, chemical and metallurgical industries

have a large need of hydrogen, a chemical heat pipe system for

district heating could be constructed based on carbon-hydrogen

reactions (ADAM-EVA).

Heat from HTR can be used to supply the heat needed for the

reactions mentioned above. This gives the following advantages /3, 4/:

Clean fuels can be produced from non-clean raw materials.

Production of reduction-gas and high-calorie fuel reduces

directly the need for natural gas and oil.

Consumptirn of solid fossil fuel can be reduced

using heat from HTR.

High thermal efficiency on the HTR-process reactor

decreases consumption of nuclear fuel. Further this

reduces the production of waste (fission products).

High thermal efficiency reduces the required capacity

of the nuclear plant.

Using nuclear heat reduces the amount of CO- produced 151.
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The same type of gas from coal bearing material as produced

with heat from the HTR can more simple be produced supplying

the heat by direct burning of fossil fuel. The gain in

using HTR lies in the reduction in consumption of fossil

fuel combined with the better use of nucelar fuel.

The gas produced could be used either as energy gas or as

raw material for industrial processes for instance /3, 6/:

fuel gases and liquids

synthesis gas for ammonia, methanol, Oxo alcohols

and Fischer Tropsch reactions

reducing gas for metallurgical processes /7, 8/

pure hydrogen for petro-chemical use HI

hydrogen for liquefaction 19/.

The technology for these processes can be considered as well-

known and well established. For the purpose of this paper

it is sufficient to state that there is a large need for

pure hydrogen and other reducing gases which could be produced

with heat from a HTR /10/.

In the processes here considered a raw gas containing H_, CO,

CO , H O , CH, and sometimes H.S etc is produced. This gas

can be purified and converted to a desired composition with

conventional techniques. An example of such a gas treatment

plant is shown in Fig 6,2.1 /ll/. In this plant pure hydrogen

is produced from methane or naphta using steam reforming with

nuclear heat. If, for instance, methanol is going to be pro-

duced the shift converter is excluded, thus producing a gas

containing only CO and H. which can be used directly for pro-

duction of methanol. In the case of an ammonia plant a

secondary reformer suggested to oxidize the remaining methane

with air and a methine free gas with the proper ratio N2/H_

for ammonia production can be produced.



helium- c i r c u i t

950'C
LO at

750 »C
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800 'C Hå.CQ.COt,

30 at
ISO'C
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Ul

(Naphtha)

250 »C

Fij«. 6.2.1 Flow Sheet for Catalytic Steam Reforming of Methane or Naphtha by using
Nuclear Heat

1) High temperature reactor A) Waste heat utilisation 7) CO» removal
2) Staam reformer 5) Shift converter "v — z

10) Turbine

.can generator 6) Shift converter
B) CJl'/H.-separation
9) Condenser
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The examples above indicates that the production of numerous

different chemical and metallurgical products from hydrogen

containing gas can be carried out with conventional techniques.

6.2.1 _ Methane-steam reforming

To produce hydrogen from methane the following reactions are

carried out

CH2

CO •

+ H2

H20

0 -> 3H2 H

-> co2 •

• CO

H2

H -

H «

205

-42

.2 kJ/n

kJ/mol

It is suggested that the first endothermic or heat consuming

step be carried out with heat supply from a high temperature

reactor. Reformers heated with hot helium have been tested on

1 MM scale and it has been shown that an inlet helium temperature

of 950 and 4 MP gives a remaining methane content of about

5Z which is considered acceptably low /12/.(It should be mentioned

that the Japanese concept for a helium heated steam reformer

is working at lower pressure 0,5-1 MP .)/13/. A 10 m long refo

tube with 130 mn diameter could according to the tests convert

0.24 MW of energy thus implying a commercial plant utilizing

some 5000 tubes (total volume with 45 tubes/a is about 10 • )

The mean temperature difference between the hot helium and the

reaction gas is then 200°C /12, 14/.

A principal suggested construction for reformer tubes is seen

in Fig 6.2.1.1 and a helium heated reformer is seen in Fig 6.2.1.2

/12/. In the experiments at Jiilich the construction in Fig 6.2.1.1

has been found attractive /15/ mainly as the heat exchange in

the process tube gives a low outlet gas temperature (600 C) .

The steam reformer is as shown in Fig 6.2.1.2 built into the

reactor vessel /14/ and no IKX is used /16/. This is motivated

mainly from an economical view-point and since a somewhat lower

steam reformer inlet temperature has severe consequencies on

the amount of reaction heat which can be transferred. Further

it seems possible both from technological and safety reasons

to carry out steam reforming inside the reactor vessel /17/.
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CH-M.0

CoM/ir -

Fig 6.2.1.1 Principle of a reformer tube
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Fig 6.2.1.2 Steam reformer in integrated vessel system
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A helium heated steam reformer is to some extent simpler to

construct than a conventional steam reformer as the maximum

wall temperature is only 900 C, there is no sulphur or ash

problems on the heating side, no scaling due to oxidation

on the heating side and no hot spots above 950 C. The high

pressure and the more difficult situation for repair creates

however additional design problems for the helium heated

reformer compared to the conventional one. A conventional

steam reformer can run for at least A years without repair.

Corrosion in the reformer has still not been fully investigated.

Especially the corrosion on the helium side by impurities of

the reactor helium is a new problem /18/. Penetration of hydrogen

from the reforming side and tritium from the helium side has

to be investigated for different materials. However, as long

as the steam hydrogen ratio is such as to provide oxidizing

conditions toward metals the oxide layer seems to prevent large

penetration cf hydrogen and a value of ^ 0.3-0.5 Nm H_/h for a

3000 MW plant have been mentioned /13/. This amount can be
th

handled by the gas cleaning system. If in the most pessimistic

asumption all tritium released to the helium is transferred

to the product gas, the tritium content of the product gas

would still be below the allowed value.

The selection of material for the helium heated steam reformer

is still to be determined. To get enough data for the design,

high temperature materials must be tested (creep tests, burst

tests and low and high cycle fatigue tests) /19/.

The steam reforming reaction is catalyzed by catalytic active

walls. The reaction rate is then not determined by the reac-

tion kinetics but only by the heat transferred. The life-time

of the catalyst and how to change catalyst are problems still

to be solved. Deposition of carbon (CH, — C + 2H ) does not

seem to cause any trouble in the steam reformer.

The economic situation for the helium heated steam reformer

is still not clear but preliminary calculations show that, if

the capital cost for the helium heated reformer is not too
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much greater than that of a conventional fired steam reforming

plant it would be economical /6/.

With 950 C inlet temperature most of the heat supplied by the

HTR can be used as process heat and only a minor part of heat

is used for electricity production. The thermal efficiency

of the reactor used in this concept is about 70%.

Technical status of the steam reforming can be summarized as

below:

The ability of the HTR core to generate 950°C helium

to 950 C has been demonstrated for rather long times

(̂ 2-3 years) in the AVR reactor.

The technique for gas handling in the reforming

plant can be considered as known.

Design concepts for hot gas ducting and steam reformers

have been worked out but these concepts must be

demonstrated.

Materials for the steam reformer must be tested for

high temperature mechanical properties, penetration

of gas and for corrosion resistance.

Technical and economic consequences are as yet only

indicated.

Different raw materials could be selected as source of methane

in the steam reformer process. In the most simple case natural

gas can be used. The natural gas can, without pre-treatment,

enter as raw material in the steam reforming. Vacuum residual

oil can also be used after steam cracking. Coal can be used

after hydrogasification of the coal as will be described later.
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The EVA-ADAM process is a German proposal to transport nuclear

energy in the form of chemically bound energy. Fig 6.2.2.1

demonstrates the principle underlying this suggestion /20/.

A HTR is used for steam reforming of methane as described

in 6.2.1 (EVA). The gas product H and CO is transported to

the consumer where the opposite reaction is carried out

CO + 3H- — CH. + H-0 AH = -205.2 kJ/mol
2 4 2

delivering heat to the consumer.

Heat, which was utilized from the nuclear reactor for steam

reforming of methane is thereby nearly completely recovered.

According to today's technology, gas temperatures of 450 C

can be attined by methanation. Steam or hot water can be produced.

The methane formed in methanation is fed back via a second

long distance transport gasline to the steam reforming plant.

55-70% of the reactor power can be converted into long distance

energy and the rest can be used for electricity production

and/or conventional district heating.

If a natural gas system exists there is no need for a return

pipe, methane is taken for steam reforming from this system

and delivered back at the place of the consumer.

The advantages of this system if it is economically and tech-

nical feasible is easy to foresee /20, 21/:

Energy production cost only slightly depending on

primary energy costs.

Less consumption of fossil fuels.

Electricity can be produced close to the consumer.
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Fig 6.2.2.1 Flow Scheme of the Chemical Heat Pipe

C«4 .HJ) — CO'lHj -S

district heot .electricity,waste heat

hot water,
steom(500°c;

1 Nuclear reactor
2 Steam reformer
3 Pre-heater

4 Blower 7 Methanation
5 Use of waste heat 8 Heat exchanger
6 H-, CO compressor 9 CH, compressor

Fig 6.2.2.2 Flow Scheme of a Methanation Plant
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The technology of the methånation plant can be regardes as

known. With a temperature of 450 C and 4Yp the gas is

almost completely converted to methane (95*). A flow scheme

of a methanation plant with a thermal power of 177.2 MJ/s

is shown in Fig 6.2.2.2 /22/. 10 such plants should on different

locations consume the energy from one HTR.

Economical calculation shows that the heat cost for the

consumers at a transportation distance of 100 km could be

lower than the cost for heating with oil and lower than heating

with district heat (hot water from nuclear reactors)/21/.

The methane to the steam reformers described in 6.2.1 can

be produced from coal via hydrogasification

C + 2H2 £ CH4 AH = - 86 kJ/nol

This reduction is carried out at high pressure (6-10 MP ) and

at a temperature below 1000 C in a fluidized bed /23/, Such a

gasifier should be able to handle both lignite and hard coals.

The plant for gasification is in this concept not directly

interlinked to the nuclear plant and could thus be constructed

with conventional technology.

A flow sheat for such a plant producing synthetic methane is

shown in Fig 6.2.3.1 /24/. The process has been demonstrated

on small pilot plant scale and a larger pilot plant (100 kg

C/h) is under construction.

The main problem with this process seems to be the slow reaction

rate in the gasification of the solid coal. From techno-

economical reasons only 70% of the carbon content could be

converted and a char is produced besides the production of

methane /25/. This char could be burned but still its value

is low. If it is assumed that the energy in the char is of

no value the total thermal efficiency of the gasification
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I Synthetic gas heat content (• electricity) | . , . ..
[ Heat content of coal + heat from HTR j 1S around °*65'

which is rather low compared with an conventional gasification

process.

•V»

—z^ I

Fig 6.2.3.1
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6.2.4

Steam gasification of coal is based on the reaction of steam

with carbon

C + H20 — * H 2 + CO AH = 118.86 kJ/mol

This reaction is today carried out in a number of gasification

processes with well-known techniques. The process is highly

endothermic and in conventional plants the heat is supplied by

burning a certain amount of the coal. The possibilities to use

process heat from HTR to supply the necessary heat have been

investigated.

In the scheme suggested for this process /26/ (Fig 6.2.4.1) an

intermediate circuit of He transfers the heat from the primary

cooling circuit to the gas generator. The gasifier is of

fluidized bed type where hot helium is led through the bed in

tubes /27/ (Fig 6.2.4.2). The gasifier consists of a horizontal

cylindrical pressure vessel where the steam is let in from

below. The heat exchanger tubes through which the helium of

the intermediate circuit flows project from above into the

fluidized bed. The coal is introduced at one end, moves in

longitudinal direction while gasified and ash can be removed

at the other end of the vessel. The gasifier shown consumes

about 100 MJ/s and is to work at a suggested 4 MPa pressure.

The possibilities of this scheme have been tested on bench scale

(5 kg/h) /28/ and a semitechnical scale (200 kg/h)/4/ is now

built. It has been found that both lignite and hard coals can

be gasified with heat in the temperature region of the HTR

(780°C for hardcoal and 640°C for lignite). Lignite could be

gasified directly but harder coals may need pretreatment to

become more reactive. The overall thermal efficiency of the

reactor in a steam gasification scheme is about 55%.
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Fig 6.2.4.2
Kunzept eines Gadgenetators fvir den
industriellen Einsatz
HeizflMche: 4000 m 2

Kohledurclisatz: ca. 50 t/h bei 900 C
He 1 i u.Ti- Vor 1 au f temperatur
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From experiments it seems feasible to carry out steam gasification

of different types of coal at -800 C and thus to use a maximum

helium temperature of 950 C. The tubes for heat transfer from

hot helium to the fluidized bed is exposed to rather severe

conditions with hot secondary helium with impurities on one side

and coal, carbon ash components and steam on the other side.

Oxidation (scaling and oxidation of the grain boundries) on the

fluidized bed side is the most severe problem, but for instance

with Incoloy 800 the rate of oxidation is less than 0.7 mm/10000 h

and an economical lifetime seems possible 1291.

The following program may demonstrate the technical feasibility

of the process /30/:

Basic and technological research on low temperature-

high pressure gasification of different coals.

- Development of an intermediate helium circuit working

at max 950-1000°C, with gas handling and gas cleaning

in such a circuit.

Development of a gasifier for low temperature

operation with external heat supply.

Development of materials for the steam gasifier.

The heat transfer tubes for the fluidized bed are

exposed to hard conditions.

6.2.5

From a Swedish standpoint it could be of interest to use heat from

HTR to make useful energy products from peat and biomass. However,

no technology for gasification of these raw materials with HTR

heat has been investigated today. The processes reviewed earlier,

hydrogasification of coal (6.2.3) and steam gasification (6.2.4)

should in principle be applicable. The reactivity of this type

of raw material is higher than the reactivity of coal and thus

it should be possible from reaction rate point of view. Biomass

could be used instead of coal but to work in a fluidized bed

it must be grind to a particle size ^1 mm. The peat must be

reasonably dry as in the processes it is necessary for the heat

balar.ce to add water as steam.
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6.3 Thermochemical Water Splitting

Hydrogen is currently an important chemical feedstock in

petroleum refining and production of chemicals such as

ammonia and methanol. It is also a clean burning, high

energy tuil that produces only water upon combustion with air.

It can be transported by gas pipeline and could be a future

replacement for the dwindling supply of natural gas in the

world. Hydrogen can be stored in gaseous, liquid or solid form

and can be used by electric utilities for feeding H - 0 tur-

bines or fuel cells to provide midrange and peaking power.

It is also considered to be a future fuel for transportation.

The estimated worldwide annual consumption in 1973 was about
11 3

2.5 • 10 m and has been increasing by an order of magni-

tude every decade since the late thirties. It is expected to

increase by at least 10 % per annum in the future.

Most of the hydrogen up to now has been supplied through

petroleum refining operation and the steam reforming of natu-

ral gas and oil. Only a few percent are produced by electro-

lysis. Although most of it was utilized where it was produced,

it required a fossil feedstock. If projections of future

hydrogen demands are true, much of the consumption will be

merchant gas, i e remotely produced and marketed. In fact,

some projections of future usage assume hydrogen to replace

a portion or all the natural gas and oil now being used for

fuel applications. It is apparent that some alternative source

must be made available.

The future will require a nonfossil, renewable source of

hydrogen, such as can be derived from water, which is

available in unlimited amounts. Disregarding various in-

direct and rather promising biochemical methods there are

mainly three water-based ways of producing hydrogen:

electrolysis, thermal decomposition and thermochemical de-

composition. Direct thermal decomposition of water requires
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temperatures of the order of 3 000 K. There are substantial

problems in finding suitable processes for an efficient and

economical separation of the produced gases 0. and H_ and,

particularly, hitherto unsolved materials obstacles at

the high temperature required. The method currently appears

impractical from an engineering standpoint.

Electrolysis first requires a power cycle to convert for

example thermal energy obtained from a high temperature heat

source to electricity. The current must further be rectified

for use in the electrolysis cell, where hydrogen and oxygen are

separately produced. The net efficiency is therefore lowered

due to the inefficiency of the three energy conversion systems.

With the only industrial method used to day, alkaline water

electrolysis at moderate temperature and pressure, efficiencies

(n) of about 60 - 65 7. can be achieved in a production scale

of 1 000 Nm /h. With offpeak electricity available at a price

of 4 öre/kWh the production cost of hydrogen is 40 - 45 kr/GJ.

The calculations are based on the high heat value of H.,
3

12.77 MJ/Nm . Investment costs are of the order of 1 000 kr

per kWh el. New electrolysis methods are, however, being deve-

loped which use higher temperatures and pressures as well as

new electrolyte systems. In large production scale an effici-

ency near to 100 7. is expected to be reached. The cost of in-

vestments and the H product are expected to be cut to about

half of the figures given above. It should be mentioned that

the priee of fossil produced H today is 13 - 15 kr/GJ.

Thennochemical water splitting is a scheme to evade the high

temperature necessary for direct thermal decomposition by per-

forming the process in a closed many-steps cycle, each pro-

cess step yielding a complete exchange of reactants at a tem-

perature acceptable from material point of view, i e < 1 100 K.
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Water reacts chemically with other substances to yield

hydrogen or new hydrogen-bearing compounds, which in turn

can be thermally decomposed to obtain hydrogen. The inter-

mediate compounds are regenerated at various temperature

levels. The only feedstock required for the process are

water and an external heat supply. The only outgoing pro-

ducts are H and 0 , each of the two generated in separate

steps. The process is schematically illustrated in the fi-

gure below; reactor 1 is the heat consuming step.

I. X0-*

A plant for providing thermochemical hydrogen would

comprise three major systems as illustrated below. These

systems are the heat source, the process plant, and a

intermediate heat-transport loop that would interface the

other two parts and deliver heat energy at the appropriate

temperature. The heat requirements are compatible with

the characteristics of a HTR with a helium coolant but

also with other sources such as for example solar energy

concentrators.
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The laws of thermodynamics constrain the achievable effici-

ency and performance of water splitting. One of the require-

ments that must be met is that the sum of the enthalpies AH

must equal or exceed the enthalpy of formation of water. Ac-

cording to the second law of thermodynamics the free energy

AG = AH - TAS where AS

T

entropy change

absolute temperature

Since it is advantageous to chcose a cycle with a minimum

work involved, i e a small AG, it follows that it is desirable

to use endothermic reactions that occur at high tempera-

tures and exothermic reactions that occur at low temperatures.

The selection of a thermochemical cycle is ultimately governed

by economics. In choosing the elements which will be recircu-

lated within the system in large amounts only those of low

cost are usually considered. The selection is further restric-

ted because these elements have to be multivalent in order to

reduce chemically protons to hydrogen and to convert oxide ion

to oxygen. They must also easily and rapidly form stable com-
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pounds with one or both of these ions. The element that is

most frequently found in proposed cycles is sulfur. Others

which appear frequently are iron, the halogens and the alkali

and the alkaline earth metals.

Other important aspects to take into consideration is the

toxicity and the corrosivity of the reactants. From separation

point of view advantages are offered by cycles dealing only

with gaseous or liquid reactants. If solids are present, which

is the case for several cycles now under study, technical so-

lutions of fluidification are very likely to have to be intro-

duced into the final process.

It has been theoretically shown that three reactions are the

minimum required for a viable thermochemical cycle below 1 100 K.

Experience has further shown that very few technically operable

three-step cycle exist. However, it must be emphasized that in

order to be technically feasible each separate reaction step is

usually divided into more than one part process to achieve re-

quired separations and/or heat transitions. A way to simplify

the reaction path is to combine electrolytic and thermochemical

steps into what is named a hybrid cycle.

At least 250 different cycles have been briefly studied and

about 100 more in detail. R & D work has been done on chemical

equilibrum, kinetics, ' _at transfer and also in a few cases

on corrosion to the environment. A few cycles, some of which

will be discussed further below, have been partly studied in

pilot plant scale, but as to my knowledge there does not yet

exist any pilot or larger plant for a study of a full and

complete cycle. Calculations have, however, in a few cases

been made from available data of the efficiency and the cost

of a large hydrogen production plant. With the efficiency

based on the relation between the high heat content of hydro-
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gen and the heat delivered from the primary energy source

over all process efficiencies have been reported for various

cycles from less than 20 X to about 50 Z. Due to a lack of

primary data the calculations are impossible to check. How-

ever, it might be reasonably supposed that especially the

higher efficiency figures have been based on an almost com-

plete retrieval of exothermal heat energy as well as very

low losses of recirculating reaccants, which can be regarded

as impossible to achieve in actual industrial plant opera-

tions.

Before thermochemical cycles can be used for Che large-scale

production of hydrogen the most important problems and diffi-

culties to solve and to overcome are the following:

1) The technical stepwise upscaling from present days

laboratory or small demonstration plant scale to a full scale

plant with a H output of abouC 3 • 10 Nm /h and a thermal

power requirement of 3 000 MW, i e with a factor of 1 000 -

- 5 000. Reactants recirculating within the system will be

of the order of more than 1 000 tons/h, while current conven-

tional chemical plants have maximum produce- capacities of

100 tons/h.

2) Coupling of the high temperature step to the intermediate

helium loop from an HTRjinterphase problems.

3) Heat transfer in endothermic reactions at high tempe-

rature.

4) Achievement of high thermal and material efficiences of

separation steps, e g gas/gas or liquid/liquid.

5) Improving the kinetic of slow reaction steps.

6) Exact calculations of mass and energy balances.
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7) Metallurgical high temperature problems in strongly

corrosive environments.

8) Consequence of reactor scram on the necessary un-

interrupted running of the chemical plant.

Among allthermochemical cycles up to now studied the following

three have been rather thoroughly studied both in laboratory

and small technical scale and can all be regarded as particularly

promising. The reaction steps are given in summarized form.

1) 2 H O + SO > H + H SO ; electrolysis

H2 S04 > H20 + S02 • 1/2 02; 870°C

The cycle is a hybrid sulphuric acid cycle and is usually called

the "Westinghouse process" after its principal investigator.

It is mainly studied in USA in a cooperation between Westing-

house and several federal laboratories and universities. Complete

flowsheets have been prepared for each part of the process

and analyzed in details as to the technical equipment and cost.

The total investment costs for a plant with a H output of
5 3

4.25 • 10 Nm /h and requiring a total HTR heat input of
q

3 345 MW was in 1973 estimated to be about 10 $ (45 % for the

nuclear plant and 55 % for the chemical plant), which yields

an overall efficience of 45 7. and a hydrogen production cost of

of 4.65 $/GJ (19,5 kr/GJ).

2) 2 H20 • S02 + 4 I2 » H2S04 + 2

H2SO^ > H20 + S02 + 1/2 02; 815°C

2 HI4 » 4 l2 + H2 ; 300°C

This sulfur- iodine cycle has been studied by General Atomics

since 1974. Engineering data and flowsheets have been developed.
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A test program was initiated to evaluate materials of construc-

tion in the highly corrosive fluid environments. The applica-

tion of HTR process heat is the object of another study. The

overall development schedule is aimed at a first commercial

plant design in 1984. The current overall process efficiency

estimate is in the 45-50 £ range.

The cycle is one of the main objects for a recently started

joint development study within the IEA "Working party on

hydrogen production".

3) 3 FeCl2 + 3H2O > 3 FeO + 6 HC1 ; 480 - 76O°C

3 FeO + HJD > Fe,0. + H. ; 440°C
I 3 4 2

Fe,O, + 8 HC1 • FeCl + 2 FeCl, + 4H_0
3 4 2 3 2

2 FeCl3 1 2 FeCl2 + Cl2 ; 400°C

2HC1 + 1/2 0 2 ; 200 - 500°C

The iron-chlorine cycle exists in many modifications con-

taining different reaction steps performed at different tem-

peratures and studied partly or more generally in various

laboratories, for example in Ispra, Aachen, Los Alamos and

Mol. One of the more promising is summarized by the reaction

chain given above. All the modifications involve one or more

difficult solid phase separation steps, which is a serious

disadvantage compared to the other two cycles discussed.
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7 SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF THE HTR

Numerous studies of the safety and environmental impacts of the

HTR have been conducted over the years including extensive

recent studies employing the probabilistic risk assessment tech-

niques as used on LWRs in WASH-1400 the "Rasmussen Report".

See e.g. references 1-9, 11. All reports find the HTR to be an

exceptionally safe reactor concept. Thus it has been found suit-

able for siting in the US, FRG, UK and France (10, 11).

7.1 For HTR inherent safety features

The inherent safety features and potential environmental advan-

tages of the HTR as compared to other reactor types stem from

the following major features at the disposal of the designers:

- The ceramic, core possesses at nc:mal operation a
700 C margin of fuel particle integrity, a 1700 C
margin against fuel kernel melting and a 2500-2800 C
margin to graphite sublimation.

- A reactor contains a statistically significant number
of fuel elements, around 10 billion, in the form of
strong about 1 ran in diameter coated particles em-
bedded in graphite which guarantees a gradual fail-
ure with ample early warnings for corrective actions.

- The core has a large thermal inertia because of its
large volume at power densities below 8 MW/m\
(1/10 - l/20th of LWRs).

- The moderator acts as an additional fission product
barrier to the ones (getters) in the kernels and the
various layers of kernel coatings. Fission products
are absorbed (chemically bound) and adsorbed (plated
out) in the core and in the circuit. Since processes
and the accidents develop over hours, see Fig.
7.1.1-2, there is also time for decay to uniquely
reduce further the activity releases under both
normal operating as well as under severe accident
conditions (3, 9).

- The temperature coefficient of reactivity is always
negative.

- The gaseous coolant itself (He) cannot undergo phase
changes to give rise to high pressures within the
reactor vessel or the containment or to a sudden
loss of cooling as do liquid coolants, nor does it
react with the materials or becomes radioactive. It
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can not release large energies that could cause the
containment to fail.

The prestressed and thereby redundant pressure vessel
with an integrated primary coolant circuit minimizes
the risk for a sudden coolant loss since early warn-
ings of conditions that might lead to vessel failures
would be obtained and any failures are expected to
be gradual with limited coolant releases.

Maximum Fuel Tfmp^atur» tor
o Om^rC Stort o! 3 Aj,,i,ory
Cooling Systems Delay Tim» T

Pig 7.1.1

4000

Trrpnotxf ot MOWW f^m Wrpon

Timt-dependant Temperature Bertoviour of

Specific Rtoctof Comporertfs

- 0.5m5 leak in PCRV (« 8
times design max leak)

- Shut down system fails

- Main cooling system is
shut down

- Auxiliary cooling sys-
tem fails

The upper insulation may
reach 950 C in £h if the
reactor is not pressurized.

Pig 7.1.2

All the above characteristics can be used to give
the operators ample time, hours, for manual correc-
tive actions such as restarting the after heat re-
moval system (8)(9) and for the safe evacuation of
the population in the vicinity even in the event of
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the worst conceivable accident situations, Fig. 7.1.2.

The high thermal efficiency of the HTRs means corre-
spondingly less fission products and thermal pollution
per useful energy unit produced.

Handling and transports of coated particle fuel seems
safer and less hazardous than that of other reactor
fuels, especially if compared to used LMFBR fuel with
fission product gases under pressure in the pins.

Steam generator plugging for the HTR can be performed
on the secondary coolant side while it is done on the
primary more active side in the case of the PWR.

The flexibility offered the designer with respect to
safety is particularly notable for the HTR. Cne may
start with very safe parameters and with available/
desired fuel cycles in the first plants or first fuel
loadings and control the releases as desired. This
applies also to the choice of the maximum permissible
depressurization time constant as design basis for
the worst primary circuit envelope failure accidents.
In the long term one can easily direct the development
towards core designs t.iylored to optimum fuel scena-
rious (capacities of breeders and other reactors etc.)
and more economic plants of the maturing industry.

Of the major inherent safety problems to consider in the design

one should mention

- The relatively low delayed neutron fraction of the
2^3U-fissicms (which is a general Th-cycle problem).

The problems associated with accidental inleakage of
water into the reactor core, a problem that is elim-
inated in the direct cycle HTR or the HTRs with inter-
mediate heat exchangers.

- The problem of unexpected failure of the thermal in-
sulation and the liner of the I'CRV. While the ceramic
materials provide large temperature failure margins
and with their heat capacity and geometry prevent
rapid coolant temperature increases the metallic com-
ponents with safety functions become the temptrature
limiting ones. Some components materials are exposed
to temperatures in the creep range and there may be
some fatique problems (11). If the PCRV liner is
suddenly exposed to the hot gas outlet temperatures
due to failures of the thermal insulation or of a
concentric hot gas pipe it may, depending on the
accident conditions and the location, fail leading to
a depressurization situation.
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The loss of forced coolant circulation (see 7.3).

Graphite fires (see 7.3).

It has been suggested by the UK Nuclear Installation
Inspectorate that process heat reactors should be
separated up to 10 km from possible sources of gas
cloud explosions (11). The process heat exchanger
PHX with its associated gas piping might be regarded
as such a source.

7.2 Normal power operation

7.2.1

During normal operation gaseous and liquid effluents leave a

nuclear reactor station. They contain radioactive noble gases,

iodine and tritium. Measured release values exist from proto-

type HTR-station. For large HTR-unit corresponding data have

been calculated. The data given here refer to the 1160 MWe HTR

of General Atomic's design. To account for the uncertainty of

the calculations the expected release values are conservatively

high. See Table 7.2.1.

Table 7.2.1. Emissions for HTR (1160 MWe) 10in Bq/year (Ci/a)

Noble gases

Iodine

Tritium

550 -

10" '•

3000

7400 (150 -

(3-10-

(800)

2000)

")

If corresponding LWR-data are used as a yard stick comparison

shows that the tritium release from the HTR is approximately

on the same level as for LWR. Noble gases and iodine data are

a factor 5 and 100 lower, respectively. The annual whole body

and thyroid dose received from a HTR is estimated to 0.7 and

0.8 nSv (0.07 and 0.08 mrem), i.e. a factor of 4 and 50 lower

than for a LWR at the same site.

7.2.2 Integrated dose burden_on_reactor_staff

The integrated yearly dose, which applies to all people working

at a HTR-station, is 1 Sv (100 rem) or lower, i.e. a factor 3-4

lower than in the LWR case. Less than half of this value applies
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to normal operation. The remainer of the dose is received during

repair, maintenance and fuel element handling. The estimates of

dose during repair is quite uncertain. The individual annual

dose received in power operation is expected to fall in the

range 2.5 - 5 mSv (0.25 - 0.5 rem/a).

7.2.3 Decommissioning of power stations

The activity in an HTR-power station after 40 years of opera-

tion and one year of decay has been estimated to 8-101* Ci.

The activity is distributed on the PCRV (50Z, liner (30Z) and

primary circuit components like steam generators (20Z). Corres-

ponding overall figures for BUR and PUR are 2.9*107 and

4-106 Ci.

7.3 Major accidents

The by ERDA sponsored HTR Accident Initiation and Progression

Analysis AIPA conducted since 1974 by the General Atomic Co.

and reviewed by Aerojet Nuclear Co. with the purpose of guiding

the HTR safety RAD and developing a data bank for the necessary

information for the probabilistic methods used ("improved

Rasmussen techniques") (1) has been applied to the CA-HTGR-3GWt

reference design of 1975, Fig. 5.2.7.5, (1). As a result of that

and of international cooperation GA has modified its HTGR ref-

erence design as described in ref. (16), Figures 5.2.4.5 and

5.2.7.8.

The work was concentrated to 17 major accident initiating events

and from these derived event trees. Thus the total risk from

all potential accidents was not assessed. Like WASH-1400 AIPA

expresses the risk as

_. ...consequences, _ -events , M . , .consequences.
Risk( . T . ) • Frequency!—r-—-.—) * Magnitude( * )

unit time M 'unit time * events

in probability per year for each event plotted against conse-

quences expressed ir. whole body doses received by a receptor at

the outer boundary of the low population zone surrounding the

HTR plant. Fig. 7.3.1 shows the results of a few of the worst

.ases studied with the statistical uncertainty distributions.
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The AIPA study concluded preliminarely among other things that

The design basis depressurization accident (DBDA)
and the moisture ingress into the primary coolant
system are not very important from a risk standpoint.

The HTR has excellent absolute and relative safety.
No accident sequence considered with a probability
larger than 10~12 per reactor year would cause death
by latent cancer, Fig. 7.3.1.

- There could only be 1-2 latent cancer deaths in 25
years after events that could happen less than once
in a billion years. This should be compared with the
occurance of 5700 normal cancer induced deaths in a
population of comparable size (13).

Kernforschungsanlage Jiilich (KFA) has critically revived the

AIPA-study and suggested some changes which do not significantly

alter the general conclusions of the US study, Fig. 7.3.2-3.
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As indicated in section 5.2.2 and below further studies of more

elaborate event trees need however still to be pursued. It is

up to the designer to take due consideration of the inherent

safety features in his plant lay-out and parameter optimization.

Regarding the best known HTR, the CA reference design, Fig.

5.2.7.5, the following three accidents are of major concern

(14):

( i ) Ih£Je2ressur i za ti on_acc iden t

This is the design basis accident for HTR corresponding to the

LOCA for the LWRs. With gas one never looses all of the coolant

and the loss of pressure is predictably gradual. The PCRV has

been designed to limit the coolant leakage to correspond to an

opening of 0.06 m' which means that

The depressurization to the secondary containment
only takes a few minutes.

- The reactor shuts itself down by the negative temp-
erature coefficient of reactivity should scram by
pressure, temperature etc. signals fail to initiate
it. Start of emergency cooling may be delayed up to
1/2 h before component temperatures become critical
and before fuel particle coatings begin to fail,
Fig. 7.1.2. After 5h the max fuel temperature may
have reached 2000 C but the liner cooling system is
now capable of removing the decay heat (17).

Because of possible later ingress of air it is desire-
able to reduce and maintain graphite temperatures be-
low the ignition point around 400 C. This may acutally
be done with air mixtures since the combustion heat
remains only a small fraction of the decay heat and
the generated CO that becomes mixed with the helium
and air (correspondingly enriched in nitrogen) in the
containment building is not expected to reach the
flammability limit. Under very conservative assump-
tions (gas stratification) one may expect to get
flammable gas mixtures within the containment. It is
clear, however, that ingress of air can follow only
at a later stage of a depressurization process and
at rather slow rates so that the build-up of CO will
become a slow process measured in days. It seems thus
reasonable to expect that proper corrective design
and operating actions can be devised to cope with the
risk of a gas explosion that could jeopardize the
integrity of the containment. Such solutions seem
however not yet to have been reported for the latest
HTR designs (18).
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Forced coolant circulation is required for months
to avoid damage. The release of radioactivity, partly
in the form of dust and plate-outs, makes maintenance
of the cooling equipment difficult or even prevent
it. On the other hand one may allow lengthy interrup-
tions in circulating the gas or "air" coolant.

The probability to reach core over heating after depressurization

is estimated to about 10~7/reactor year. With a nonoperative

auxiliary core cooling system it would still take 5-1Oh until

considerable amounts of radioactivity would be released into

the secondary containment, Fig. 7.3.4-6 (11)(9). The secondary

containment should remain intact. Since a burst of the secondary

containment as a result of some improbable separation of the

gases and a rapid combustion of CO and possible H2 from water

graphite reactions cannot be excluded, these possibilities should

be further analyzed and designed against for prudency to remove

any doubts about the integrity of the containment under depress-

urization accidents. See also Fig. 5.2.A.6. It should be noted

that the consequences of such extremely unlikely ultimate HTR-

accidents might be more severe than for corresponding LWR-melt-

down accidents due to the higher ultimate fuel temperatures

reached in the HTR-case.

There is also a very low probability risk of a depressurization

as a result of loss of coolant flow followed by overheating and

failure of water containing heat exchangers with water pressures

above that of the helium so that steam over pressurization,gen-

eration of hydrogen,opening of the safety valves and possible

generation of flammable H^/air-mixtnres in the containment could

follow. See also (iii).

There is however in any event ample time to evacuate nearby po-

pulations, more so than in comparable LWR accidents, and these

times could be further extended by selecting lower core power

densities if deemed necessary.

(ii)

This is not considered a serious safety problem for the THTR-

300 pebble bed reactor since a max fuel temperature of only
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7.3.4 Time dependent fission product
release in case of a complete
failure of the core heat remo-
val system (11)
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1430°C, well below 1600 C the temperature for incipient coating

failures of the fuel particles, is reached after 5h if all

absorber rods are inserted within 2h (8). In the here discussed

GA design however there is a fairly large probability of fail-

ure of the main coolant circulation system that is integrated

with the main turbine plant. With downward coolant flow in the

core as in pebble bed reactors the lack of natural convection

cooling is however more serious considering the higher core

power density and the more sensitive low temperature design of

the upper core plenum which like the hot helium ducts may be

damaged in l/2h. Core and gas overheating becomes a problem

that must be solved by redundant auxiliary cooling systems.

See also section 5.2.2.

The failure of the forced circulation of the primary coolant may

be for current prismatic fuel designs of commercial sized HTRs

associated with higher risks than the depressurization accident

due to:

the lack of natural convection cooling of the HTR
with down-ward core flow coupled with a low-tempera-
ture design of the upper core plenum;

the large probability of failures of the HTR main
coolant circulation system at reactor and turbine
trips especially in the GA-design, where the main
circulator drive is integrated within the main tur-
bine plant, taking into account about 10 trips/
reactor year, typically the emergency cooling system
will be required once in 1-10 reactor years. This
involves the operation of isolation valves in all
main- and auxiliary loops and the start-up of the
auxiliary circulators and coolers with a total fai-
lure probability of about 10~4/demand.

damage to the HTR top vault insulation above the
reactor core could incure 20-30 minutes after the
loss of forced coolant circulation, which could lead
to partial coolant blockage by insulation debris
falling down on the top of the core. (This could
however be minimized by suitable graphite structures
at the core inlet.)

risk to arrive at a depressurization accident via
the pressure vessel safety valves failing to close
following overheating and overpressurization of the
primary helium and eventual failure of steam gener-
ators or emergency coolers.
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The overall probability of arriving at an uncontrolled core-

overheating accident following a loss of main coolant flow is

estimated to be about 10"'/reactor year (19) which is 2-3 order

of magnitude higher than in the case of the design-basis depres-

surization accident. This is explained by the obviously higher

failure probability of the main circulation system compared

with the pressure vessel. The results given in the AIPA-study

do not properly consider this accident, which appears to be more

severe for HTRs than loss-of-flow in LWRs. The consequencies

of the loss-of-flow accident may thus be similar to the above

described depressurization accident including a low-probability

risk for a major release of radioactivity following a failure

of the secondary containment.

(iii) Water ingress

A failure of the moisture detection system (11)(14) in the pri-

mary circuit might in the case of steam generator leaks lead to

the ingress of Mg's of water which if the high pressure or flow

sensors do not trip the plant and isolate and close down the

faulty system, could lead to some depressurization via the

safety valves as explained under (i). The graphite-steam reac-

tion forming water gas (H2 + CO) is however endothermic termi-

nating itself before excessive amounts of gas have been formed.

Water ingress is associated with reactivity increases (due to

improved moderation) and imposes some demands on the nuclear

control system. The water ingress problem is limited only to

HTRs on the steam cycle with steam pressures above the helium

coolant pressure.
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7.4 Fuel cycles

Safety and environmental aspects on the fuel cycle can be

subdivided into those applying to pre-, in- and post-reactor

operations. The in-reactor operations have already been

treated in chapters 7.1-7.3. The HTR differs from the LUR

and also from the FBR by being primarily focused on the

thorium-uranium 233 fuel cycle. The HTR has lower parasitic

neutron absorption and higher thermal efficiency than the LUR

which reduces the quantity of uranium to be mined and also

decreases the amount of fission products to be treated in

post-reactor operations. The uranium price determines which

conversion ratio is economically most favourable. The price

increase that already has occurred has e.g. raised this

ratio from about 0.6 to 0./5 which in turn brings the

uranium consumption down 25-35 Z as compared to the LUR or

about 15 1 compared with earlier HTRs. These figures apply

to an open fuel cycle, i e no recycle of fuel is contemplated.

Uith recycle the net uranium is lowered to 40-50 % of that of

an LWR with U+Pu recycle.

In the long term uranium utilization can be raised from

around 1 % to figures as high as 60-80 %. The requirements

are that the thermal breeder and the associated fuel scheme

are economically competitive and that energy production

levels off to zero growth. A pre-breeder/near breeder

represents an intermediate stage which will level off at a

uranium consumption of about 15 % compared with the LUR

under zero growth conditions. The concept shows promise to

become competitive in the long term.

The environmental problems and the health hazards in the

pre-reactor part of the fuel cycle are primarily associated

with mining. With the reduced uranium consumption of the

HTR, particularly when using the thorium-uranium 233-cycle,

a corresponding reduction in mining and consequently in health

hazards as well as other environmental effects can be expected.

On the other hand thorium has to be mined. Mining will still

be smaller than if the uranium-plutonium-cycle were to be
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used due to

- the thorium content in ores are generally higher

than in uranium ores

- smaller inventory of thorium

recycling of thorium

7.4.2 Post-reactor_fuel ey_c_le_ogerations

In the absence of experience from established plant the

environmental and health aspects of post-reactor fuel cycle

operations can only be commented on in general terms.

The higher efficiency of the HTR for electricity

production as compared to the LWR (AO % versus

32 %) results in a correspondingly lower figure

of fission product activity per unit of useful

energy. The VHTR with an efficiency of about 60 7,

is even more advantageous in this respect.

Analogous figures apply to waste heat.

Reprocessing of HTR-fuel as compared to LWR-fuel

differs particularly in the head-end part of the

process regardless whether the thorium-uranium-

233- or the uranium-plutonium-cycle is used. In

the head-end the fuel is separated from graphite.

With the present concept of the block fuel element

as well as the pebble the entire moderator is

burned to carbon dioxide which seems awkward

compared to burning of the fuel compacts only

as in an earlier British concept based on separate

fuel rods in coolant channels in the block. The

awkwardness is partly technical in the sence that

10-20 times more graphite has to pass the head-end

section than the rest of the reprocessing plant

and partly safety related. When graphite is burned

the carbon including the radiation induced carbon

14 is transformed from the solid state to the

gaseous.

Carbon 14 can most likely not be released to the
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atmosphere when Ihe HTR is introduced on a

commercial scale. The release of carbon—14 would

significantly increase the carbon-14 content

created by cosmic radiation and influence the

global dose. See also chapters 4.6.3.2.2 and

5.1.1.1.

The liquid extraction part of reprocessing HTR-

fuel belonging to the thorium-uranium cycle differs

in several respects

The quantity of fuel to be processed is smaller

compared to the LWR case if the HTR is used as

a converter because of higher enrichment, higher

burn-up and smaller inventory. When the HTR

is run as a near-breeder or breeder the quantities

increase due to smaller burn-up and greater

inventory.

The isotope composition of the actinides in

spent fuel from the thorium-uranium cycle differs

compared to the uranium-plutonium cycle parti-

cularly when the reactors are run as near-

breeders or breeders. Little trans-uranium

isotopers such as plutonium, americium and

curium are formed. On the other hand uranium

232, occurring in uranium 233 to a concentration

of about 500 ppm, gives rise to daughter products

with very high energy gamma radiation which will

require heavy shielding in reprocessing as well

as in fabrication of fuel containing uranium 233;

disposal of high active waste differs from the

uranium plutonium cycle mainly because of the

lower content of the alfa-active transuranium

elements. The radiotoxicity over several hundred

years is reduced by at least two orders of

magnitude when HTRs with high conversion ratios

becomes dominant. After this initial stage the

difference between the two fuel cycles becomes

insignificant, until about 100 000 years when

waste from the thorium-uranium cycle becomes
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an order of magnitude more toxic due to the

formation of radium 226. Beyond one million

years on the other hand the waste turns

practically inactive.

Although differences exist between the post-reactor parts

of the thorium-uranium and the uranium-plutonium cycle it

is difficult to point at any major over-all differences

between Lhe two because

the details of the spent fuel cycle technology

are not settled or studied in a sufficient scale

many differences can vary substantially, as a

result of e g varying conversion ratio, burn-up.

These in turn depend on the uncertain economics

thirty or more years into the future.

A very condensed summary of the HTR safety and environmental

aspects could be phrased as follows if the LWR is used as a

comparison stick. For the LWR it can be said the hazards can

be divided into three fairly equal parts. One third is an

attributed to pre-, in- and post-reactor fuel cycle operations

respectively.

For the HTR the first third becomes reduced to -,— r of the
4 4

LWR-hazard depending on what fuel management scheme will be

used. During reactor operation the hazards are expected to

become reduced approximately by one order of magnitude. The

post-reactor hazards will be differently distributed but will

probably on the whole be comparable with those of the LWR.
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7.5 Summary

Risk assessments have mainly been performed with regard to the

steam cycle HTRs. Regarding the less developed direct cycle anH

high temperature process heat HTRs with over 100 C hotter cool-

ant gas the uncertainties remain larger.

Our assessments of the status of the understanding of the risks

associated with the HTR concept are based on the better known

steam cycle designs and could be generally summarized as follows:

Inherent features (low power density, ceramic particle fuel core,

in a PCRV integrated primary circuit etc.) result in an order

of magnitude slower development of accidents. Releases of radio-

active products from the reactor proper might occure in hours

as compared to tens of minutes for LWRs and the failure of the

containment can only be expected after days as compared to hours

for LWRs.

The expected releases themselves are inherently much lower both

under normal operation (to this one may add the generation of

significantly less fission products and waste heat due to the

higher net plant efficiencies) and after conceivable accidents.

The ex-reactor fuel cycle and plant decommissioning risks are

however not well known. Decommissioning of HTRs seems to in-

volve larger problems than the decommissioning of LWRs.

The loss-of-coolant (LOCA) accident for LWRs has in the HTR its

counterpart in the depressurization accident that proceeds

smoothly without the pressure and thermal shocks expected for

LWRs. A major failure of the PCRV is generally considered to

be orders of magnitude less likely than a steel vessel failure.

However, uncontrolled core overheating accidents due to a fail-

ure of the forced primary coolant circulation are of greater

concern for current HTR-designs than depressurization. This is

explained by the frequent long-term dependance on not easily

accessible circulators and the temperature limitations of

metallic components exposed to high temperature helium. The

probability for such distructive HTR-core overheating accidents
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could however be slightly higher than the corresponding prob-

ability tor LWR-meltdown accidents.

As for LWRs, the integrity of the secondary containment is of

crucial importance for the protection of the public against

major releases of radioactivity. There is a remote probability,

that this containment could fail due to the creation of in-

flammable gas mixtures following a major reaction of air and/or

water with the hot graphite core structure.

Seismic 0.15/0.30 g operating basis/safe shut-down requirements

are to be met in the new US lead plant design. CASSAR-6 is being

currently reviewed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRS).

Used pebble bed fuel is being test-stored in the FRG salt-mine

high activity waste repository.

This assessment has concluded however that the promising safety

features of the HTR concept have not been fully exploited in

current designs. It seems e.g. that with up-flow in the HTR

core, natural circulation and stable up-hill boilers could re-

duce risks as could a power density selected low enough to pre-

vent graphite sublimation under the worst conditions. It seems

to us that these "neglected" aspects deserve immediate atten-

tion in the HTR-development programmes.

Finally, we have concluded that the HTR-concept possesses the

best of prospects for excellent safety and a very low environ-

mental impact and should be feasible for urban siting.
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8. ECONOMY

In attempting to get an idea of HTR economics it is also in

this context necessary to keep in mind that there under the

heading HTR are a variety of options with regard to

- energy production method(steam cycle, direct cycle,

process heat)

reactor design (block, pebble bed)

fuel cycle (Th-U233, U-Pu).

The options underlined above have received more attention or

are closer to existing experience than the remaining alternatives.

The economic figures can consequently be expected to be more

precise in an analogous pattern. Fully reliable data on the

economy of the HTR will, of course, not be available until

several large stations have been built and are in operation.

8.1 Steam cycle HTR

A couple of years ago CEGB in the UK carried out a very

thorough investigation on the economics of various reactor

systems in preparation of the parliament decision On

energy policy. The report is confidential but the cost comparison

that C£GB arrived at was unexpectedly published in 1974 in a

government white paper (Choice of Thermal Reactor Systems Report

of the Nuclear Power Advisory Board Cmnd 5731). See table 8.1.1.
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Table 8 . 1 . 1 .

£/k\V sent out1

SYMIM

Construction o » ; (includ-
ing NSSS;)

NSSS cost
Interest during construc-

tion
Initial Fuel
Total operating costs1 ..
Total present worth costs*
Uquivaient p/kWh

Ma^ox* AGR*

24!
(116)

72
IS
38

3C6
0-72

171
(39)

51
19
52

293
0-57

HTR

142
(60)

42
13
63

2C0
0-51

SOHWR'

150
(67)

45
1»
49

262
0-51

PWR»

132
(50)

40
14
47

233
0-46

NOTES
1 The Magnox costs were bared on 500-600MW units with turbo-generators of about
33OMW, so were not strictly comparable with the rest. They include the effects of redesign
which CEGB estimate at March 19/3 prices to be £l4/k\Vso.
2 Nuclear Steam Supply System. This includes all reactor components and control equip-
ment anil heavy water. The heavy water was assumed to cost £16/!b delivered.
3 Including feed fuel, repairs and maintenance, and insurance.
4 The present worth is related to a date half-way between the commiysioning dates of the
two reactors, using a 10% discount rats and a plant life of 25 years.
5 All reactors were assumed to have the same lifetime load factor regime averaging 64%.
Off load refu-.-l!c(l reactors were debited with system replacement fuel costs for part of the
tiir: taken to refuel.
6 The tcci'iitcal acceptability of an AGR of tliis size is uncertain.
7 If the first generation of commercial SGHWIU were 66OMW reactor units rather than
I32OMW. this would increase the capital cost by 10-15%.
8 The table relates to arbitrary electrical outputs ot I25O.MW (excepting Magnox), to
brins all except Magnox to a comparable basis. In the case of an output of 1150MW referred
to in Section 7.7 of the R'.-purt which refers to a specific reactor size of the PWR type, it is
eslimat.-d that llie station capital cost per kW sent out might be increased by up to 9%.

As can be seen from the table both capital costs and

generating costs are about ten per cent higher for the HTR

than for the PWR. Comments from German vendor spokesman

referring to the GA-HRB block design support the British

capital cost figures. The CEGB figures (in March 1973 £)

are based on coastal location and on a 64 % lifetime

load factor for all reactor systems. The British HTR

is of block design and uses off-load refuelling and the

U-Pu fuel cycle. As a consequence the fuel cycle costs are

known with higher precision than in the Th-U233 cycle. The

latter, however, is outside the UK regarded as more economical.

Inland location requiring dry cooling towers gives an advan-

tage for the HTR as compared to the PWR due to the higher

efficiency and hence reduced costs for cooling towers.
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Availability is vital to the economy of a reactor system.

The availibility of the HTR is by CEGB spokesmen expected

to be superior relative to the LWR. This opinion is based on

the impressive experience with the CO -cooled Magnox-reactors

which have demonstrated very good availibility mainly because

of short down-time for repair and maintenance which in turn is

due to the nearly non-radioactive coolant giving markedly

reduced contamination in primary circuit equipment. An

analogous situation is expected with the HTR also

having a nearly inactive coolant. The continuous on-load

refuelling of the pebble-bed reactor could also improve

availability. The excellent experience in these respects

from the prototype HTRs support these expectations.

However, it has to be kept in mind that future large HTRs

differ considerably from the prototypes and even from the

demonstration reactors. LWRs have had their share of teething

problems particularly with conventional components. The

problems encountered in Fort St Vrain seem to indicate that

the HTR also will face children's deceases. There is one

inherent feature of the HTR that might offset availability,

namely helium leak tightness. The excellent records of the

prototypes, which all had pressure vessels of steel, have to

be repeated in the PCRV enclosed larger HTRs. The possibility

to inspect and repair the liner hot ducts and their insulation

is certainly not simple and in some designs not possible.

Table 8.1.2 shows how the capital costs for a British and

an American HTR are divided on various components and parts

of the station. The figures which are relative have been

assessed by TNPG, UK and Technicatome, France.
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Table 8.1.2

Summary of HTR plant and civil costs expressed in % of

the total HTR costs and normalized to the same plant net

output of about 1200 MWe

— ~ ~ — • — — - - . y

Mn'a competent K^'-P ~—~~ _̂_̂

1. Civil wsrVi.

1.1. Reactor building

1.3. TuiSi.l» hou3c buiMin,;
1.-'.. Re-at-der

Total

2. Nuclear "̂ca*n S'.:p l̂v svsrea.
2 .1 . Preitressed concrete ves-.el structure
2.2 . PCV lir.er, penpCrat io^s, clo5ure5
2.3. PC' ins;:!»tiori
2.A. Cor>j tn^fcr.ils
2 .5 . CJrculitnrs
2.6. Boilers
2.7. ruel hjnJllr.g a:;d st^n^pipi oss?r>blies
2.8. Keliua g^s plar.ts
2.9. Auxiliary syit"-s
2.10 C^nrrol an̂ i insCrurer.ratio.i

Totil

3 . Turbin» ffr.ar.ilor oln:'.t

U. Electr lc i l s i » : !

5. Auxtliarv olanc

IOT.M. FLAN: A:.TI CIVIL COST

(107',}
fK-KT."

'..6

5.;'
7 .9

17.7

2 .7

5.R
3 . 1
2.')
5 .9

11.3
5 .8
2 .3
0 . 5
3 .3

40.' .

28.3

6.2

7.1,

100.0

OA-HTa

3 . 2

• • . ' .

v.o
n . 6

2.8
5.5
7.1,
Z.4
'..5

13.i
5.7
2 . 5

-

3 .7
43.3

30.5

6.6

5 . -

100.0

The steam-cycle HTR can also be used for steam production for

industrial use. Market investigations in the US indicate that

such reactors wild have to be of the same size as the

Fort St Vrain reactor to comply with the industrial structure.

Gtrman calculations estimate the HTR steam cost from a

slightly smaller HTR (500 MW ) to be only half of that from

fossil fired stations.
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8.2 Direct-cycle HTR

The direct cycle HTR, being a more advanced concept than the

steam cycle HTR is in the conceptual stage rather than in a

detailed construction stage. Economic figures can consequently

be expected to be less precise. Recently published German

data (2) indicate insignificantly small cost differences

between the steamcycle and the direct-cycle HTR.

In comparing the steam and the direct-cycle HTR the most

obvious difference is connected with the turbine. The gas

turbine is smaller - about 1/3 in length - of the steam

turbine of the same output - which should bring reduction in

costs. On the other hand the direct cycle HTR requires more

advanced and expensive materials in ducts, turbine etc.

Further, the He-He-heat exchangers of the direct cycle HTR

are larger than the boilers of the steam cycle version

which rather works in the direction of increased costs.

The greatest economic advantages of the direct cycle HTR

is connected to its greater potential:

the comparatively high cooling water temperature

can be brought to benefit

. either by dry cooling towers of quite modest

dimensions (for inland locations)

. or distribution of hot water for district heating

without reduction of electricity generating

capacity

increased efficiency can be achieved

. either by raised helium top temperatures above

the present design value of 850 °C. 950° C

gives 44 % efficiency which will require mate-

rials development,

. or by the addition of a bottom cycle.
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As part of the re-evaluation of the German HTR-program in

1977 a comparative cost analysis was carried out between

the PWR, the steam-cycle HTR and the direct cycle HTR

operative in 1988 using the same ground rules. The vendor

companies made an assessment of plant costs and KFA, Jiilich,

analysed various fuel management schemes and resulting

electricity generating costs. The results are presented

in figures 8.2.1-4. The underlying cost assumptions are

detailed in tables 8.2.1-6. The investigation concludes

that plant costs are the single most important factor in

the economic comparison. The HTR is competitive up to a

plant cost penalty of 15 %. Further,differences in electri-

city generating costs between the PWR and the HTRs is due

to the fuel cycle costs. In the once-through operating mode

where the fuel cycle costs are well known, the HTR generates

electricity 4-8 % cheaper than the PWR. A similar cost

advantage is found with recycle where reprocessing and hot

fabrication costs are less precise. It would, however, take

rather gross misscalculations to overthrow the general con-

clusion. A 100 Z cost increase in head-end costs would,

for example, raise the fuel cycle costs by only 6 %. It

may be noted that the fuel cycle costs are higher per kg

heavy metal than for PWR. The amounts handled are about

one quarter compared to the PWR, due to higher burn-up

and efficiency. In the prebreeder/nearbreeder scheme

fuel cycle costs increase due to decreased burn-up.
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TABLE d.2.1

MAIN DATE FOR LARGE POWER PLANTS AS OF MIDDLE 1977

HTR
DIRECT CYCLE

HTR2
STEAM CYCLE

PWR

KET ELECTRIC OUTPUT W
NET THERMAL EFFICIENCY %
COOLING TOWER
PLANT COST • MIO EM
OWNERS COSTS MIO IK
CONSTRUCTION TIME A
DECOMMISSIONING COSTS MIO'DM

1223

DRY
1930
180
6.5
300

1228
38.3
WET
1900
180
6.5
300

1228
32.6
KET
1870
180
6
17C

TABLE 8.2.2

FUEL CYCLE COST ASSUMPTIONS PER

URANIUM ORE

THORIUM

ENRICHMENT

U233 EQUIVALENCE

PU-FISS EQUIVALENCE

ESCALATION

INTEREST & DISCOUNT RATE

TAX ON FISSILE

OUT-OF-PILE TIME

1.1.1977

30

20

110

1.25

0.60

5

8

2

2.25

S/LBU308

8/KG TH

2/SWU

U(93 X)

U(93 X)

% P.A.

X P.A.

I P.A.

YEARS
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TABLE 6.2.5

FUEL F

LWR:
FRESH

HTR:
FRESH
FRESH
f r» •— *•> i i

FrOn
BALL
DUMMY
RECYC1

:AERICATION COSTS AS OF ]

FUEL

LEU C.P
TH/U KQX C.P.
HEU FEED C.P.
PRESSING INCL. GRAPHITE
EALL
.E PEKALTY C.P.

RECYCLE PENALTY BALL

.1.1977

340

365
355

255G
5.8C
3.54

+ 300

+ 100

DM/KG

DK/KG
DM/KG
DfVKG
DR/FE
DiVFE

%

HM

HM
HM
HM
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TABLE 6.2.H

COSTS OF REPROCESSING AND SPENT FUEL STORAGE
(DWKG HH) AS cf 1.1.1977

SHIPPING
HEAD-END

SOLVENT EXTRACTION
PRODUCT CONVERSION

OFF-GAS AND WASTE TREATMENT
WASTE SHIPPING AND STORAGE

TOTAL REPROCESS If !G

SPENT FUEL STGRAGE .

LKR

40

1
j>470

300
90

900

1060

HTR (1

175

550

975

2m

2300
1

D BASED ON THTR FUEL WITH 11 G HH/BALL AND 100 COO MV/D/T
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TABLE 8.2.b

ONCE-THROUGH FUEL CYCLE PARAMETERS

MODERATION RATIO C / M

AVERAGE FEED F I S S I L E / H M I

AVERAGE BURNUP MWD/KG

CONVERSION RATIO

F I S S I L E INVENTORY KG/GWCE)

RELOAD U235 KG/GM(E)

DISCHARGE U233+U235 KG/GWA(E)

DISCHARGE PU239+PU241 KG/GWACD

HO

325

7.2

100

0.594

886

638

194

1

MO

458

7.8

100

0.575

683

688

167

19

Lfl

366

8.6

100

0.575

988

741

120

81

-

3.1

32

0.62

1510

1079

278

223

TABLE 8.2.6

CLOSED FUEL CYCLE PARAMETERS

MODERATION RATIO C/HM

AVERAGE FEED FISSILE/HM %

AVERAGE BURNUP MWD/KG

CONVERSION RATIO

FISSILE INVENTORY KG/GWCE)

FISSILE RELOAD KG/GWACE)

DISCHARGE U233+U235 KG/GWACE)

REMOVED U233+U235 KG/GWA(E)

HRS

325

6.9

100

0.62

905

610

213

15

HRM

160

5.7

69

0.74

2350

749

441

PB

198

3.4

23

0,74

1330

1309

1015

485

NB

110

3.4

24

0.97

2800

1281

1249
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8.3 VHTR

During the 1970's economic assessments of the VHTR and its

products have repeatedly been performed. They have all

come to the same conclusions:

nuclear production of chemical energy carriers is

cheaper than or breaks even with production by

conventional methods. This tendency is more

pronounced for the more expensive hard coal than

for the cheaper lignite;

lignite gives a cheaper end product than hard coal.

The results of assessment studies a few years ago are dis-

played in figures 8.3.1.

The most recpnt and most thorough studies have been devoted

to nuclear coal gasification (2). Table 8.3.1, which gives

the basic assumptions underlying the cal.alations, also shows

that VHTR plant costs are ?5-?0 Z highe- than for an

electricity producing HTR (or LWR). Ta'jle 8.3.2 shows a

comparison of costs in West-Germany between nuclear and conven-

tional coal gasification and the costs for natural gas and

heating oil assuming a VHTR plant were in existance 1976

already.

Table 8.3.3 displays the result, of an attempt to foresee the

competitive situation for plants going into production in

the year 2000 assuming 6 I general annual price escalation

since 1976 (incljding coal) ar-l an additional 2 % annual

escalation on oil and natural gas. Under the given assump-

tions nucle?.' ,'isification from lignite will be competitive

with oil ar.d ga • in the fir^c year of operation while SNG

from hard c- 1 will reach competiveness if the entire plant

life time is taken into consideration.

One can always question whether such pvojections into the

future are reasonable or not. The 2 % additional escalation

rate suggested in the German calculations means that the

real value of oil and gas will increase 58 7 from now to

year 2000. Compared in 100 7 suggested by the Energy
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TABLE 8 . 3 . 1

BASIS ASSUMPTIONS FOR COST CALCULATION, 1976 DATA

THERMAL REACTOR POWER MW
ANNUAL UTILIZATION H/A
COAL INPUT 105 GCAIVA
GAS OUTPUT 105 GCAL/A
REST COKE 105 GCAL/A
NET ELECTRICITY 5
PRODUCTION 10 KllH/A

PLANT COSTS 105 DPI
COAL PRICE Dfl/GCAL

1)HKV: HYDROGASIFICATION,

HKVD

B.WJ COAL

3000
7500

34.76
28.22
14.20

877

3615
7.00

HARD COAL

3000
7500

22.22
22.24

-

6120

3288
20.63

WKV: STEAKGAS IFICATION



TABLE 8 . 3 . 2

SKG PRODUCTION COST FOR 3000 HH
FICTITIOUS START-UP 1976

COSTS

NUCLEAR GASIFICATION

- BROWN COAL
- HARD COAL

CONVENTIONAL GASIFICATION

- BROWN COAL
- HARD COAL
NATURAL GAS (FREE BORDER)
HEATING OIL (FREE REFINERY)

IN

PLANT WITH

1. YEAR OF OPERATION
DfVGCAL

29 - 32
40 - 45

37
62
22
25
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TABLE 8 .3 .3

SNG PRODUCTION COSTS FOR 3000 KW PLANT WITH
START-UP 2000. DATA GIVEN IN 1976 MONETARY VALUE

NUCLEAR GASIFICATION

" LIGNITE

- HARD COAL

CONVENTIONAL GASI-
FICATION

- LIGNITE
- HARD COAL

NATURAL GAS
(FREE BORDER)

HEATING OIL
(FREE BORDER)

1. YEAR OF OPERATION

DK/GCAL

29 - 32

40 - 45

37
62

34

39

LIFETIME AVERAGE
DM/GCAL

37 -39

51 - 60

46
88

65

74
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Commission (a temporary governmental committee for the

investigation of energy questions in Sweden) the German

assumptions concerning the price escalation rate of oil and

gas seem modest. The price model used in the first Club-of—

Rome-report for natural resources with limited reserves

indicates a steeper escalation rate in an analogous situation

which makes the German assumptions even more modest. The

calculations have in this respect not favoured the VHTR.

Similarly, the West-German hard coal prices which presently

are considerably above world market prices do not favour the

VHTR generated SNG. It seems, however, questionable to assume

that coal will follow the general price escalation rate at

least for a longer period of time. When the oil production

probably during ^he 1980's no longer can follow the demand,

coal and other energy carriers will be in increased demand.

The coal prices will most likely follow the oil and gas prices

- with some margin - and will make SNG from hard coal less

competitive. This margin will be determined by

- the greater environmental protection measures

required for coal compared to natural gas or SNG

- the economic incentive needed to go from convenient

gas or oil usage to more cumbersome coal technique.

The very high a.inual utilization time assumed, for a VHTR-coal

gasification plant 7500 h, or 86 %, reduces the price of SNG

in a way that seems less realistic at least during a rather

extended introduction period.

The assumptions underlying the German estimates of VHTR-SNG-

costs seem optimistic with regard to utilization time and

possibly with regard to the escalation rate of coal but

pessimistic with respect to the projected price escalation

rate on oil and gas. Taking into account the uncertainties

involved in forseeing competition 25 years into the future

the forecasts of the competitive situation seem reasonable.

Burning of solid coal although economically competive with

natural gas and oil today and with SNG in the future has in

West Gorman investigations not been regarded as a serious
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competitor due to greater inconvenience, negative impact on

the environment and the continuing trend away from coal for

heating purposes. The situation in other countries, however,

need not be analogous. Solid fuels like wood and pellitized

peat, for example, are environmentally more acceptable. If

the price projections made by the 1977 Energy Commission in

Sweden are not altogether unrealistic combustion of such

solid fuels must be regarded as serious competitors. The

mentioned commission forsees a peat price of 38 kr/Gcal

year 2000 (i e no escalation in real value) compared to

100 kr/3cal for oil (i e 100 % escalation or 3 % yearly

escalation rate). Such a price difference will justify

considerable investments for solid fuel combustion or put

a considerable price on the convenience of using gaseous or

liquid fuels.

One could highlight the future competitive situation that

VHTR-SNG will face in the following way. The data in table

8.3.2 can be plotted as in figure 8.3.2 if a linear relation-

ship between SNG- and coal prices is assumed. The graph indi-

cates that VHTR-SNG cannot, at least in a foreseeable future,

compete with direct burning of coal. Even if a penalty of e.g.

10 DM/Gcal is put on coal burning for purification measures

it would require a fourfold increase of the hard coal price

before break even will be reached.

More interesting is, however, to get an impression of how com-

petitive VIITR produced SNG could become relative to oil and

natural gas (NG). Figures 8.3.3 and 8.3,4 can be plotted using

figure 8.3.2 and the 1976 oil and NG-prices in table 8.3.2

25 and 22 DM/Gcal.

The increases in real value of oil and gas prices have been

used as independent variables. No attempt has been made to

relate oil and gas prices with time. Two parameters are further

introduced

the ratio coal/oil price increase and coal/NG price

increase.
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the 1976 hard coal price is given on two levels

15 DM/Gcal i.e. the price of coal at coal mines

e.g. in USA and Poland.

20 DM/Gcal i.e. the coal price in FPG or e.g.

the price of Polish coal in harbors in central

Sweden.

Combinations of conditions necessary for making VHTR-SNG com-

petitive with oil and natural gas can be extracted from figures

8.3.3 and 8.3.4. Figures 8.3.3 and 8.3.A also indicate that the

more the oil and gas prices increase the higher increases in

prices can be tolerated for hard coal for VHTR-SNG production.

Quite obviously VHTR-SNG will be more competitive in areas

close to a coal mine with low coal prices and far away from

oil refineries and gas wells.

There are additional market aspect that have to be kept in

mind when estimating competive situations, for example one

and the same VHTR-produced chemical energy carrier can address

different markets with different competitors and different

price levels. Hydrogen, e g, is used as raw material for the

manufacture of ammonia, plastics etc. In this case the only

competitor is hydrogen produced differently. VHTR-derived

hydrogen will with present knowledge easily be competivie

for many industrial purposes. Figure 8.3.1.

If hydrogen, however, were to be used as fuel for heating,

the unit heat price has to be lower than that of competitors.

It will certainly be much more difficult if at all possible for

VHTR derived hydrogen to compete with direct combustion

of solid fuels, provided the latter are environmentally

acceptable.

Between those two extremes one finds reduction of metals with

hydrogen. Iron sponge production is presently calculated to

be in an economic break even position.

The motor fuel market will most likely for a long time be

reserved for liquid fuels. Although direct burning of
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finely ground wood has been demonstrated in a combustion

engine it seems difficult to foresee solid fuels as a

practical option in the transport sector. The only long term

competitor to VHTR-derived motor fuels will hence be fuels

conventionally produced or electrical propulsion. Only the

two former options have been compared economically. Fig.8.3.1

Comparison between gasoline (petrol) and methanol is also

lacking.

A word of caution seems warranted when price projections

into the future are made. Energy is often taxed. The tax

instrument can be used to change the competive situation to

achieve certain objectives, as for example

to improve the balance of trade

to reduce negative effects on the environment

to achieve aims of politic nature.

Economic predictions constitute, in other word, only one

aspect of forecasting the future.

Choice of Thermal Reactor Systems Report of the

Nuclear Advisory lioard, Cmnd 5731

V Hansen

Economic evaluation of the HTR as a power plant and

source of process heat. KFA Jiilich. Lecture at the

HTR Information Seminar, Stockholm, Jan 11, 1978.

HHT Presentation at the BMFT in Bonn Febr 25, 1977,

Lectures.

HRB Report BA 1485 Engl.
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POTdiiflAL

The development potential of »he helium cooled reactor line was indi-

cated already in chapters 3, 5 and 8 and by the development going on

from the steam cycle HTR and the direct cycle (gas turbine) HTR to-

wards process heat applications covering the whole spectrum of appli-

cations a typical measure of which is shown in Pig 9.1 refering to

the situation in the FRG (i). The fast helium-cooled breeder or GCPR

can be regarded as a strongly related parallel development to the H'lUs

(2).
300-

30 1C0 200 500 1C00 2CC0
T I « C 1

Pig 9.1 Total heat demand profile in the PRG (i)
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The inherent features of the HTR that open

up further developments to special applications like propulsion

reactors (3) derive fro»

the rapid development and groving use of high temperature Mate-
rials, particularly of ceramics that can be utilised in this re-
actor (in the core, for shielding and thermal insulation, for
pressure vessels and perhaps for heat and process heat ex-
changers etc). The HTR seems more able to benefit from these de-
velopments than other reactors as there seems to be more poten-
tial development possibilities covering all components from the
fuel particles to the gas turbines. This goes for the reac-
tor concept as veil. One can visualize different promising possi-
bilities from magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD) (with a minimum of moving parts) to fusion techno-
logy applications.

the higher coolant temperatures that result in a
more efficient use of the fuel and open up a larger high tempe-
rature process heat market and more propulsion applications.

the use of an inert gaseous coolant which is imperative for all
these possibilities as for the favourable safety and environmen-
tal characteristics.

In this perspective one can conclude that the long term future of

this reactor development line is full of potentially challenging

opportunities and there seems to be a variety of ways to proceed

that opens possibilities to circumvent various difficul-

ties such as shortage of industrially extensively used rare mate-

rials. In terms of variety and number of promising applications

the HTR stands uniquely in a class by itself.

BARNEiiT, BOHN
National Economic Aspects of Non-electric Secondary Energy
Carriers Produced by Nuclear Plants
Symposium on Nuclear Energy Applications other than Electricity
Production, Jfllich 1976-04-29/30 KFA
Jfll-Conf-23 1976-12

Past Breeder Reactors Status 1977
5TTJDSVIK/RA-78/1 19?8

R riKHOLM
Propulsionsreaktorer
AE-AR-RV-342 1974-01-24
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10 CONCLUSIONS

The special conditions that have generated a growing interest in th?

HTRs include:

- The global energy consumption growth in connection with the limited
fossil and now available renewable energy sources suggests a con-
tinued strong growth of the nuclear option with a need for it in
the heat markets as well. About 75;"* of the total energy consumption
i3 for h-r-ati-'.jj purposes. It is most realistic now to discuss ene gy
scenarios with substantial nuclear components in terms of water Jtnd
gas cooled reactors with strong trends towards better nuclear fu-1
utilization by the use of fast breeders (PBR) and advanced react>rs
like the HTHs in order to make the nuclear options more viable.
The advanced reactors development is now globally concentrated to
the breeders and the HTRs at annual R4D expenditure levels arouni
$ 1000M and ?50M respectivly. The larger amounts put on the breeders
reflects the larger importance subscribed to the need for breeders.

- The present use of nuclear energy could only result in a very limi-
ted contribution to the long tern energy supply, comparable to that
by coal. The breeders could however extend the nuclear option by
two orders of magni•u'le to thousands of years (i). The HTR3 without
the breeders could 3ave substantial amounts o£ the uranium (2). ''he
annual demand for it could however become limiting even with a
global nuclear capacity not growing faster than the present trend
since there is not 2 ^ a r a i l a b l e f o r t h e HTR nor the breeders that
could quickly generate it. Pig 10.1 illustrates these points though
it actually chows the annual and cumulative U demands for the De-
BeNeLux court* ries for three strategies: LWHs only, LWRs+HTRs and
LVRs+PBRs, (3)» The earlier the breeders or the fusion
reactors with thorium blankets will be introduced the lower will
the annual D-deaand peak be and the cheaper the global nuclear pow-

SO
GgU/y
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er fraction. The LHPBa is however expected to have 20-1OOjt higher
plant costs than the LWRs and the HTRs and nay therefore be further
delayed (5)(4).The PER may be delayed also for political and techni-
cal reasons. The fusion reactors that also are expected to be very
capital intense are today generally considered to be at least 30
years behind the P3Rs. Rising U and coal prices on th ; other hand
justify strongly an earlier ?BR and KTR introduction (1}^5). With
a built-up U production capacity in the future it is likely that
the PBRs will start to be repiiced by less capital intense advanced
thermal reactors l.'ke the HTRs when the global energy production
growth starts levelling off, perhaps around year 2020 already.since
the annual U-demand may then start to decrease despite a growing
nuclear (?BR) capacity. Higher conversion ratios, up to breeding,
in HTRs becomes economically justified at higher 0-prices. The FBKa
can of course best prevent such cost increases. The demands for fuel
pj-oeessing and fabrication and for Th would with the HTR be consi-
derably less than with the heavy water reactors ('<.').
The old concept of a jpallation accelerator gen?rating fissile fuel
much more rapidly than the PBHs "has been drawing luickly growing
interest the last four years. One spoliation accelerator is elai-aed
to be able to breed fissile fuel at a rate that could start-up one
HTR per year (6). The feed could b* e g Th or V and the accelerator
targets heavy metals including not only Th and V but also the feared
aetinides. The beam could consist of 1.6x10" J (iCeT) protons gene-
rating up to 100 neutrons per an interaction-chain of events.

This appears to be a promising alternative ?ad/or complement to
the PBR-HTR symbiosis since the latter nay not become very effec-
tive in reducing the uranium demand until year 2050. The so called
spallation-breeder-system seems to have aarked environmentalt
risk and nonproliferation merits. It is also claimed to require
no more than near term technology.
"Sear-term - fusion* is also claimed to present an alternative/comple-
ment to the fission brooders in terms of snail, around 100HW machi-
nes that in themselves are energy consumers (Q » fusion energy out/
energy input to the pla3ma = 0.1-0.5 only) but which similarely
can breed fissionable isotopes in their blankets for more efficient
energy production in thermal converters like the HTRs, (6). The USSR
will(according to Dr AA Harms) in a recent agreement with the U.JA
provide their new fusicr. reactor for a demonstration experiment of
this principle. The U3A will provide the breeding blankets.

- Por the long tern development it is thus realistic to predict tue
introduction of both breeders and HTRs considering generally
the development and the fact that these two systems complement one
another . The FBRs use best the Pu and thereby the TJ while the HTR3
give good fuel utilization on the Th-cycle. IJ^U could be bred in
the FBRs and the flexibility available in the fuel cycle manage-
ment» permit the systems and optimizations to be adopted to any
changing conditions without design changes in the reactors durin*
their life times, Pig 10*2. One should take notice of the fact that
in the long term the HTRs could cumulatively very much outnumber
the PBRs when the nuclear capacity growth is levelling off,(7).
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Fig 10.2 The niwber of equally
powered HTHs which a
f-st heliun-cooled bree-
der (GCPR) could feed
if optimised on one hand
for no fertile uranium
at -»11, or on the other
han-l for sufficiently
uranium to breed the Pa
consumed in it as well
(7).

U U SJ U M IJ
CSBVfRTf• MMCTSR tSSW—SS MTW

- The intense debate of environmental, ri3k and safety matters

- The interest in new nuclear applications (process heat etc)

- The gas shortage (including the growing use of hydrogen} s
efficient coal gasification

- Coolinz water shortage and need for dry cooling towers

- Risk sharing (including the interest in to electricity conplearo-
tary energy distribution networks -— hydrogen and other energy
carriers—)

- äoonoaic pressure* for cheap and less capital intense ener^qr pro-
duction.

The status studies of this technology show that the HTRs

- art based on 14 GWe of successful gas-cooled reactor technology
and that the steam cycle HTR has been demonstrated successfully
In the 20-110 MW range and 13 being demonstrated in two 300 MWe-
clats reactors in the USA and the FRG,

- have a broad technical development potential* Demonstration of
small prseess heat VHTRs »nd of a 600 MWe nirect cycle HTR is ex-
pected by the early 90i*s,

- are feasible for a massive Introduction well by the end of the
century.
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The sain problems that have been holding back this development to a
kind of "wait and see" situation have not been of technological rea-
sons but rather for instance

- needs for single plants do not alone justify HTR developments
that require excessive infra-structures (including the closing
of the fuel cycle, gas pipe lines etc)

- international cooperation is required beside the eaerging indus-
trial cooperation for ice-breaking goal-sånded projects

- choices of priorities must still he made including

* type of HTR and components
- type of fuel cycle
- type of energy carrier

- the tine needed for organizing cooperation, naking design choices
and goals, for aarketing, developing infra-structures and fabri-
cation plants etc

- financing; in the critical situation created by the nuclear oppo-
sition that makes the introduction of new reactors difficult.

The prospect» for an international commercialization are now however

brighter considering that

- the development of advanced systems has been concentrated to the
breeders and the HTR» at annual levels of over « 1000M and 25Of
respectivly

- serious plans exist now for construction in the SOies of a 600 W e
gas turbine cycle HTR (using a pebble bed core and an integrated
PCRT) in the ?HG, of a 50 KWt VHTR (using block fuel) in Japan =»nd
of a 500 MWt VHTR (using pebble fuel) in the PRG. The USA, CBC,
USSR, Switzerland and France can also be expected to be anong the
first to build early plants. The two first have conducted commer-
cialization studies that justify this and one is continuing from
that.

- international agreements have been signed between PRG: USA: Switzer-
land and France and the international cooperation is growing an<i
including Japan and others

- the potential and prospects of and the need for the HTRs sre inter-
nationally recognized. This includes risk, environoer til and non-
proliferation aspects, but above all the prospects frr very high
efficiencies and for unique process heat applicationc.(Of other ad-
vanced reactors the LWBB is less promising while the .BR is about
a decade behind the UTR and the 22& (i). 7o« «3R åo*» not improve
*-h» fa»l v.tiliJMtiOT! ar.å the CA"F>TTs hive too 1"" a themal effici-
ency except for the CAJQU-OCR that nay be a bit less favourable re-
garding fuel utilization and which at aryr rat» first has to be
aonstrated in a 300-600 "We power plant.'»
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Th* conclusions baaed on this status assessment that addressee spa»

cifically the Stilish energy strategy thinking will to presented is

another report»
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